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Summary

This research explores an approach that is capable to automatically check
building models against a wide range of requirements, including data validation
requirements in data exchange and collaboration processes, domain regulatory
requirements that ensure safety and quality of building designs, and other
types of requirements which can be specified to find out potential issues in
building models. Although there are existing applications that can perform
some checks, they are developed based on proprietary information systems,
which are not transparent for public reviews and are not flexible to be
extended to adapt with various checking scenarios in the building industry.
There is a pressing need in research and industry communities that an open
and expressive method is required to structure requirements, which can be
automatically processed to check building models.

After literature review and analysis of existing approaches, methods from
two fields are selected for further investigation, assigning this research into two
stages. In the first stage, emerging open standards developed in the Building
Information Modeling (BIM) domain are investigated. In the second stage,
Semantic Web technologies are used as the basis for development. In both
stages, a significant difference with existing research work is that instead of
re-inventing technologies that are usually time-consuming to be implemented
and adopted widely, this research attempts to integrate existing or emerging
standardized technologies. Regarding use cases, data quality checking is the
primary focus, but other types of checks are also considered as case study
and extensions of the development work.

In the first stage, a prototype is designed and implemented using open
BIM standards: using Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) to capture building
models; using mvdXML to represent checking requirements; and using BIM
Collaboration Format (BCF) to report issues. This prototype is developed
on top of the open source bimserver.org framework. Based on this tool, this
method is evaluated with real data quality requirements, the Dutch Rgd BIM
Norm. Shortcomings of this method are identified. In general, this method is
not sufficiently expressive since it can support only a limited set of real-world
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use cases. Another drawback is that in order to effectively use this method,
users must have profound knowledge of low-level technical details of the IFC
data model.

In the second stage, Semantic Web technologies are investigated and used.
Compared with the technique developed in the first stage, Semantic Web
technologies enable an environment that can be more easily extended to
integrate additional datasets and semantics and thus potentially support
more use cases. By utilizing modelling, query and rule languages in this
field, a method for requirement checking is introduced. In this method, IFC
building models and related datasets are transformed to Resource Description
Framework (RDF) datasets and processed by query and rule languages.
A checking environment is assembled following this method. Along with
two other research groups, who have used systems that perform similar
functionalities, a performance benchmark is conducted to evaluate this work.
The result shows that checking outcomes of the assembled environment
are reliable. However, it is realized that with off-the-shelf Semantic Web
technologies, many use cases (e.g. cases require procedural knowledge such as
checking whether all walls touch floor slabs) still cannot be easily supported
since related information is difficult to be derived from IFC building models.

In order to address this issue, by reviewing common use cases, a set of
functions for deriving information from both domain-specific and geometric
subsets of IFC building models are extended to enrich a standard Semantic
Web query language: SPARQL. Extended functions are grouped into four
categories: schema-level semantics, instance-level semantics, product geometry
and spatial reasoning. A strategy of implementation is introduced to take
advantage of both Semantic Web technologies, which are declarative and more
transparent, and procedural programming, which are more expressive and
computational efficient. 3D volumetric geometry data in IFC building models
are transformed into the triangulated boundary representation captured by
Well Known Text (WKT) format, which can be effectively stored in RDF
databases and can be processed using exiting algorithms. With this strategy, a
research prototype is implemented as a web-based application with a database
backend. Test and evaluation of this prototype demonstrates that many
realistic use cases can be addressed with these extended functions.

This approach is further evaluated with a set of case studies. The first case
evaluates its expressibility with cases of data quality checking. Requirements
in Norwegian Statsbygg BIM Manual, which is one of the most comprehensive
national BIM standards, are translated into rules. It is concluded that most
of the requirements can be formalized to check building models except those
which are too generic to be specified or require functions which might be
too expensive to be developed. Furthermore, two cases selected from Korean
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Building Act and US International Building Code are studied as examples
of regulatory compliance checking. The first one is to check the escaping
distance from a room to an exit stair under different conditions, and the
second one is to check window openings on external walls according to fire
separation distance. They demonstrate the expressibility and extensibility of
this method, as they either require complex checking logics to be captured
or need datasets other than IFC building models to be processed along with.
The last case resides in the domain of facility management, which not only
requires spatial and location data from building models, but also requires
sensor data to evaluate thermal and air comfort of rooms. It shows that the
research prototype can be extended to cover such type of use cases.

The two approaches explored in this research both provide open and trans-
parent methods for structuring requirements over current practices, which
encode requirements and process building models using one-of-a-kind propri-
etary solutions. The second one that is based on Semantic Web technologies
is considered as a more promising approach, as it provides a more modular
and extensible environment regarding further development.

This research contributes to the ongoing work of developing a general
method to address large amounts of requirement checking use cases in the
building industry. It investigates applicability of current open standards for
checking IFC building models. An open, expressive and extensible approach is
developed and suggested finally. Compared with existing work, this approach
has extended the possibilities of using Semantic Web technologies for checking
building models, including data quality checking and checking related to
geometric data. This research also provides advanced stage of evaluation with
building models of different scales and diverse kinds of use cases to build
insight view regarding pragmatic use of the suggested approach.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The building industry is a domain that is collaborative and requirement
oriented. In De Architectura authored by Vitruvius in Ancient Rome, the three
qualities of firmitas, utilitas, venustas can be considered as one of the earliest
requirements defined for all buildings. In modern times, various standards,
building regulations and customer-specific requirements take increasingly
important roles. Compliance with these requirements highly influence the
business success of every building project.

In the traditional design, engineering, construction and operation processes,
paper-based drawings and scaled physical models are the major mediums to
represent and exchange building information. In different stages through the
life-cycle of a building project, these documents and mockups are manually
assessed by domain experts, authorities or clients against different types of
requirements to ensure quality of drawings, safety and functions of buildings,
aesthetic styles, etc.. As building projects in modern times become increasingly
complex, this process can hardly provide required integrity, precision and
timeliness (Han et al., 1998). Large amounts of manual work arise the problems
of collaboration and interoperability among different stakeholders, working
processes and heterogeneous systems. On the other hand, for specific sub-
domains or processes, design errors and potential issues cannot be effectively
detected. These problems lead to unintentional costs in building projects.
The well-known report from National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) indicates that the problem of inadequate interoperability costs 15.8
billion US dollars annually for the US construction market alone (Michael
P. Gallaher and Gilday, 2004). Questionnaire survey conducted by Lopez
and Love (2011) concludes that 14.2 percent of the total costs of a project
are caused by design errors.

It is widely acknowledged that automatic requirement checking can poten-
tially overcome these issues (Eastman et al., 2009). In the last three decades,
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1.1. Motivation

Building Information Modeling (Building Information Modeling (BIM)) tech-
nologies have gradually evolved from Computer Aid Design (CAD) systems.
The idea of using one or more data models to integrate information from
different sub-domains in the building industry must lead to better collabo-
ration and automation for the entire industry. As reported by McGraw-Hill
Education (Hill, 2012), automatic requirement checking is one of the most
promising fields beneficial from BIM applications. This research aims to
contribute to the on-going work of automatic requirement checking being
developed and applied in this field (Fig. 1.1).

Figure 1.1: From manual checking processes to automatic requirement checking for
BIM-based building models

1.1 Motivation

An automatic requirement checking system requires computer interpretable
models to capture both building design and requirements (Fig. 1.1). The ex-
ploration of automatic requirement checking systems in the building industry
began following the emergence of CAD technologies. Since 1960s, when the
first CAD system was invented (Sutherland, 1963), automating the process
of requirement checking has been proposed time and again (Fenves, 1966;
Fenves et al., 1969; Rosenman and Gero, 1985; Myers et al., 1992a). All the
early efforts have limited impact for the entire industry until the evolving
and application of BIM technologies (Eastman et al., 2011). Unlike conven-
tional CAD models which can only capture Two Dimensional (2D) geometry
data, BIM technologies enable rich domain information (e.g. building element
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1.1. Motivation

types, properties and relationships between them) being explicitly captured
and integrated along with Three Dimensional (3D) geometric building objects.
This allows computational tools to process data about different perspectives
of a building to comprehensively analyse information.

Despite the acknowledged potentials, however, requirement checking ap-
plications are far away from expected success. There is currently a limited
set of proprietary software platforms that can be used in day-to-day practices
(see Section 2.3 in Chapter 2). With building information captured by a
common data model such as Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), the essential
questions of implementing a checking procedure are how to formalize require-
ments and how to derive related information from building models in order
to report issues. The dominant approach applied by these proprietary sys-
tems is hardcoding almost all checking procedures with full-fledged computer
programming languages. This approach has a few major issues, which are
listed as follows:

� No transparency for public reviews. For such black-box solutions, it is
difficult to verify whether the coded requirements reflect the intention
of end users. In practices, a slight change in checking logics without
updates in software code may lead to inaccuracy of checking results.

� Lack of flexibility and extensibility. Hard-coded rules are usually too
rigid to be reused and extended to meet requirements other than pre-
defined ones. Conversely in real world, requirements trend to be more
flexible and more related to specific scenarios rather than being always
prescriptively documented (Meacham et al., 2005). Apart from con-
ventional requirement checking use cases that are mainly related to
regulatory compliance checking, increasingly more engineering tasks in
collaboration processes and different sub-domains (e.g. interoperable
data quality checking, cost estimation, facility management, etc.) need
to automatically analyse and evaluate information. Such an approach
can hardly support the variety of use cases.

� High cost for development and maintenance. It is difficult to develop and
maintain such systems, regarding continuous evolving of the building
industry and use cases. High cost of development also lead to expensive
software packages that can hardly be afforded by small and medium
enterprises (SMEs), which are the majority of the market.

Due to these issues, for an arbitrary requirement in real practices, it is
hard to find an effective solution to automate its checking process. On the
other hand, increasingly more diverse use cases must be addressed urgently.
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1.2. Research questions

As reported in Nisbet et al. (2017), there is a pressing need in research and
industry communities that an open and general form is required to represent
requirements and check building models, allowing flexible definitions, reusing
and extensions to support a wide range of use cases.

1.2 Research questions

The primary goal of this research is to explore an approach that can potentially
represent a wide range of requirements in order to automatically check building
models, at the same time retain openness, flexibility and extensibility. The
specific questions that are addressed by the research conducted during this
project are as follows:

� Question 1: Can we use current open standards dedicated for capturing
requirements in the building industry to automatically check building
models?

� Question 2: What would be a suitable approach that can support a wide
range of requirement checking applications in the building industry?

� Question 3: How can related semantic and geometric information in
building models be flexibly queried to meet the variety of requirement
checking use cases?

� Question 4: From pragmatic point of view, can we deploy the sug-
gested approach to automatically check building models in day-to-day
practices?

1.3 Research approach

The research approach is based on the methodology of design inclusive
research (Imre, 2007). To understand the complexity of requirement checking
use cases, this research starts from a literature study, within which the context
and problems are identified. Existing work that is related to addressing these
problems is reviewed. Two research paths are defined, assigning this project to
two stages. In both stages, research prototypes are designed and implemented,
and real use cases are adopted for evaluation. A significant difference with
existing research and development work is that this project attempts to
evaluate and integrate emerging or established open standards, instead of
reinventing new technologies from scratch.
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1.4. Research demarcation

In the first stage, emerging open standards and methods developed in the
Building Information Modeling (BIM) domain are investigated. A prototype
tool is designed and implemented. It is evaluated with BIM data quality
checking use cases. Although it firstly appears a promising method for
requirement checking that is welcomed by the research community, it is
difficult to be extended to cover more use cases. The research has changed
the direction afterwards.

In the second stage, Semantic Web technologies are used and extended to
address requirement checking issues. In contrary to the method in first stage,
which is naturally based on Closed World Assumption (CWA), Semantic Web
technologies are generally based on Open World Assumption (OWA), which
enables a more extensible environment for development. It is realized that a
combination of OWA and CWA is required for most requirement checking
use cases. A general method for using these technologies is defined and a
checking environment is assembled. Evaluation is conducted by a pilot study
and a performance benchmark along with other research groups. This method
is further elaborated by developing a set of domain-specific functions for
SPARQL Protocal and RDF Query Language (SPARQL), a standard query
language used in the Semantic Web field, regarding processing both domain
semantic information and geometric data captured in building models. A
research prototype is implemented as an application with a database backend,
which is tested with realistic use cases. In addition, a set of diverse case
studies are conducted to prove and evaluate the capability and extensibility
of this approach.

1.4 Research demarcation

A requirement refers to a conditional constraint that can be specified to check
building models or related datasets to identify potential problems that will
affect downstream working processes or utilization of buildings. The term
“requirement checking” or “automatic requirement checking” in this thesis
refers to a process, in which a software system is used to define requirements
and process building models and related datasets to automatically detect
potential errors and issues. There are a few synonyms of this term, such as
“model checking”, “model validation”,“semantic rule checking”, “regulatory
compliance audit”, which have been used in other literature (Hjelseth and
Nisbet, 2010; Zhang et al., 2015a; Pauwels et al., 2011; Dimyadi and Amor,
2013).

In all the research and development activities documented in this thesis,
building models captured by the standard IFC data model are the main target
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to be checked. BIM data quality checking is the primary focus in use cases,
but some other types of requirement checking use cases are also considered in
case studies.

1.5 Outcomes

The major outcomes are two research prototypes. The first one is a prototype
named Model View Checker, using open BIM standards to check IFC building
models and report issues. The second one is the BimSPARQL prototype
which extends domain-specific functions for SPARQL. It can be used along
with rules to check IFC building models. Links of resources of these two
prototypes are listed in Appendix A.

1.6 Thesis outline

The structure of this thesis is illustrated in Fig. 1.2. The thesis starts from an
up-to-date overview of related research in Chapter 2, which describes issues
in building models, use cases, current applications and research prototypes
that are relevant to the topic. It also analyses the challenges of developing an
ideal system to support a wide range of requirement checking applications in
the building industry. Research gaps are identified as the conclusion of this
chapter. At the end, this chapter outlines two research paths for the rest of
the thesis.

Chapter 3 reports the prototype of using open BIM standards to check
and report issues in building models. A prototype model checking tool is
implemented. Functionalities are introduced by demonstrating checking cases,
and qualitative evaluation is provided to identify limitations.

Chapter 4 describes the second approach, which is developed based on
Semantic Web technologies. This chapter serves as the foundation for the
rest of the thesis. It firstly discusses the question of OWA and CWA in the
context of requirement checking applications. A general method for checking
building models is introduced using Semantic Web technologies. A checking
environment is assembled and an example is demonstrated as a proof of
concept of this method. Besides, a performance benchmark to compare this
checking environment with similar systems from other research groups is
reported. A discussion about pros and cons of this method in comparison
of the approach introduced in Chapter 3 is provided. It is concluded that it
is a more suitable method with consideration of expressibility and further
extensions of the system. Some limitations are identified as the starting point
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1.6. Thesis outline

Figure 1.2: The structure of thesis chapters

for Chapter 5.

Chapter 5 addresses limitations concluded in Chapter 4, that is the sim-
plicity and capability of deriving information from IFC building models. A set
of functions are classified and introduced to extend a standard query language.
A set of functions are initiated based on reviewing of IFC documentation and
common use cases. A prototype implementation of the system is provided
and test work is conducted.

In Chapter 6, four diverse case studies are demonstrated. Different aspects
of this approach and the prototype are evaluated.

Chapter 7 summarizes this thesis, and answers research questions in-
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troduced in Section 1.2, Chapter 1. Contributions, limitations and future
directions are discussed.
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Chapter 2

Requirement Checking for
Building Models

A general approach for implementing a requirement checking process is to
systematically compare the information in building models and the specified
constraints in requirements to report potential issues (see Fig. 1.1 in Chap-
ter 1) (Dimyadi and Amor, 2013). There are at least two research subjects
involved: building models and requirement documents. In this chapter1,
the nature status of these two subjects is firstly reviewed. A brief overview
regarding existing systems used in practice is provided. Requirements and
challenges for developing a checking system that can potentially support
a wide range of use cases are analysed to approach the goal of this thesis.
A state-of-the-art review for related work in recent years is then provided.
Current research gaps are summarized at the end of this chapter.

2.1 BIM and IFC

An important part of BIM process is to employ product data modeling tech-
nologies to facilitate collaboration and life-cycle management for building
projects (Eastman et al., 2011). Many commercial BIM platforms like e.g.
Autodesk Revit and Graphisoft ArchiCAD have been adopted by industry
practitioners. These proprietary software systems have developed their own
internal data models for creating building models. The requirements per-
taining to collaboration and interoperability have led to the common data
standard Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), which has been developed and
maintained by buildingSMART since 1994 and has been adopted as the

1Section 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.5 are based on some sections of two published articles (Zhang
et al., 2015a, 2018).
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ISO 16739 standard in 2013 (ISO, 2013). IFC is currently the only open
and vendor-neutral BIM data model that aims to support a full range of
data exchanges in the architecture, engineering, construction and facility
management (AEC/FM) sector. Heterogeneous BIM applications can imple-
ment export-import routines between IFC and their internal data models to
exchange and integrate information (Fig. 2.1).

Application/System A Application/System B

Figure 2.1: An IFC-based exchange process between BIM applications through export-
import interfaces; the exchange process relies on knowledge and experience of domain
end users who create building models, and software developers who implement IFC
export-import functions.

IFC2x3 TC1 IFC4 ADD1

Entities 653 768
Root Entities (IfcRoot subtypes) 301 418
Named Data Types 327 397
Explicit Attributes 1320 1480
Inverse Attributes 115 152
Optional Attributes 599 816
Enumeration Types 164 206
Select Types 46 60

Table 2.1: Specifications of some versions of IFC schema

The building industry is a comprehensive field that involves many disci-
plines and applications. IFC provides a rich set of modelling constructs to
capture data in order to be compatible with different task scenarios. The
underlying technologies of IFC are the ISO 10303 family of standards, referred
to as Standard for Exchange of Product Data (STEP) (Pratt, 2001). The
IFC data model is specified using the EXPRESS modeling language (ISO,
1994a), while its instances are usually serialized in STEP File (SPF) for-
mat (ISO, 1994b). The data model is structured into four conceptual layers:
Resource, Core, Interoperability, and Domain (Fig. 2.2), which in total con-
tain hundreds of entity definitions and thousands of attributes to represent
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information (BuildingSMART, 2013). Table 2.1 lists the schema specifications
of IFC2x3 TC1 and IFC4 ADD1, the most widely adopted revisions of IFC
thus far. However, the richness of the full IFC model constitutes a threshold
for many specialized domain applications to implement (NBIMS, 2007). On
the other hand, a wide range of detailed and specific domain concepts are
not explicitly modelled and covered on the schema level. To address this
dilemma, there is only a limited set of constraints formalized in the IFC data
model to specify which information should be modelled and how it should be
represented. Here are a few mechanisms provided by the IFC specification:

� In its EXPRESS-based schema, there are about half of the attributes
are defined as OPTIONAL, and there are very few constraints requiring
existence of instances of specific entities (see Table 2.1).

� Instances can be semantically extended by mechanisms such as proxy
elements, property sets and external classification references.

� IFC provides many different ways to describe things, enabling rich and
redundant information to be captured.

All of these features have provided the flexibility required by different use
cases but also give undesirable freedom for domain end users and application
implementers. As a result, a syntactically correct IFC instance might e.g. miss
data needed in particular use cases or contain inconsistent information. For
example, according to the schema an IfcDoor (the entity for modelling doors
in IFC) has only two mandatory attributes: GlobalId and OwnerHistory,
which are only used to identify modelled objects and manage revisions. Other
domain related information is unnecessary for a door object to be syntactically
valid. In practice however, much more information is required. During the
design phase information about geometric representations, materials and
topological relationships with e.g. related walls and spaces must be provided,
while procurement processes demand door types, price and manufacturer
information. Before exporting to the IFC format, designers or engineers have
to properly model such information into building models. When models
are converted from their native formats into IFC, information needs to be
translated to corresponding IFC concepts: a door material should be converted
to an IfcMaterial structure associated with the IfcDoor instance in one
way or the other. This entire process highly relies on knowledge, personal
experience and interpretations of domain experts and implementers (Fig. 2.1),
which are not reliable enough in a computational environment.

Increasing specialization and automation in the building industry require
high levels of interoperability. Humans can easily interpret loosely structured
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Figure 2.2: IFC data schema architecture (BuildingSMART, 2013)

data while machines need formalized information to process (Venugopal et al.,
2012). In an ideal data exchange scenario, the building model shall contain
all the needed information represented in a proper format with consistent
representations, so that it can be interpreted by the downstream applications
without modification or re-modelling. Such validated building models are an
important pre-condition for executing many automated processes.

Therefore, there are two types of issues that need to be checked in IFC-
based building models. The first one is the conventional domain-related issues
that the building design and performance violate e.g. domain standards,
building regulations or company- and client-specific requirements. This type
of issues affect the utilization, safty and performance of buildings. For example,
an too long stair flight leads to uncomfortable moving spaces and might lead
to accidents in evacuation processes (Fig. 2.3).

The second type of issues is on the data level, which is related to availability,
correctness and consistency of building data. As analysed earlier, these
issues affect the collaboration processes that require data to be exchanged
among heterogeneous systems in a project. Besides missing information and
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Figure 2.3: Example of improper design in building models

Figure 2.4: Inconsistencies in building models; The left one shows an issue that two
walls that are declared in a storey are actually located in another storey; The right one
shows an spatially internal wall is marked as external wall

improper representations, inconsistencies between multiple representations in
building models are also common issues. For example, Figure 2.4 shows two
inconsistency issues: some of the walls are labelled as external or contained
in a specific storey while they are spatially not. The data quality issues
are becoming more critical in recent years, since they affect verifications of
many automatic processes. For example if the building model in Figure 2.4
is imported to a quantity take-off program to count walls for each building
storey, relying on the explicit containment relationships between storeys and
walls, an inaccurate report will be generated. The model in Fig. 2.4 is from
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Duplex Apartment project (William East, 2013), which is one of the sample
IFC building models considered as “good quality” and commonly used as
test reference in literature. It can be deduced that such kind of data quality
issues are more severe in other IFC building models.

2.2 Overview of requirements

Unlike building models that have structured and standardized methods to
define, requirements are naturally written in text-based documents. These
text-based requirements have to be translated to computer interpretable
languages in order to be processed. Corresponding to issue types in building
models, requirements can generally be classified as requirements on the data
level, which are related to collaboration, coordination and interoperability
issues, and those on the domain level, which are related to specific sub-domain
and processes in building projects.

2.2.1 Requirements on data level

2.2.1.1 IDM and MVD

One of the earliest efforts to facilitate IFC implementation and improve inter-
operability is the process of Information Delivery Manual (IDM) and Model
View Definition (MVD), which is introduced from the working process point of
view to define required information for particular exchange scenarios (NBIMS,
2007; Wix and Karlshoej, 2010; Chipman et al., 2012a). In the first step,
an IDM defines use case scopes and working process models, according to
which the possible information needs and constraints are documented in text
references as Exchange Requirements (ERs). ERs are highly related to appli-
cations and processes. For examples, a simulation process for fire evacuation
requires specific information such as classified spaces, walls, openings and
material properties, and a prefabricate concrete supplier needs walls and slabs
be properly modelled according to the product specification. These plain text
requirements are structured to Exchange Requirement Models (ERMs) and
are then mapped to specific IFC entities, attributes and types as an MVD,
which is basically a subset of IFC data model with additional constraints. An
MVD also declares semantics of specific IFC model structures as the imple-
mentation agreements between two or more parties. For example, the concept
of “door type” in all applications in an exchange scenario will be converted
to the IfcDoorType connected to the IfcDoor by the IfcRelDefinesByType
structure instead of other constructs e.g. ObjectType attribute of IfcDoor.
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MVDs should be supported by the export-import interfaces of related appli-
cations. Following this process, various groups and consortia have developed
IDMs and MVDs for their target domain model exchanges (BLIS-project,
2009; BuildingSMART, 2011).

The last step of the IDM-MVD process is to validate the implementation,
referred to as the BIM certification process (Kiviniemi, 2008), which requires
to check IFC building models against defined MVDs. There are a few organi-
zations that provide such services, including Digital Alchemy, buildingSMART
and iabi Munich (Hausknecht et al., 2014). However, this process only focuses
on validation of export-import functions of BIM applications, which is the
work conducted by software vendors, but cannot control the quality of every
instance building model that is created by end-users. Furthermore, these
services currently only support a limited set of predefined MVDs, which can be
selected by software vendors, but are not flexible to support customized MVDs
or rule sets to check every exchange processes.

2.2.1.2 BIM manual

Parallel to the IDM-MVD approach, a number of BIM standards and guides
have been developed to define data quality from end users’ perspective. The
Dutch general service administration (Rijksgebouwendienst) Rgd BIM Norm
in Netherlands and Statsbygg BIM Manual in Norway are two examples of such
national standardization efforts (Rillaer et al., 2012; Statsbygg, 2011). The
BIM Guides Project initiated by buildingSMART Process Room has collected
88 national level BIM guides thus far from five different continents (Build-
ingSMART, 2014a). These IFC-based BIM standards can be regarded as sets
of business rules, which define requirements that IFC instances shall fulfil in
specific contexts. The guides are used to check the semantic integrity and
correctness of models made by end-users. Typically they specify entities and
properties that must be included, their classification references, naming con-
ventions and value range constraints. Some of them also define requirements
that are related to coordination of building models. For example, “ceilings
shall not interfere with mechanical elements” (Statsbygg, 2011).

Besides all the efforts on the national level, there are also company- and
project-specific BIM agreements among stakeholders. For examples, Hendriks
Makelaardij, Hurks, and many other construction companies in Netherlands,
attempt to define in-house BIM standards to ensure interoperability between
designers and product suppliers. It can be envisioned that in a near future a
growing number of such customized BIM agreements will emerge. Compared
with national level BIM standards, these requirements are more related to
specific building products and client requirements, and are usually less stable
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and require more flexibility from the checking system.

2.2.2 Requirements on domain level

Building codes and client-specific requirements are common for almost all
building projects. The former one is the major focus of conventional require-
ment checking systems. The main differences with data level requirements
are that 1) terminologies beyond concepts defined in specific data models are
used to describe conditions and constraints, and 2) various domain knowledge
is involved.

The increasing subdivision of domains and processes in the building indus-
try leads to diverse requirements on domain level. Solihin and Eastman (2015)
classifies requirement checking applications into seven categories, within which
five types are requirements on domain levels 2: 1) Building regulatory code; 2)
client specific requirements; 3) constructibility and contractor requirements;
4) safty and other rules with possible programmed corrective actions; 5)
warrantee approvals. Besides, some other domain processes can also be in the
range of requirement checking systems, including e.g. cost estimation (Lee
et al., 2014), facility monitoring and management (Liu and Akinci, 2009;
Becerik-Gerber et al., 2011), etc.. All these use cases require integrating
related data to support a wide range of analysis tasks.

Another trend is that specific meanings of requirements become more
dependent on projects and contexts. Because of the ad hoc nature of building
industry, there are always case-dependent requirements such as client-specific
programmatic requirements for designs e.g. defining required area of every
functional space. Even in the building regulatory domain, where prescriptive
building codes used to be dominant citizens, performance based building
codes are used or under development in many countries (Meacham et al.,
2005), as these codes are less costly to implement and can adapt to changes
and innovations of building projects. Performance-based building codes focus
on functional requirements and goals of buildings and usually lack specified
conditions and constraints. They can hardly be specified as formalized rules
beforehand. They require that automatic requirement checking systems must
be flexible to define, change and customize rules.

2The other two categories introduced in this article are checks for well-formedness and
data completeness of building models, which are considered as requirements on data level.
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2.3 Systems and applications in practices

Automating the process of requirement checking in the building industry is
a domain that has long been researched. Regarding definition methods for
requirements, the earliest approach is to deploy decision logic tables (Fenves,
1966), which have been used for structuring the American Institute of Steel
Construction (AISC) specification for steel structures (Fenves et al., 1969;
Nyman et al., 1973). The same research group has further developed this idea
into the Standard Analysis, Synthesis, and Expression (SASE) methodology
based on a similar technique. From 1980s to early 1990s, expert system
was popular for representing requirements and implementing checking sys-
tems (Rosenman and Gero, 1985; Dym et al., 1988; Rasdorf and Wang, 1988;
Rasdorf and Lakmazaheri, 1990). Based on these approaches, there are a
number of requirement checking systems and prototypes implemented, includ-
ing e.g. BUILD (Rosenman and Gero, 1985), SICAD (Lopez and Elam, 1984),
SPEX (Garrett and Fenves, 1987; Garrett Jr and Hakim, 1992), iCAD (Myers
et al., 1992b) and DesignCheck (Ding et al., 2006), with applications covering
sub-domains and processes like fire code checking and steel structure design.
A historic overview of them has been provided in Dimyadi and Amor (2013).
These different approaches barely achieved success in practices. It was pointed
out by Fenves et al. (1995) that one of the major factors for failure of these
systems are that new concepts and technologies were continuously introduced
into systems while the systems have never achieved a stable and balanced
status. There approaches and systems also had a common assumption that a
data model that can capture building designs was established, while in reality
there was no agreement for such a data model.

Since the late 1990s, the IFC data model has been focused by requirement
checking systems. In Eastman et al. (2009), four model checking platforms
including Solibri Model Checker (SMC), Jotne EDModelServer, FORNAX
and SMARTCodes (Conover, 2008) and five applications based on them are
reviewed. Although this overview was published in 2009, there have been
no significant changes in the market since then. The SMARTCodes project
was ended in 2012. All the other three platforms remain active but are still
limited in the functions they supported. SMC is probably the only commercial
off-the-shelf checking platform that covers a considerable amount of use cases
in day-to-day practices. There are some new platforms emerged including
e.g. SimpleBim, BIMhub, etc., which however have defined relatively simple
rules without breakthrough achievements. Existing requirement checking
systems used in practice can generally be classified into two types, in terms
of requirement definition methods.

The most common way for structuring requirements to check building
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models is to embed rules into high-level imperative programming code such
as Java or C++. This approach has been taken by the most mature and
popular systems to date including SMC and FORNAX. SMC has defined
an internal data model that can be used to load certain IFC objects with
enriched properties and relationships. It has defined a set of built-in rule-
sets, including IFC data quality checking, clash detection, spatial program,
accessibility and basic circulation rules. These rules can be customized to
some extent by configuring parameters or changing classification methods.
However, completely new rules can only be developed by using its Application
Programming Interface (API), which is not open for ordinary users. As a
proprietary system, developed rule-sets are not transparent for public reviews
for verification purposes and are dependent on specific platforms thus cannot
be adopted by other applications. Even if such interface is open, this approach
requires non-trivial programming skills if new rules need to be developed.

Another approach is to use techniques in the STEP family including
EXPRESS and EXPRESS-X (ISO, 1994a, 1999). The EXPRESS language
provides constraint constructs such as WHERE and UNIQUE rules to restrict
instance models. EXPRESS also provides FUNCTION and RULE to encode
reusable procedures in a syntax like a process-oriented programming language.
In the IFC implementation phase, these rules can be interpreted by a few
toolboxes to generate schema-compatible instances. In the STEP standard,
the EXPRESS-X is provided as an extension of EXPRESS includes extra
constructs to map model views and define additional constraints. EXPRESS
and EXPRESS-X can be interpreted by some IFC validators such as the
one built into the Jotne EDModelServer to check instance models against
the schema. Another example based on this method is the IfcCheckingTool,
which is a small-sized tool dedicated for IFC validation. It is a component in
the official IFC certification platform in buildingSMART (Hausknecht et al.,
2014). This method provides an open model to define requirements. However,
the EXPRESS language family has not gained popularity outside the STEP
initiative in either engineering or software development communities, and
there is a very limited set of tools to fully support them. Current applications
of them are limited in some BIM certification services for validating IFC
and MVD implementations in the IDM-MVD process.

All the existing methods and tools cannot provide an open and flexible
checking environment. Hard-coded method is still the dominant approach
used in practices. Users and developers cannot easily understand what exactly
the systems are checking. In real practices, arbitrary checking cases cannot
be easily implemented since they are limited by specific features provided by
these systems. The maintenance and extensions for hard-coded platforms can
also be problematic, as criticized by some researchers: a slight change might
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require recoding of the system (Dimyadi et al., 2016).

2.4 Requirements and challenges

This section attempts to theoretically analyse requirements for developing an
ideal, sustainable requirement checking system that can potentially support
a wide range of use cases. Addressing these requirements and challenges
are considered as the goal of the development. Four interrelated aspects of
requirement checking systems are analysed (Fig. 2.5):

� Obtaining information from building models

� Structuring rules from text-based requirements

� Data and semantic integration

� Reusability and extensibility

The former three are functional requirements that must be implemented by
any checking system, while the last one is non-functional and should always
be improved.

Figure 2.5: General requirements for a requirement checking system
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2.4.1 Obtaining information from building models

A fundamental process of a checking system is accessing and analysing related
objects, properties and relationships to obtain information from building
models. In building models like IFC instances, data is statically captured
in terms of its underlying schema, and the complexity of implementing a
retrieval task depends on how the required information is represented.

As mentioned in Section 2.1, IFC-based building models are files formatted
in SPF format. In the STEP standard family, there are technologies including
EXPRESS, EXPRESS-X and Standard Data Access Interface (SDAI) that
can be used for accessing and querying data in the native format of IFC (ISO,
1994a, 1999, 1998). These techniques however have limited tools to support,
and this approach has never been widely used across the research and industry
communities.

As a typical object data model, IFC is designed for creation and exchange
of building product data, but not subjected for various analysis tasks. Many
required information in use cases cannot be easily retrieved by simply crawling
through the data structure of IFC instances. The complexity of query tasks in
a requirement checking context can be classified into three situations, which
are derived from the analysis in Solihin and Eastman (2015).

� Query explicitly defined information. The information is explicitly de-
fined in terms of the underlying schema or well established reference data.
For example, the query function of retrieving the names of buildings
can simply visit the Name property of IfcBuilding instances (Rillaer
et al., 2012).

� Query implicit properties and relationships. Such information is im-
plicitly captured which require additional reasoning and computation
processes. For examples, to count quantities of walls or calculate the
distance between elements based on their 3D geometry shapes (ICC,
2009).

� Query information that requires enriched data structures. In some cases,
additional data structures need to be introduced and combined with the
original building model to facilitate reasoning tasks. This additional
data structure may need to be derived from IFC building models, such
as deriving walking paths from spaces and exits (Lee et al., 2015) or
enriched by additional datasets e.g. integrating building models with
sensor data (Liu and Akinci, 2009).

For specific cases of the later two situations, the complexity depends on the
difficulty of developing a proper algorithm to derive required information. It is
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sometimes a trade-off between requiring more inputs from building modellers
and the computational complexity of systems.

The redundancy and ambiguity in IFC models make this question more
complex. IFC has provided rich representation methods for the same con-
cepts in order to keep flexibility. As a result, building models often provide
redundant and inconsistent information to describe objects (see Fig. 2.4).
This situation again makes the data quality checking fundamental in any rule
checking applications. Furthermore, for verification purposes, the semantics
of a query function must be more transparent to specify where and how such
information is retrieved.

Regarding pragmatic use, there are also additional requirements such as
time performance of query processes, which highly influences the applicability
of used methods. Evaluations of them are required.

2.4.2 Structuring rules

In order to check building models and related data, text-based requirements
must be structured and transformed to computer-processable rules. As
envisioned in Eastman et al. (2009), a portable language-driven approach is
the direction for structuring and representing requirements. With a proper
language to structure requirements, different systems can implement them by
mapping referred concepts to IFC building models.

The variety of checking cases requires that the used languages or techniques
should have sufficient expressive power, which determines how much semantics
can be captured by them instead of being embedded in the underlying imple-
mentations. For example, parametric tables, which have been incorporated in
the user interface level of some existing model checking platforms, can be used
to define and configure rules. However, the usage of them is very restricted in
specific cases because most of the checking logics are encoded in the backend
programs. A requirement statement generally contains branches (IF-THEN),
logical operators (e.g. AND, OR, NOT), quantifiers (e.g. for all, exists) and
nested statements together with domain concepts and terminologies. The
developed or used techniques should be able to capture these structures.

The used languages should also have precisely defined semantics that are
computer processable and context-independent, so that different systems can
implement them without ambiguities or inconsistencies. This requires this
technique either has been standardized with detailed specifications, or based
on established logic theories.

Ideally, the used languages or techniques should also be easy-to-use. It
is reasonable that representation of structured rules should be close to the
original natural language requirements. For a formal language, however, there
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is usually a trade-off between expressive power and usability. For a general
model checking approach, this quality is less important because usability can
be improved by adding additional layers (e.g. user interface) on top of a more
general solution.

2.4.3 Data and semantic integration

The comparison process between constraints specified in requirements and
information derived from building models can be considered as a data and
semantic integration problem. In any rule checking cases, semantics from
at least two sources need to be interpreted and integrated (Fig. 2.5). The
first one is building models, and the other is requirement texts represented in
e.g. IF-THEN-ELSE statements. They usually use different terminologies
to represent information and they need to be integrated together for further
comparisons. In many checking cases, additional data also needs to be
incorporated and processed. Some typical examples are listed as follows:

� Classifications and dictionaries. A classification scheme is a standard
and agreed manner to structure the domain information (Venugopal
et al., 2012). There are some classification systems like NL-SfB in
Netherlands, and dictionaries like buildingSMART Data Dictionary
(bSDD) (Stabu, 2005; BuildingSMART, 2014b). In IFC models, these
documents or libraries can be referenced as external data to enrich
building models, which in many cases are the precondition for rule
checking processes.

� Tabulated lookup data represented within or outside of requirement
documents. In International Building Code (IBC) for example, there
are more than 200 tables that are referenced by regulations (ICC, 2009).
In some client-specific cases, building models usually need to compare
against tables which list e.g. spatial usage and product specifications (Lê
et al., 2006).

� Related data from neighbouring industries. Some requirement checking
tasks also require integrating data that is not suitable to be captured
by IFC. Some examples are sensor networks and GIS data.

If related datasets are required in applications, they need to be processed
with a unified view (Lenzerini, 2002). On top of that, semantics of them
need to be mapped together in order to interoperate knowledge and compare
related properties. The essential question here is how to map concepts in an
environment, where almost unlimited concepts need to be flexibly integrated.
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There are in general two approaches to address data and semantic integra-
tion issues (Bittner et al., 2005). The first one is to use a shared vocabulary
for describing concepts, and all the other datasets can be transformed to
data following this global vocabulary. This approach can be applied when a
certain vocabulary is agreed upon for a domain. The second one is that appli-
cations use different terminology systems with mappings maintained among
them. These two approaches loosely coincide with conventional database
management systems, so as the state-of-the-art BIM applications and most
research prototypes, and ontology and Semantic Web applications. They are
considered as two research directions conducted in this project, described in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 respectively.

2.4.4 Reusability and extensibility

It is widely aware that developing an automatic requirement checking appli-
cation is a costly and time-consuming process (Eastman et al., 2009; Hjelseth
and Nisbet, 2010). On the other hand, there are large amounts of conceptual
overlaps between requirement documents and checking applications. For
example, a comparison between Dutch Rgd BIM Norm and Norwegian Stats-
bygg BIM Manual shows that many of the requirements share the same rules
or concepts (see Table 2.2). Therefore, it is valuable that the development
work can be flexibly reused and extended to adapt with different applications.
There are a few features required in development:

� Openness and transparency. Users and developers can hardly reuse
existing work if it is not accessible. A negative example is commercial
off-the-shelf solutions, which can hardly be reused since the source code
is not open for reviewing.

� Portability. Many researchers suggest to externalize structured rules
to make them independent from implementations (Hjelseth and Nisbet,
2011; Dimyadi et al., 2016), so that they can be reused across different
implementations with no or minor efforts.

� Modularity. Functions or different parts of the rule definition should
have loosely coupled relationships, so they can be reused and extended
in different granular levels. There are at least three levels required
according to reviewed use cases:

– On ruleset level. For example, the satisfactory for a general BIM
norm is required for checking processes with more specific require-
ments e.g. in-house BIM requirements.
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– On rule level. There are many common rules can be reused among
rule sets, for example, a door must be associated with its containing
element is required in many BIM data quality rule sets that need
to check building model structures.

– On concept and function level. For example, the spatial contain-
ment relationship between a building element and its storey is
required in most BIM data quality rule sets, as well as many cost
estimation applications and regulatory compliance checking cases.

Rijksgebouwendienst BIM Norm Statsbygg BIM Manual

2.1.7 Model units, dimensions, display
units, and rounding

9. Project units

2.2.6.5 Geographic position and orienta-
tion

10. Defining and geo-referencing the
project zero

2.2.7.1 Project 11. Project, 33. Project
2.2.7.2 Terrain 12. Site, 34. Site
2.2.7.3 Building 13. Buildings
2.2.7.4 Level 14. Storeys
2.2.7.6 Space 15. Spaces-in general, 16 Spaces-

functional, 22 Space-functional space
heights, 36. Spaces

2.2.7.5 Level Area object 18. Space-the gross area object
2.2.7.7 Grouping of spaces:zone 26. Zones, 35. Functional zones
2.2.7.8 Architectural, structural, and me-

chanical & electrical engineering elements
29. Modeling with both occurrence and
type objects

Table 2.2: Conceptual overlaps between Dutch Rgd BIM Norm and Norwegian Statsbygg
BIM Manual.

2.5 Related work in recent years

The comprehensiveness of requirement checking systems leads to many dif-
ferent research and development directions in recent years. Some of the
researchers focus on developing algorithms for a specific checking task, such
as algorithms for path planning (Lin et al., 2013), and building envelop de-
sign (Tan et al., 2010) and construction safty checking (Zhang et al., 2013). In
this section, only generalized solutions are reviewed, from three perspectives.

2.5.1 Rule structuring techniques

In recent years, most efforts regarding requirement checking in the building
industry focus on transforming text-based requirements into structured rules.
Some representative examples are listed as follows.
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Requirements, Applicability, Selection and Exception (RASE) is a method
to ease rule structuring processes proposed in Hjelseth and Nisbet (2011).
It has provided a high level classification for the key noun phrases in terms
of four functional roles: Requirement, Applicable, Selection and Exception.
It has been applied in the SMARTCodes project led by the International
Code Council (ICC) (Nawari, 2013). A more recent application of RASE is
in the project of building research establishment environmental assessment
method (BREEAM) (Beach et al., 2015). RASE is essentially a semi-structured
mark-up language, which has to be transformed to more formal languages
in order to be processed. For example, RASE files are transformed to IFC
Constraint Resource instances in SMARTCodes project, and Semantic Web
Rule Language (SWRL) statements in BREEAM project. However, many key
processes like the conversion algorithms have not been specified or published.
The applicability of this method still requires further evaluations.

Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods have been applied by some
researchers to extract and transform requirement texts to structured rules.
Niemeijer et al. (2014) has used a process of “tokenization, word lookup,
preprocessing, tree construction, tree sanitizing” to parse a set of requirements
and formalize rules. Another project that remains active in this direction is
described in Zhang and El-Gohary (2013, 2015). It proposes an approach to
automatically transform text-based requirements to Prolog rule sets. These
two projects are however developed based on a big assumption that the
knowledge involved in checking processes is captured in requirement texts,
while in reality large amounts of knowledge regarding both domains and data
that must be considered in checking processes is not available there.

Some researchers have attempted to use visual languages for users to
specify rules. A regulatory audit framework is proposed in Dimyadi et al.
(2016). The framework has used a subset of Business Process Modeling
Notation (BPMN) language to specify rule checking procedures, aiming to let
domain experts to participate in rule structuring processes. The output of
this process is transformed and maintained with a query language. The main
contribution of this work is to address the performance-based regulations
which are usually too general and require additional detailed inputs from
domain experts. The BPMN based method has simplified this knowledge
acquisition process.

All these efforts mainly focus on structuring or processing requirement
texts. The only exception is the work presented in Dimyadi et al. (2016),
which has also considered domain knowledge that can be manually specified
by domain experts. However, with rules structured with these techniques,
non-trivial coding work is still required in order to obtain information from
building models according to the concepts defined with these methods. These
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efforts can be considered as high level layers that may be added on top of a
more generalized executable system to lower down the technical threshold for
users.

2.5.2 Domain-specific query languages

There are many domain specific languages have been developed for querying
IFC-based building models. Some early examples like EXPRESS Query
Language (EQL) (Koonce et al., 1998) and Partial Model Query Language
(PMQL) (Adachi, 2003) still lack implementations and applications.

Bim Query Language (BimQL) is among the first implemented and open
source domain specific query languages for querying IFC data (Mazairac
and Beetz, 2013). It is implemented based on the open source bimserver.org
platform (Beetz et al., 2010). It provides create, read, update, and delete
(CRUD) functionalities to manipulate IFC data. Besides using concepts in
the IFC schema, BimQL also provides a few shortcut functions for handling
common use cases such as deriving information from common modeling
constructs in the IFC model referred to as property sets and quantity sets.
However, these functions are very limited and BimQL has not been further
developed.

Geometry and spatial information is specially focused by a spatial query
language introduced in Borrmann and Rank (2009) for querying general 3D
models. This approach is further developed as a query language named
QL4BIM for querying IFC building models (Daum and Borrmann, 2014). It
has provided a few topological and spatial operators and deployed R-Tree
spatial indexes (Guttman, 1984) to optimize query performance.

Some query techniques are developed to support the IDM-MVD process.
There are early examples including Generalized Model Subset Definition
(GMSD) and Georgia Tech Process to Product Modeling (GTPPM) (Weise
et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2007). They both attempt to develop a schema in
order to derive subsets from IFC building models. GMSD is still maintained
in a research group in Dresden and has been implemented to extract model
subsets (Katranuschkov et al., 2010). The GTPPM has been extended
to eXtended Process to Product Modeling (xPPM) that uses a subset of BPMN
to define exchange requirements and be more compatible with the IDM-MVD
process (Lee et al., 2013). However, these technologies only support defining
model subsets but have little focus on flexibly deriving information from IFC
building models. The mvdXML specification is developed as a buildingSMART
standard to document MVDs, retrieve subsets of IFC building models and
specify rules to check IFC building models. More details about this standard
are provided in Chapter 3.
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Some domain specific query languages tailored for checking building models
are developed in recent years. Representative examples are listed as follows.

Building Environment Rule and Analysis (BERA) language is a domain
specific query language dedicated to evaluate building circulation and spatial
programs (Lee et al., 2015). For this purpose it has defined an internal data
model containing a small subset of IFC with related entities e.g. floor, space
and door etc. Related path-finding functions are developed to derive walking
paths between spaces. The language is designed in a procedural style as
the front end of this system. In applications, users can select start and end
spaces with conditions e.g. rooms with specific properties to generate paths
between them, which in turn can be used to check its properties (e.g. length,
passed spaces). It has been implemented on top of SMC and has been applied
in building circulation cases. As a language, however, BERA has limited
expressive power and only covers very specific checking cases that can be
supported by its internal data model.

BIM Rule Language (BIMRL) is a very recent research project that
provides a domain specific query language to facilitate accessing information
from building models for regulatory compliance checking use cases (Solihin
et al., 2017). In order to more easily access and analyse building data, BIMRL
has provided a suite of components including a simplified schema similar to
data warehouse star-schema (Giovinazzo, 2000) and a light weight geometry
engine. IFC building models can go through an Extract-Transform-Load
(ETL) process to instantiate such schema and be loaded into a relational
database. The language has an SQL-like syntax to check building models in
terms of the defined data schema and implemented functions. It has provided
programming interfaces to extend functions for the query language. However,
the ETL process is an one way process with a custom mapping program,
which restricts additional possibilities to use building data.

The KBimCode project has been developed for Korean Building Act (KBA)
and started from 2013 (Lee et al., 2016). It is a national-level team work
that has been conducted for over three years. It has used a semi-automatic
processing method to analyse terminologies used in KBA documents to
derive a set of commonly used properties. These properties are implemented
as functions for querying IFC building models. A procedural-style query
language has been invented as the interface to access these functions in order
to check building models. Details about this language, the implementation
and evaluation have not been published. According to all the reports related
to this project (Park and Lee, 2016; Kim et al., 2017; Nisbet et al., 2017), it is
a system based on a custom internal data model that is developed specifically
for the Korean Building Act (KBA) document. The extensibility of deploying
this system on other use cases requires further tests.
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All these developed technologies have provided inspiring domain specific
algorithms for querying IFC-based building data. These techniques have
different focuses and use cases, and some of them have functional overlaps.
A few of them remain active to date. At this moment, however, there is
still no query technique being widely adopted for querying IFC building
models. Regarding checking IFC building models, mvdXML is the only open
standard developed in the conventional BIM domain that can provide some
of the required functionalities. The evaluation of this standard is provided in
Chapter 3.

2.5.3 Semantic Web and Linked Data approach

In the last decade, Semantic Web and Linked Data technologies have received
increasingly more attention to facilitate knowledge modelling in the AEC/FM
sector. Unlike all the techniques described in Section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, which
are dedicated for dealing with issues in building domain, these technologies
provide an open and common environment for sharing, integrating and linking
data from different domains and databases. Semantics can be formally defined
with the logic basis of these technologies and the URI-based Web-compatible
mechanisms. More detailed discussion about these technologies is provided in
Chapter 4. A recent and comprehensive overview of Semantic Web applications
in the building industry has been provided in (Pauwels et al., 2017b). Here,
only cases related to data query and knowledge reasoning tasks are briefly
reviewed.

One of the early examples regarding building regulatory compliance check-
ing following this approach is described in Yurchyshyna and Zarli (2009).
Conformance constraints are interpreted and formalized as SPARQL queries.
A similar method is taken by (Bouzidi et al., 2012), which has introduced a
semi-automatic process to transform regulatory texts to SPARQL queries. A
limitation of these efforts is that they simply focus on formalizing building
regulations with a query language without consideration on mapping used
terminologies in requirements to building models.

Pauwels et al. (2011) has introduced an approach and a rule checking
environment based on Notation 3 Logic (N3Logic) and Euler Yet another proof
Engine (EYE) reasoning engine (Berners-Lee and Connolly, 2011; De Roo,
2011). A significant difference with the aforementioned two examples is that
a rule language is used to derive information from building models in terms
of domain knowledge and regulatory documents. A test case of an acoustic
performance checking is demonstrated. This paper has proved that Semantic
Web technologies can be used to combine knowledge from different sources in
order to check building models without additional coding work.
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A number of researchers have applied Semantic Web technologies in
different sub-domains in the context of the building industry to facilitate
knowledge modeling and rule checking. In Lee et al. (2014), an ontology
has been defined for reasoning tasks in cost estimation cases. There are
also examples covering use cases of high-rise building management Choi
et al. (2014), energy simulation (Baumgartel et al., 2014), construction
management (Zhong et al., 2012), and job hazard analysis (Zhang et al.,
2015b), etc. All these examples have proved that different knowledge reasoning
tasks in the building industry can be facilitated by properly using Semantic
Web technologies.

Semantic Web technologies provide a promising approach regarding data
and semantic integration, reusing and extensions of the system. They also
provide a toolset that can be used to query data and structure rules. However,
implementations and applications about requirement checking are still limited
in isolated examples documented in literature. Furthermore, beyond simply
using Semantic Web technologies, there are a few fundamental questions need
to be answered before real applications, including differences between OWA
and CWA, representation of requirements, performance evaluation, handling
geometry data, and reusing and management of rules, etc..

2.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, all the off-the-shelf requirement checking platforms are relying
on proprietary systems to encode rules. Existing efforts for structuring
rules (see Section 2.5.1) all focus on transforming text-based requirements to
structured representations that are externalized out of specific systems. Large
amounts of implementation work is still conducted within specific systems,
taking charge of mapping semantic concepts and execution of rules (Fig. 2.6).
It is still an open question that how to externalize this work to represent it
in an open format.

Existing research prototypes are developed focusing on specific sub-
domains or contexts and a general method is still missing. The main challenge
here seems to be how to flexibly represent domain semantic concepts and
manipulate them to define rules. The building industry has an ad hoc nature
and there are large amounts of domain concepts in different contexts. Two
directions can be identified: either use a rich single data model to represent
domain concepts which are accessible by a standard language, or use Semantic
Web technologies that can enable multiple models or vocabularies being inte-
grated. Research following these two directions is respectively in Chapter 3
and Chapter 4 onwards.
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Figure 2.6: Development work of current requirement checking systems is an iceberg.
Although some of them have externalized structured requirements or building codes,
large parts are still under water, encoded in specific systems.

Finally, there has not been research conducted to investigate open and
standardized methods for representing requirements and developing checking
systems. Most researchers focus on reinventing new languages and technolo-
gies, which however are costly to implement and can hardly be adopted by
other research communities. In fact, none of these invented languages or
techniques have been widely adopted in the building industry. This situation
indicates that another strategy needs to be taken: to investigate possibilities
of using and extending authorized standards to facilitate implementation and
deployment.
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Chapter 3

Requirement Checking Using
Open BIM Standards

In this chapter1, a prototype implementation of a requirement checking tool is
reported to evaluate the applicability of open BIM standards for representing
requirements and checking IFC building models. It is the first experiment
to deploy an open and domain-specific standard to describe requirements
outside of specific systems and automatically check IFC building models.
This prototype is developed based on the open standards mvdXML, which
is used for structuring validation rules, and the BIM Collaboration Format
(BIM Collaboration Format (BCF)), which is used to report issues as the
results of checking processes. It is implemented on top of the open source
bimserver.org framework. The implementation work presented in this chapter
has two main aims: (1) to develop a prototype requirement checking tool
based on open BIM standards; (2) to evaluate the applicability and identify
issues of current open BIM standards in order to identify stable and usable
methods. Use cases from a real BIM standard, the Dutch Rgd BIM Norm, are
categorized into different rule types and translated to mvdXML rules. These
rules are then tested using this prototype tool. Based on this experience, a
discussion about identified issues is provided.

The overall method and essential implementation details of this checker
are introduced in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, use cases from the Rgd BIM
Norm are classified into different rule types and presented with examples. In
Section 3.3, the checking result in form of BCF issues is presented, and a
workflow for using this checker is introduced. Section 3.4 provides a detailed
discussion about identified issues.

1This chapter is based on an article that has been published in Journal of Information
Technology in Construction (ITcon) (Zhang et al., 2015a).
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3.1 Implementation method

Three steps are needed for checking IFC building models against data quality
requirements: (1) interpretation of requirements and structuring rule-sets, (2)
execution of the checks and (3) generation of report. This implementation
is based on the open source bimserver.org framework (Beetz et al., 2010),
integrating two open BIM standards: mvdXML (Chipman et al., 2012b) and
the BCF (Stangeland, 2011) respectively as the validation rule-sets and issue
reports. Basically, the IFC instances and mvdXML files are the input of
the checker while sets of BCF files are the output. Figure 3.1 illustrates the
architecture and the data flow of this prototype.

bimserver.org core model view checker

BCF
mvdXML 

parser

BCF 

writer

mvdXML

reflects

extracted

Figure 3.1: Overview of the implementation architecture and the data flow between
this checker and bimserver.org

This prototype was implemented in 2014 and was based on the 1.1 beta
version of mvdXML released in 2013 (Chipman et al., 2013). After this
version, the mvdXML standard has evolved into several revisions and the
most recent one is the 1.1 final version released in 2016 (Chipman et al.,
2016). There are some differences between these versions, which however do
not affect conceptual analysis of this approach.

3.1.1 Rule definition

The mvdXML released by buildingSMART is an open standard initiated in
2011. In the early versions of mvdXML, it was mainly used to document MVDs,
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which are subsets of the IFC data model (see Section 2.2.1.1). Since the 1.1
version of mvdXML, functionalities of checking IFC instances are focused.
An mvdXML file is in Extensible Markup Language (XML) format, which
adheres to the mvdXML schema, and it can be developed by the official ifcDoc
tool (Chipman, 2012) as well as common XML editors. The aims of mvdXML
are (1) to limit IFC scopes and extract data subsets, (2) to generate MVD
documentations and (3) to define checking rules to validate IFC building
models against MVDs or data quality requirements. The last functionality is
implemented in this research.

As mentioned earlier, this implementation is based on the 1.1 beta version
of the mvdXML standard. Its detailed specification can be found in Chipman
et al. (2013). Figure 3.2 shows the key elements that are related to defining
validation rules, and the conceptual relationships between them.

Figure 3.2: Key elements for requirement checking and their conceptual roles and
relationships in the mvdXML specification.

In mvdXML, a rule is described on template and concept levels. On the
template level, a ConceptTemplate defines a snippet of IFC data model as
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the basic structure that can be used for defining rules. Every Concept which
captures specific rules refers to a ConceptTemplate as its basic structure. The
outcome of the definition can be considered as a set of rules, each of which
has a tree structure from the root entity (an IfcRoot subclass defined in
ConceptRoot) to leaf nodes (attribute values, referenced entities defined in
AttributeRules and EntityRules). Additional constraints can be defined for
the root entity’s attributes or recursively for the referenced entities’ attributes.
Depending on the keywords of “mandatory”, “optional” or “excluded” for
different ExchangeRequirements, it defines the rules that every object of the
root entity should follow. The major elements required for defining a specific
rule is listed as follows:

� ConceptTemplate: it defines a snippet of IFC data structure indepen-
dent with specific rule sets.

� ConceptRoot: it mainly defines an IFC entity that the constraint should
be applied to. A ConceptRoot can have multiple Concepts, defining
multiple rules for all instances of this IFC entity.

� Concept: it defines the concrete constraint that is applied to all the in-
stances of the IFC entity defined in the outer ConceptRoot. A Concept
refers to a ConceptTemplate as the basic structure and can have mul-
tiple TemplateRules, which define additional constraints using a rule
grammar provided in the mvdXML specification.

The 1.1 version also provides a machine-readable Backus–Naur form (BNF)
rule grammar which can be implemented with e.g. ANother Tool for Language
Recognition (ANTLR) or other parser generators (Parr, 2013). This rule
grammar has predefined a few functional tokens, including “[Value]”, “[Type]”,
“[Size]” and “[Unique]”, to check different aspects of referred attributes. The
rule grammar has also defined logic operators (e.g. “AND”, “OR”, “XOR”,
etc.) and comparison operators (e.g. equal, greater than, regular expression
etc.).

A rule like “every IfcWall should be typed by an IfcWallType” in IFC4
can be defined as illustrated in Fig. 2. The ConceptTemplate in this case can
be defined as a basic association structure from IfcObject to IfcTypeObject
with additional cardinality constraints on IsTypedBy attribute. On the Con-
cept level, the type of value can also be specified further by the additional rule
to say that the root entity is IfcWall, and the attribute of the RelatingType
should be an IfcWallType (Fig. 2). This mechanism enables that a similar
rule (e.g. “an IfcSlab must be typed by an IfcSlabType”) can simply reuse
developed templates with different parameters.
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Figure 3.3: Example checking rule in mvdXML (formatted in EXPRESS-G)

3.1.2 Model checking

In an IFC SPF file, the information is provided by the attributes of all existing
objects. The bimserver.org platform already provides convenient functions to
extract attribute values. In this platform, the EXPRESS-based schema of
IFC has been converted with Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), which is
used to generate corresponding Java classes for IFC entities and types (Beetz
et al., 2010). In this checking process, related IFC objects in instance files
and their attributes are extracted as a subgraph by their names defined in the
mvdXML file. Depending on rules defined with the rule grammer, these values
are checked to evaluate whether a specific Concept, which represents a data
pattern with constraints, exist or not to return True or False value for every
instance of the root entity. For example, in the example illustrated in Fig. 2,
every IfcWall (including its subtype IfcWallStandardCase) will be checked
if it has the related IfcRelDefinesByType which has the RelatingType of
an IfcWallType. If an object violates one rule, the program will generate an
issue associated with the GlobalId of this object, which, in this case, is an
IfcWall object.

3.1.3 Report generation

In this implementation, BCF is used to report identified issues. BCF is an
open standard originally proposed by Solibri and Tekla to enable workflow
communication between different applications (Stangeland, 2011). Unlike
traditional text-based reports, this method links communication content to
specific objects in IFC building models, and it also can be easily implemented
by visualization applications. It is currently endorsed by a number of software
vendors including e.g. Tekla, Solibri and some plugins available for Autodesk
Revit and Graphisoft ArchiCAD, and is becoming an official buildingSMART
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specification.
After the checking process, every generated issue will be captured in the

form of a BCF report which mainly includes a markup file and a viewpoint
file. The generated issue comments are contained in the markup file, which
also contains the description of the Concept defined in the mvdXML file to
make domain end-users understand the requirement that was violated. The
viewpoint file defines view point cameras for issued objects. Based on the
rendering engine plugins of bimserver.org, which converts local referenced
geometric data in IFC building models to global coordinates, this checker
derives bounding boxes of issued objects, taking into account of aggregation
relationships between objects. View point cameras are set up based on bound-
ing boxes to generate snapshots of issued objects. For this communication
purpose, it is recommended that the root entity in mvdXML should be defined
as a physically tangible entity (IfcProduct subtypes) if possible.

3.2 Use case analysis

Use cases from the Dutch Rgd BIM Norm are used to define rulesets to test
the checker. The checking requirements that are supported by mvdXML can
be categorized as follows:

1. Checking data existence and cardinality, including existence of attribute
values and referenced objects, and size of collection data types;

2. Checking content of values, including the value of primitive data types,
type of referenced objects and items in collection types;

3. Checking uniqueness of values;

4. Checking the IF-THEN conditional dependency and consistency among
the former three rules.

The type 1 usually accompanies with 2 and 3 (checking the value or
uniqueness of attribute implies checking the existence of the attribute), while
type 4 is based on the checking results of 1, 2 and 3. Except for some rules
that are out of the scope of the current mvdXML standard (e.g. metadata
requirements such as names of IFC models, or clash detection which needs
additional computation), a brief overview for all the rule types in the Rgd
standard is listed in Table 3.1.

Some of the requirements have multiple clauses that belong to different
rule types, so there are some overlaps between rule types in this table. In
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the following subsections, for each type of rule, an example is provided
with two First Order Logic (FOL) formulas using terms from text-based
requirements and the IFC data model respectively to specify its semantics
and make a comparison. The ConceptTemplate created for these cases are
also presented in EXPRESS-G diagram (ISO, 1994a).

Rule Types Requirements in Rgd BIM Norm

(1) data existence and car-
dinality

§2.1.1, §2.1.2, §2.1.4, §2.1.7, §2.1.8, §2.1.9, §2.2.6.1, §2.2.6.2,
§2.2.6.4, §2.2.6.5, §2.2.7.1, §2.2.7.2, §2.2.7.4, §2.2.7.5, §2.2.7.6,
§2.2.7.7, §2.2.7.8, §2.2.7.9, §2.2.7.10, §2.2.7.11

(2) data content §2.1.2, §2.1.7, §2.1.8, §2.1.9, §2.2.6.2, §2.2.7.1, §2.2.7,2, §2.2.7.3,
§2.2.7.5, §2.2.7.6, §2.2.7.7, §2.2.7.8

(3) data uniqueness §2.2.6.4, §2.2.7.6
(4)conditional dependency §2.1.4, §2.2.6.3, §2.2.7.4, §2.2.7.7, §2.2.7.11

Table 3.1: Rule types in Dutch Rgd BIM Norm (Rillaer et al., 2012).

3.2.1 Data existence and cardinality

Data existence is the most common rule type, which is usually the pre-
condition for other rule checks. It specifies whether an optional attribute or
relationship should exist or not. A basic rule example that should be applied
in any IFC building models is presented as follows. Its FOL representation
can be written as Formula 3.1. When this rule is mapped to the IFC Schema,
since IFC uses objectified relationships, this rule can be represented as
Formula 3.2.

� A building contains at least one level (Rgd §2.2.7.4).

∀x(Building(x)→ ∃y(contains(x, y) ∧ Level(y))) (3.1)

∀x(IfcBuilding(x)→∃y(isDecomposedBy(x, z)

∧ IfcRelAggregates(z)

∧ relatedObjects(z, y)

∧ IfcBuildingStorey(y)))

(3.2)

In mvdXML, data existence is defined by the “mandatory” key word.
Cardinality rules can be defined in the ConceptTemplate, and can be further
restricted in the Concept by the token “[Size]” in the rules formatted in the
rule grammar. This concept can be structured by the ConceptTemplate of the
basic aggregation relationship in the IFC schema (Fig. 3). In the Concept level,
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this template is applied to IfcBuilding. The type of RelatedObjects can be
further restricted to IfcBuildingStorey by specifying “RelatedObjects[Type]
= ‘IfcBuildingStorey’”.

Figure 3.4: Concept Template of the example rule presented in Section 3.2.1

3.2.2 Data content

There are some common scenarios of data content rules in this standard. For
example, specific IFC objects should follow some naming conventions; entities
should be extended by specific properties; enumeration types should equal to
some values. An example from Rgd §2.2.7.8 is presented as follows.

� An object which provides access to a space, should have the additional
property of ”FireExit” within ”Pset ###Common” (where ### is a
placeholder for the specific object at hand, e.g. Door, Window etc.).

If we take the door as an example of the access object, this rule can be
represented as Formula 3.3. With concepts in the IFC data model, this rule
is represented as Formula 3.4.

∀x(Door(x)→∃y(fireExit Pset DoorCommon(x, y))) (3.3)

∀x(IfcDoor(x)→∃y(isDefinedBy(x, y)

∧ IfcRelDefinesByProperties(z)

∧ relatingPropertyDefinition(y, z)

∧ IfcPropertySet(z) ∧ name(z, ”Pset DoorCommon”)

∧ ∃w(hasProperties(z, w) ∧ IfcPropertySingleV alue(w)

∧ name(w, ”FireExit”)))))

(3.4)

In mvdXML, the data content rule type is specially defined by the “[Value]”
token. It also has provided many operators e.g. equal and greater than and
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Figure 3.5: Concept Template of the example rule presented in Section 3.2.2

regular expressions to check the value. This example can be structured by the
template as Fig. 3.5. This template is applied on IfcDoor. Two parameters
in the template of “PropertyName” and “PropertySetName” can be set
up, respectively referencing the Name attributes of IfcPropertySingleValue
and IfcPropertySet. In the Concept level, the additional rule is defined
as “PropertyName[Value] = ‘FireExit’ AND PropertySetName[Value] =
‘Pset DoorCommon’” based on the rule grammer.

3.2.3 Uniqueness

Only a very limited number of rules in this standard demand the uniqueness
for instance values of attributes. Rgd §2.2.7.6 defines an implicit rule to
specify that the space names should be unique. This can be represented as
Formula 3.5, in which we use isUnique(x) as a function which returns a boolean
value. This rule can be represented by the IFC elements in Formula 3.6, in
which we use predicate logic to represent the semantics of uniqueness. It
can be read as “an IfcSpace x should have a name y, such that there is no
IfcSpace z that when z is not x, its name w equals y”.

� An IfcSpace x should have a name y, and there is no IfcSpace z that
when z is not x, its name w equals to y.

∀x(Space(x)→ ∃y(name(x, y) ∧ isUnique(y))) (3.5)
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∀x(IfcSpace(x)→∃y(name(x, y)

∧ ¬∃z(IfcSpace(z)

∧ name(z, w) ∧ ((z 6= x) ∧ (y = w)))

(3.6)

Figure 3.6: Concept Template of the example rule presented in Section 3.2.3

In mvdXML, uniqueness rules are defined by the [Unique] token. In this
case, a simple ConceptTemplate can be structured (Fig. 3.6) and applied on
IfcSpace. The attribute Name of IfcSpace can be defined as ”Name[Unique]
= TRUE”.

3.2.4 Conditional rules

The conditional rule is to check the dependency or consistency between
checking results of aforementioned types of rules. For example, Rgd §2.2.7
specifies that “each geometric building object is associated with the appropri-
ate building level, taking into account the hierarchical relationship between
IFC objects”. This rule can be interpreted as “if an element is not composes
of other elements, it should have an association with a building level” specified
in Formula 3.7. This rule is to check a consistency between the checking
results of two data existence rules.

� If an element does not compose other elements, it should have association
with a building level.

∀x(Element(x) ∧ ¬∃y(composes(x, y)→
∃z(BuildingLevel(z) ∧ hasAssociation(x, z)))

(3.7)

∀x((IfcElement(x) ∧ ¬∃y(Decomposes(x, y)))→
∃w(ContainedInStructure(x,w) ∧ IfcRelContainedInSpatialStructure(w)

∧ ∃z(RelatingStructure(w, z) ∧ IfcBuildingStorey(z))))

(3.8)
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Figure 3.7: Concept Template of the example rule presented in Section 3.2.4

In the mvdXML standard, conditional dependency relationships are cur-
rently implemented by logic connectors of “AND”, “OR” and “XOR”. In
this case, the ConceptTemplate can be set up as Fig. 3.7 and then applied
to IfcElement as a Concept. Parameters are defined for the attribute of
Decomposes and ContainedInStructure. The IF-THEN condition in this
case can be defined as: “(Decomposes[Size] = 0 AND ContainedInStruc-
ture[Size] = 1) OR Decomposes [Size]=1”.

3.3 Checking results

The output of checking process is a set of BCF files, which can be used in
some building model viewers or in combination with a BCF server, such as
the one introduced in van Berlo and Krijnen (2014). The “BCF forum” is an
intermediate between bimserver.org and the BCF server. It has provided a
unified user interface connects BCF issues with building model revisions in
bimserver.org. This model view checker can semi-automatically work with
them. According to the revision IDs of IFC building models on bimserver.org,
their related BCF issues generated by the checker can be automatically
associated with specific revisions of IFC models. Therefore, after checking for
one revision of the IFC model, BCF reports are generated and submitted to
the BCF server. Domain end-users can modify the design according to the
issues presented and submit the model again to the bimserver.org as another
revision. This process can recurrently continues till satisfaction. Fig. 7 shows
a snapshot of generated BCF reports opened in the BCF forum. It shows the
checking results of the rule defined in Section 3.2.2.

3.4 Summary

In comparison with current model checking systems that hardcode rules in
specific systems, this method has significant advantages that rules are repre-
sented in an open standard format, which can be managed independently and
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Figure 3.8: Snapshot of a generated BCF files opened in BCF forum.

can be implemented and reused by different applications. Defined mvdXML
files are open and transparent for public reviews. Supporting authorized
buildingSMART standards potentially ensure future interoperability with
other applications.

The limitations of this approach are also obvious, mostly related to
reusability, expressibility and extensibility. Firstly, all rules must be defined
and represented in terms of IFC entities, attributes and types, which require
users to have profound knowledge of the IFC data model. More importantly,
it also restricts the usage of this method: only explicit information captured
by IFC attributes and relationships can be checked. Secondly, it currently
lacks research or report about the semantics and expressive power of mvdXML.
Experience indicates that it currently can only be used to conduct a limited
set of basic checks. Thirdly, there is no proper mechanism to extend the
functionality of this method. It is related to the mvdXML specification that
new functions cannot be easily extended, as well as the CWA nature of this
approach: concepts outside of the IFC data model cannot be formalized and
flexibly used. Details are discussed as follows.

3.4.1 Expressibility

The current version of mvdXML is mainly used to check the explicit in-
formation in IFC building models. To some extent it is a tool to check
the agreements on data rather than to check the semantics or intentions of
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building models. For example, if we intend to check whether the wall height
complies with the building storey height (Rgd 2.2.7.8), the values of heights
must be explicitly specified as properties. An inference mechanism based
on their location and geometric properties to derive their implicit height
properties and topological relationships to enrich and check IFC model is
missing. This issue might be out of the range of an IFC or MVD validation,
which is the primary focus of the mvdXML standard, but it is important for
a smoother collaboration process.

3.4.2 Reusability

In the overall checking process, the most time-consuming part is the rule
structuring process. It is a long way from description-based requirements to
low level selections of elements in the data model. There are many agreements
and disambiguations that have to be made, and plenty of manual work is
required. Therefore, it is important to reuse defined concepts, rules or snippets
to improve the efficiency of this process and reduce potential errors.

The built-in constructs of ConceptTemplate and Concept in mvdXML
have improved the reusability of developed rules by allowing the assembly
of new definitions from snippets defined earlier. For example, the rule de-
fined in Section 3.2.1 as a Concept construct for the Rgd BIM Norm is
also required by the Statsbygg BIM Manual, thus it can be directly reused.
ConceptTemplates can also be reused to define new Concepts by chang-
ing parameters. For example, a rule like “a wall should have property of
IsExternal in Pset WallCommon” can reuse the ConceptTemplate defined in
Section 3.2.2. We can apply this template to IfcWall and change the rule
to “PropertyName[Value] = ‘IsExternal’ AND PropertySetName[Value] =
‘Pset WallCommon’”. According to the development experience, however
there are still some factors obstructing reusing of developed rules. The first
one is due to the current development environment of mvdXML, which is
restricted to very few tools and repositories. As the only open standard to
define model views, mvdXML files are usually developed ad hoc with tools like
ifcDoc (Chipman, 2012). Very few reusable resources of model view concepts
can be accessed by users. This fact however can be potentially solved by
adding structured organization like shared central repositories.

Another reason that may affect its reusability is that all the resources
developed in mvdXML are only identified by their names. Rules with the
same semantics can be represented in multiple ways and different names,
while different concepts can also be developed with the similar names and
descriptions. For example, a cardinality restriction can be asserted in the
Cardinality attribute in ConceptTemplate level, and it can also be defined
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on Concept level. This might add more difficulties when considering the
maintenance of already developed rules. A developer can reuse concepts and
rules developed by himself since he understands and remembers their contents,
but it is inconvenient for him to reuse resources from other parties. To address
these issues, a more specific development guide might be needed for developers,
meanwhile a formal and rigorous method is required to automatically structure
concepts and rules and check their contents.

Last but not least, the reusability is limited on rule level rather than
domain concept level (see Section 2.4.4 in Chapter 2). The construct Concept
in mvdXML is used to capture a rule rather than a concept in the real world.
For example, a rule stating “every space except a service shaft should be
accessible through at least one door” is captured by a Concept. However, from
a domain expert’s perspective, the concepts of “service shaft”, “is accessible
through” and “door” are more interpretable and reusable. With this granular
elements exist, users can more easily manipulate these concepts to define
new rules. The cases presented in Section 3.2 show that it might be possible
to develop a mechanism to map human understandable terms to lower level
elements in data models. It however requires additional formalization of used
terms and concepts.

3.4.3 Extensiblity

An mvdXML file is restricted by two factors: One is the mvdXML schema
it follows, the other is the IFC version it applies to. Without changing the
schema of mvdXML or referred IFC data model, the extension work can only
be conducted within the rule grammar. Extending schemas of mvdXML or
IFC requires considerable efforts, involving another round of standardization
and implementation work. Therefore, this approach as well as this prototype
should be considered as a light requirement checking tool that can be used
to conduct some fundamental checks about data availability and correctness
of IFC building models.
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Chapter 4

Requirement Checking Using
Semantic Web Technologies

This chapter1 presents using Semantic Web technologies to check building
models. It consists of three parts: 1) a brief overview of Semantic Web
fundamentals, 2) a general method for checking building models presented
with a pilot study, and 3) a collaborative performance benchmark of three
checking environments. This chapter describes the general approach of using
Semantic Web technologies for requirement checking use cases. Extensions
and more case study work are described in Chapter 5 and 6. Table 4.1 lists
meanings of symbols used in data diagrams through out Chapter 4, 5 and 62.

Table 4.1: Meanings of symbols in data diagrams in Chapter 4, 5 and 6

element symbol

class or conceptual entity

individual

property definition with domain and range

property of individuals

implicit property definition

implicit property of individuals

1This chapter is based on the contents of two conference papers (Zhang et al., 2014;
Zhang and Beetz, 2015), and a co-authored article published in Advanced Engineering
Informatics (Pauwels et al., 2017a).

2In the Semantic Web field, it is sometimes difficult to tell whether a resource is a class
or an individual. The differentiation of them is only relative in a specific diagram.
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4.1 Fundamental concepts and technologies

4.1.1 OWA versus CWA

OWA and CWA are two different modeling paradigms in knowledge modeling
systems. The former one is followed by many Semantic Web technologies, while
the later one is used in conventional database systems, including most BIM
applications. The differences between them have been discussed by many re-
searchers (Baader, 2003; De Bruijn et al., 2005; Patel-Schneider and Horrocks,
2007). Some conclusions are referenced in this section and discussed in the
context of requirement checking applications. A short summary is that OWA
has significant advantages regarding reasoning, data integration and exten-
sions in requirement checking systems, but local CWA is also required for
defining constraints to identify issues within building models.

The essential difference between these two paradigms can be simply
described as CWA presumes that data is complete and what is not known to
be true is false, while OWA believes that data is always incomplete and what
is not known to be true is simply unknown (Baader, 2003). This fundamental
difference impacts many aspects of data management and knowledge modeling
systems:

� Distribution versus centralization. Systems following OWA are inher-
ently distributed and easier to be extended. Data can have multiple
interpretations in different contexts and applications. On the contrary,
a single, fixed and centralized vocabulary e.g. a database schema is
usually required for CWA systems.

� Monotonicity versus non-monotonicity. Since data is considered as
incomplete, reasoning under OWA must be monotonic, which means
any new facts in the datasets can only add but not reduce or modify
inferenced results. In a CWA system, non-monotonicity is applied and
reasoning is defeasible.

� Restrictions versus constraints. In an OWA environment, rules are logi-
cal axioms used to infer new facts or rule out inconsistent interpretations
rather than to constrain and check the integrity of data. In CWA, rules
are usually expressed as constraints that are certain conditions data
should fulfil, and they do not inference new facts for building models.

� Unique Name Assumption (UNA). In OWA, things are allowed to have
different names or ids, while same names may refer to different objects.
In CWA, assumptions are made to simplify the situation that different
names represent different things.
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In the context of developing requirement checking systems in the building
industry, OWA has significant advantages. Due to the comprehensiveness of
the building industry, it is almost impossible to define a fixed set of concepts
for different cases. OWA allows to start the development from small problems
and gradually extend it for different scenarios. Secondly, logic based reasoning
can derive implicit information. This is proved by various knowledge reasoning
tasks that have been published (see Section 2.5.3, Chapter 2).

The OWA paradigm nevertheless has limitations regarding requirement
checking applications. When building data (one single building model or
models and data from multiple sources) is ready to be processed by a checking
system, it is considered as a complete dataset. In most cases, a requirement
should be considered as a constraint for building models in order to find out
building objects that do not fulfil certain conditions, rather than a restriction
that states implicit facts. For example, consider a simple building dataset as
the one illustrated in Fig. 4.1: three walls have the property of hasVolume,
and two of them are contained in a building storey. There are at least two
common scenarios, where closed world semantics are necessary for checking
this dataset.

Figure 4.1: A simple building model dataset which contains three walls and one building
storey.

The first scenario is related to negation in rules. There are at least two
types of negations in requirement checking applications. The first one is
classical negation that explicitly states boolean values (TRUE or FALSE),
and the second one is negation-as-failure (NAF), which represents a default
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false value if some statements do not exist (Wagner, 2003). As mentioned
in Chapter 3, one of the most common checking cases is to check existence
of properties. It is widely known that NAF is required to conduct this task.
Considering a requirement as follows:

� A wall should be contained in a building storey.

Wall(x)→ ∃y(isContainedIn(x, y) ∧ Storey(y)) (4.1)

This requirement can be formalized as the Formula 4.1 to check its validity.
The system should check every wall in the building model to find out all walls
which are not contained in a building storey. For example, in this case, the
checking result should report that this requirement is not passed and the
wall 3 has an issue. In an OWA context e.g. Description Logic (DL), this
requirement can only be represented as a restriction to state that all walls
are things that are contained in a storey (see Formula 4.2). The semantics
of this restriction is that every wall is contained in a storey, regardless of
whether such relationship is stated. With this restriction on this building
dataset, no inconsistency can be reported since every wall is contained or
potentially contained in a storey, unless there is a statement says it is not.
NAF is required for this example and this requirement should be represented
as a constraint as the one shown in Equation 4.33. It can be interpreted as a
query to find out walls which are not contained in a story.

Wall v ∃ isContainedIn.Storey (4.2)

Wall(x) ∧ not ∃y(isContainedIn(x, y) ∧ Storey(y)) (4.3)

Another kind of scenarios is related to aggregate operations. There are
many requirements related to counting or other aggregate operations. Since
data is considered incomplete, examples like counting exits for fire compart-
ments, summing up volumes of walls by building storey (e.g. for the storey 1
in Fig. 4.1 it should sum up volumes of wall 1 and wall 2 and return 6 as
the result), identify minimum values that are often required in use cases are
out of the scope of OWA reasoning processes. Additional queries in a closed
world context are required for these scenarios.

A combination of open and closed world semantics is needed in requirement
checking applications. OWA rules can be used to deduce inferences, which

3Here the symbol not is used to represent NAF to differentiate it with the classical
negation, which is ¬
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are facts implied in datasets. CWA rules can be used to define checks, which
are add-on constraints specifying correct situations.

There are several approaches to combine them together: 1) using queries,
2) using rules which support closed world semantics, or 3) extending the
classical OWA paradigm to support CWA (Patel-Schneider and Horrocks,
2007). There are some existing technologies and research in all these three
directions, including standardized technologies, research prototypes and com-
mercial tools. In Section 4.1.3, some standardized or widely recognized query
and rule languages that can potentially address this issue are reviewed.

4.1.2 Data and ontologies

Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a general data model and a
framework for expressing information about resources, serving as the foun-
dation of the Semantic Web stack (Manola et al., 2004). In RDF, data
is represented as “subject-predicate-object” triples, each of which states a
proposition as a snippet of the entire data graph. For example, a statement
like “the wall 1 is an IfcWall” can be formally represented as a statement
“inst:wall 1 rdf:type ifc:IfcWall” shown in Fig. 4.2. As a data model de-
signed for the Web environment, RDF is built on top of a few Web compatible
standards including Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) and XML. An RDF
resource can be represented as a Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) URI
shared on the Web to define a globally identifiable resource. For example,
with the namespace ifc:, the ifc:IfcWall can reference to the resource
of http://ifcowl.openbimstandards.org/IFC4- ADD1#IfcWall, maintained in
the ifcOWL ontology for IFC4 ADD1 version. With the graph data structure
and Web compatible mechanisms, RDF is suitable for describing and linking
heterogeneous data.

Additional semantics about RDF data can be defined by ontologies. An
ontology is a shared vocabulary of formal concepts for a domain of inter-
ests (Gruber, 1993). In the Semantic Web field, ontologies can be expressed
by W3C Recommendations RDF Schema (RDFS) and Web Ontology Lan-
guage (OWL), which are established on top of RDF (Brickley et al., 2014;
McGuinness and van Harmelen, 2004). RDFS is a lightweight ontology lan-
guage, which defines a few basic constructs including e.g. domain and range
of properties, hierarchy of classes and roles etc.. These constructs can be
interpreted by RDFS reasoning engines to inference additional information.
For example, with the class hierarchy relationship (rdfs:subClassOf) de-
fined between ifc:IfcWall and ifc:IfcBuildingElement, the individual
:wall 1 will be inferenced as an instance of ifc:IfcBuildingElement. More
expressive constructs are provided by OWL, which has the logic founda-
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Figure 4.2: An RDF statement is a triple of subject, predicate and object; and an
example of two RDF statements with an implied statement.

tion of DL. It defines a number of profiles with different expressive power
and reasoning complexity. For example, OWL 2 DL is based on SROIQ
Description Logic (Baader, 2003), which has computational complexity of
NEXPTIME (Hartmanis et al., 1985).

Rules that can be defined by OWL constructs are limited for inferring
or checking datasets. Even if with OWL 2 DL, the most expressive OWL
profile retaining decidability, many rules such as those related to relationships
between individuals cannot be expressed (Krötzsch et al., 2011). Further-
more, OWL strictly follows the OWA paradigm, which cannot describe cases
that require closed world semantics. Some researchers have proposed CWA
semantics as the replacement or extensions for OWL (De Bruijn et al., 2005;
Sirin and Tao, 2009), but they are not standardized and lack tools to sup-
port. These limitations can be addressed by properly using query and rule
languages.

4.1.3 Query and rule languages

In the Semantic Web stack, query and rule languages are positioned at higher
levels above RDF (Berners-Lee, 2006). In this section, standardized or widely
acknowledged ones are reviewed.

SPARQL is the only standardized and widely implemented query language
for querying RDF data. SPARQL is highly expressive, including query forms
of e.g. SELECT, CONSTRUCT, ASK and INSERT to provide CRUD functionalities.
In 2013, the SPARQL 1.1 was released and introduced as the new W3C
Recommendation. It introduces a few functionalities including property path
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that allows basic recursive queries, aggregate operators, sub-query and some
other features including e.g. explicit NAF (Angles and Gutierrez, 2016).
Since SPARQL was introduced in the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
standardization track (Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne, 2006), there has been
intensive research about semantics and expressive power of different fragments
of SPARQL. Some conclusions of them are summarized as follows:

� The expressive power of SELECT query in SPARQL 1.0 equals to non-
recursive Datalog and Relational Algebra (Angles and Gutierrez, 2008).

� The expressive power of SPARQL CONSTRUCT query equals to First
Order Logic (FOL) (Kostylev et al., 2015).

� SPARQL supports negation forms of classical negation, negation as
failure NAF, and strong negation (Kontchakov and Kostylev, 2016).

As a W3C Recommendation, SPARQL is widely implemented by almost
all RDF APIs and databases.

SPARQL Inferencing Notation (SPIN) is a W3C Member Submission
aims to utilize SPARQL queries as rules to facilitate inferencing and constraint
checking for RDF data. It provides an RDF syntax for SPARQL and also
enhances it by a meta-modelling vocabulary which supports manipulating
SPARQL queries as inference rules, functions and templates. With these
constructs, it inherits the expressivity of SPARQL and facilitates utilizing it
as a rule language and constraint checking language. According to the official
open source API of SPIN, it can be implemented on top of a SPARQL query
engine with minor efforts.

SWRL is one of the first rule languages developed in the Semantic Web
field (Horrocks et al., 2004). It became a W3C Member Submission in
2004. Its semantics are based on OWL DL and a subset of RuleML (Boley
et al., 2001). It is implemented by some reasoning engines and databases
including e.g. Pellet, HermiT and Stardog (Sirin et al., 2007; Glimm et al.,
2014; Stardog, 2009). It strictly follows OWA and monotonic reasoning,
hence it only supports classical negation, and has no support for NAF. In its
specification, aggregate operations are not supported either. In the domain
of building informatics, there are some researchers using SWRL to facilitate
knowledge reasoning and infer implicit information Zhang et al. (2015b).
However, in author’s experience, SWRL is not sufficiently expressive for many
checking cases, basically because it only supports OWA and conjunction
and implication forms. It needs to be used together with a query language.
For example, Stardog has implemented a SPARQL query interface with a
backward chaining SWRL reasoning engine (Stardog, 2009).
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The only rule language that is a W3C Recommendation is Rule Interchange
Format (RIF) (Kifer and Boley, 2013). The main aim of RIF is to provide a
standard for exchanging rules among different rule languages and systems.
At present however, RIF still lacks reliable implementation.

N3Logic is a rule language introduced in Berners-Lee et al. (2008). It
is designed based on the Notation 3 syntax of RDF. The negation forms
supported by N3Logic are classical negation and so-called Scoped Nega-
tion As Failure. N3Logic is implemented by some reasoning engines like
CWM and EYE (Berners-Lee and Connolly, 2000; De Roo, 2011). These
reasoning engines however implement different subsets and variations of this
language (Arndt et al., 2015). An application of using the EYE reasoner to
check building models against regulations is provided in Pauwels et al. (2011).

4.2 A general method

A general method of developing a requirement checking application using
Semantic Web technologies is introduced in this section. The core of this
method consists of vocabularies and rules (Fig. 4.3). Vocabularies can be
independently developed and rules are developed on top of them. Regarding
their roles in the system, they are classified into four tiers as follows.

     Data Ontologies

IfcWall

...

IfcDoor

IfcBeam

IfcColumn

IfcPropertySingleValue

isDefinedBy

Classes: Properties:

isDecomposedBy
...
name

globalId
...

      Requirement Ontologies

Classes: Properties:

Wall

External Wall

...Internal Wall

Space

    Functional space

    Technical space

has Type

has Property

has Aggregation...

Inference Rules Checking Rules

...

Rules:

     Object_Typing

     Object_Property

     Type_Property

     Object_Aggregation

     IsExternal_Inference

     External_Wall_Inference

     ....

Constraints:
  

   
Statsbygg #9

#9.1
...

Statsbygg #10

Statsbygg #131

...

...

...

Vocabularies

Rules

Low Level High Level

Figure 4.3: Conceptural tiers consist of vocabularies and rules in this method
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Figure 4.4: Relationships between among tiers and datasets, and general data flow in
this method

� Tier 1: Data ontologies, which are the Semantic Web counterparts of
conventional data model schemas, and are used as low-level specifications
for processed building models and related datasets. Building data model
schemas (e.g. IFC schema) can be transformed to OWL or RDFS
ontologies as the baseline for this method.

� Tier 2: Requirement ontologies, which consist of terminologies used in
requirements and regulations. The terminologies used in requirements
can be structured as ontologies, including classes, relationships and
properties. Depending on use cases, requirement ontologies might
also include concepts referenced or implied by requirement documents
e.g. referenced classifications. They are together used as higher level
vocabularies for developers and users. These ontologies can be developed
separately and interlinked. It is possible for different applications to
reuse common requirement ontologies.

� Tier 3: Inference rules, which are used to map vocabularies and trans-
form original data described using lower level concepts (e.g. concepts in
data ontologies) to information represented by higher level concepts (e.g.
concepts in requirement ontologies) to be more suitable for checking.
Inference rules reference to concepts in data ontologies and requirement
ontologies. According to complexities of different case scenarios, rule
languages or procedural programming is required to realize this tier.

� Tier 4: Checking rules, which are the high level digital counterpart of
text-based requirements that represent the checking logics and are used
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to generate report as the final output of the system. In principle they
only reference to concepts in requirement ontologies in order to keep their
independence with specific data models. However, if requirements are
highly associated with specific data models (e.g. Statsbygg BIM Manual
and IFC2X3 TC1 data model schema) (Statsbygg, 2011), concepts in
data ontologies can also be used. For representing checking rules,
technologies that support closed world semantics are required.

Fig. 4.4 illustrates the general data flow in this method. Building models and
related datasets are converted to RDF data, which instantiates data ontolo-
gies. Inference rules entail new facts or transform RDF data to instantiate
requirement ontologies. Transformed or entailed RDF data is processed by
checking rules to generate checking reports.

The development process starts from interpretation of text-based require-
ments to specify their semantics. A requirement can be specified into multiple
sub-requirements. At the end of this process, each requirement can be inter-
preted and transformed into one or multiple semi-structured statements, which
are usually captured in a “IF-THEN” structure. The process is explained
with an example as follows:

� The height of an external wall shall be according to planned floor height.

In this example, the external wall is the subject class and height is the
property to be checked. The predicate “be according to” can be interpreted
as the height of the external wall must be less or equal than the floor height.
It can be interpreted in the form of “IF-THEN” as follows.

� If it is an External Wall, then its height should be less or equal than
the height of its planned floor.

Based on specified requirements, the development process has five steps: 1)
preparing proper data model ontologies; 2) structuring requirement ontologies
or reusing existing ontologies according to terminologies used in these state-
ments 3) defining checking rules according to logics in specified requirements;
4) defining inference rules to map concepts developed in step 2) to target
data ontologies in step 1); 5) load building datasets and testing.

4.2.1 Data ontologies

Data ontologies are Semantic Web counterparts of used data model schemas.
Coverting the IFC data model and its instances to ifcOWL ontology and
RDF data has been proposed time and again (Schevers and Drogemuller,
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2005; Beetz et al., 2009; Hoang and Törmä, 2015). Based on these efforts, the
ifcOWL ontology is developed by the buildingSMART Linked Data Working
Group (LDWG) and is a candidate standard since 2015 (Pauwels and Terkaj,
2016). It serves as a foundation for Semantic Web applications for the building
industry.

In this research, roundtrip converters between IFC SPF files and if-
cOWL RDF data are implemented based on the standard ifcOWL. The
conversion processes are validated by comparing the original IFC SPF files
with roundtrip IFC SPF files. The validation work has tested 114 IFC SPF
files in three different versions, with size range from 1 KB to 109 MB. The
conclusion is that all the IFC SPF files are automatically converted to ifcOWL
RDF data without any information loss.

Using the ifcOWL ontology and RDF data to represent IFC building
models profits from built-in features and established methods used in the
Semantic Web field. For instance, provided that the building model is
represented in the standardized ifcOWL, all the checking examples presented in
Chapter 3 can be implemented by using off-the-shelf SPARQL implementation.
The logic basis of some Semantic Web technologies facilitate reasoning to
derive implicit information. For example, as the ifcOWL standard is based
on OWL DL 2, full-fledged OWL 2 DL reasoning engines or those developed
for more lightweight languages such as OWL 2 RL or RDFS can all be used4.
More importantly, if structured datasets other than IFC building models are
required in a checking process, they can always be integrated at least on RDF
level.

4.2.2 Requirement ontologies

Requirement ontologies define concepts used in requirement documents to
provide a high level representation of requirements. They may also contain
implicit or referenced concepts. Requirement ontologies enable that the
formalization of requirements are independent from specific data models or
building datasets. Concepts defined in requirement ontologies can be mapped
to different versions of ifcOWL ontologies or ontologies for other data models.

Existing ontologies should be reused if possible. Many different require-
ment checking applications can reuse some common requirement ontologies
to improve interoperability. Some examples are provided in Chapter 6.

In this checking case, the terminologies in this sentence can be extracted
to classes and properties as ExternalWall, Floor, isAccordingTo, isPlannedTo,

4It is a trade-off between expressive power and reasoning efficiency, hence proper
reasoning engines should be chosen depending on application requirements.
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wallHeight and floorHeight. A simple ontology can be created (Fig. 4.5).

Figure 4.5: An example ontology for the requirement example

4.2.3 Inferencing rules

Inferencing rules are used to map concepts defined in requirement ontologies
to those defined in data ontologies. The purposes of defining inference rules
in IFC validation processes are specified as follows:

� Classifying building objects according to domain concepts. Most re-
quirements are defined with domain concepts e.g. external wall, entry
point, which are not formalized in the IFC schema or ifcOWL ontology.
Inference rules identify these concepts in IFC instances to make them
suitable for model checking. Mapping the low-level data model elements
to more human-interpretable concepts. For this checking example, some
rules are defined as follows 5.

Wall(x)← IfcWall(x) (4.4)

IfcBuildingStorey(x)← BuildingStorey(x) (4.5)

ExternalWall(x)←Wall(x) ∧ isExternal(x, true) (4.6)

� Deriving information from informal or implicit representations according
to knowledge of specific data models or domains. For example, the
height of a wall can be captured by an IfcQuantityLength with the
Name of “Height” using the quantity set mechanism. It is also usu-
ally implicitly defined by the geometric information referenced by the
IfcWall. In the case of a simple IfcWallStandardCase (Fig. 4.6), this

5All the logic formulas related to IFC elements use IFC schema vocabularies instead of
the standard ifcOWL to simpify form of formulas.
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property can be derived by the inference rule from the geometry object
of IfcExtrudedAreaSolid associated with the wall.

wallHeight(x, y)←Wall(x) ∧ representation(x, z)

∧ IfcShapeRepresentation(z)

∧ representationType(z, ”Body”)

∧ items(z, w) ∧ IfcExtrudedAreaSolid(w)

∧ depth(w, y)

(4.7)

Figure 4.6: Geometric representation for a IfcWallStandardCase

� Enabling modular and reusable mappings. By using inference rules,
well specified concepts have the potential to be reused by other rules
or different applications. For example, the property hasObjectProperty
defined in Formula 4.9 is used in 4.10 and 4.11, which define the concepts
of storeyHeight and isExternal that can in turn be flexibly reused in
other cases.

isContainedIn(x, y)←relatedElements(r, x)

∧ IfcRelContainedInSpatialStructure(r)

∧ relatingStructure(r, y)

(4.8)
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hasObjectProperty(x, p)←IfcObject(x) ∧ relatedObjects(y, x)

∧ IfcRelDefinesByProperties(y)

∧ relatingPropertyDefinition(y, z)

IfcPropertySet(z) ∧ hasProperties(z, p)

(4.9)

storeyHeight(x, y)←Storey(x) ∧ hasObjectProperty(x, p)

∧ name(p, ”height”) ∧ nominalV alue(p, y)
(4.10)

isExternal(x, y)←Wall(x) ∧ hasObjectProperty(x, p)

∧ name(p, ”isExternal”) ∧ nominalV alue(p, y)

(4.11)

Logic-based or declarative rule languages can be used to represent inference
rules. It is however realized that not all mapping tasks can be conducted by
using rule languages. This issue can be addressed by defining functions in
inference rules. This topic is further discussed in Section 4.6 and addressed
in Chapter 5.

4.2.4 Checking rules

A common approach for structuring rules from natural languages to process-
able form is to use FOL as the intermediate (Eastman et al., 2009; Zhang and
El-Gohary, 2013). A FOL formula is composed by formally defined predicates
and functions (unary, binary or n-ary), logic connectives (e.g AND, OR, etc.)
and quantifiers (EXISTS, FOR ALL) (Nederpelt and Kamareddine, 2004).
In this checking example, the checking rule can be formalized as follows.

∀x(ExternalWall(x)→∃y∃h∃sh(wallHeight(x, h) ∧ isContainedIn(x, s)

∧ Storey(s) ∧ storeyHeight(s, sh)

∧ lessOrEqualThan(h, sh)))

(4.12)

Although both inference rules and checking rules can be represented by
some logic axioms, their semantics should be interpreted differently. Inference
rules are a part of the knowledge base, which are considered as valid statements
for inferencing new facts, while checking rules are statements which need to
check validity. Given such a FOL formula P , its validity (true or false) on a
dataset (e.g. a building model) can be checked by evaluating the satisfiability
of ¬P . Therefore, a query with a negated form of such formula can be
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declared in order to find all the violations. With additional transformations
by following certain methods e.g. Implication and De Morgan (Nederpelt
and Kamareddine, 2004), such logic formulas can be represented in a form to
adapt with query languages such as SPARQL. For example, Formula 4.12 can
be negated and transformed to Formula 4.13 to adapt with the query forms
represented in SPARQL WHERE clauses (see Listing 4.1).

ExternalWall(x) ∧ ¬∃y∃h∃sh(wallHeight(x, h) ∧ isContainedIn(x, y)

∧ Storey(y) ∧ storeyHeight(y, sh) ∧ lessOrEqualThan(h, sh))
(4.13)

4.3 Make it work

A rule checking environment is assembled in this research. The SPIN frame-
work is chosen for defining rules, since SPIN rules are relatively more ex-
pressive, support closed world semantics, and has been implemented by a
few open source libraries (see Section 4.1.3). The rule checking environment
is assembled based on the TopBraid SPIN API, which is basically a SPIN
interpreter and a reasoning engine implemented on top of the Jena ARQ query
engine. Jena TDB triplestore is used as the on-disk storage plan for RDF
graphs.

In general, rules can be executed in two ways, allowing either forward
chaining or backward chaining reasoning processes:

� A forward chaining process is data-driven and it executes all rules
iteratively until no more new facts are generated. It typically results
in a fully saturated RDF graph stored on disk before further processes
e.g. queries. It reduces time cost in query runtime because no more
inferences need to be made, but is usually wasteful in total since it will
materialize many triples which are irrelevant with the application goal.

� A backward chaining process is goal-driven and it only processes rules
which are related to queries. It reduces triple materialization but
increases query execution time.

In the SPIN specification, these two types of reasoning processes are both
supported by extending SPARQL semantics. A forward chaining process is
realized by simply running a set of SPARQL CONSTRUCT queries to output
additional RDF graphs. For example, the rule in Formula 4.11 can be repre-
sented by a CONSTRUCT query to express the IF-THEN implication (Table 4.2).
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Backward chaining processes are realized by extending functions for SPARQL.
For example, the same rule can be defined as a backward chaining rule by
defining the binary predicate schm:isContainedIn as a function associated
with the SELECT query in Table 4.2. When schm:isContainedIn is called in
a SPARQL query or a SPIN rule, this query is executed, behaving like a
SPARQL subquery (Harris et al., 2013). With the SPARQL syntax vocabu-
lary and SPIN meta-vocabulary, these two types of rules are maintained in
RDF graphs, which can be stored along with ontologies and data (Table 4.2).
Defining SPARQL functions with SPIN are further discussed in Chapter 5.

With the same method, all the inference rules expressed in Formula 4.4
to 4.11 are defined.

Checking rules are also defined with SPARQL queries or SPIN constraints.
Contraints can be captured in SPARQL WHERE clauses. In most checking
applications, violations usually need to be reported with e.g. related building
objects, severity levels and additional descriptions. SPARQL SELECT queries
can be used to query out resources and literals and format them in tabular
forms, but are not suitable for associating additional information with them.
In this method, most checking rules are defined using SPARQL CONSTRUCT
queries, which can be used to generate additional RDF graphs. The SPARQL
CONSTRUCT query has the same expressive power of FOL (Kostylev et al.,
2015), hence any FOL formulas can be transformed to SPARQL CONSTRUCT
queries. With the assumption that concepts that are referred by queries can
be mapped to building models, any rules that can be structured with FOL
can be represented using this method. All the rules that are defined using
the CONSTRUCT form can be described as:

� IF certain conditions are (not) met for some building objects, THEN
generates an report pointing to issued building objects and related
properties.

SPIN has provided a vocabulary to document checking issues. By using this
vocabulary, once a violation is detected in the query process, an RDF blank
node is generated as an instance of spin:ConstraintViolation, which is
associated to related building objects and properties. For example, this rule
example can be finally structured as the query in Listing 4.1.

Listing 4.1 shows the checking rule, defined as a CONSTRUCT query. Al-
though checking rules and forward chaining inference rules can both be
represented as SPARQL CONSTRUCT queries, the semantics of them are inter-
preted differently. Checking rules are plain CONSTRUCT queries, which are only
fired once to provide a one step IF-THEN procedure for reporting issues, while
inferencing rules are processed in a forward or backward chaining procedure.
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Table 4.2: SPIN rules defined for forward chaining and backward chaining processes
with SPARQL and SPIN RDF syntax, for an example rule in Formula 4.8

forward chaining rules backward chaining rules (functions)

CONSTRUCT {?x ex:isContainedIn ?y}
WHERE {
?r ifc:relatedElements ?x .
?r ifc:relatingStructure ?y .
?r a ifc:
IfcRelContainedInSpatialStructure

}

SELECT ?y
WHERE {
?r ifc:relatedElements ?arg1 .
?r ifc:relatingStructure ?y .
?r a ifc:
IfcRelContainedInSpatialStructure

}

rdfs:Resource
spin:rule [
spin:body
[ rdf:type sp:Construct ;
sp:resultVariables ([ sp:varName "y"

]) ;
sp:where
([
sp:object spin:_arg1 ;
sp:predicate ifc:relatedElements ;
sp:subject [ sp:varName "r" ]
] [
sp:object [ sp:varName "y" ] ;
sp:predicate ifc:relatingStructure ;
sp:subject [ sp:varName "r" ]
] [
sp:object ifc:
IfcRelContainedInSpatialStructure ;

sp:predicate rdf:type ;
sp:subject [ sp:varName "r" ]
])
].
].

ex:isContainedIn
rdf:type spin:MagicProperty ;
rdfs:subClassOf spin:MagicProperties

;
spin:body
[ rdf:type sp:Select ;
sp:resultVariables ([ sp:varName "y"

]) ;
sp:where
([
sp:object spin:_arg1 ;
sp:predicate ifc:relatedElements ;
sp:subject [ sp:varName "r" ]
] [
sp:object [ sp:varName "y" ] ;
sp:predicate ifc:relatingStructure ;
sp:subject [ sp:varName "r" ]
] [
sp:object ifc:
IfcRelContainedInSpatialStructure ;

sp:predicate rdf:type ;
sp:subject [ sp:varName "r" ]
])
] ;
spin:constraint
[
rdf:type spl:Argument ;
spl:predicate sp:arg1 ;
spl:valueType rdfs:Resource
] .
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A small building model is used for testing the validity of rule definitions.
With all these rules defined in SPIN, the system generates a report that points
out one of the external walls violates this requirement (Fig. 4.7).

CONSTRUCT {
_:b0 a spin:ConstraintViolation .
_:b0 spin:violationRoot ?x .
_:b0 spin:violationPath ex:wallHeight .
_:b0 spin:violationLevel spin:Warning .

}
WHERE {
?x a ex:ExternalWall .
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?x ex:wallHeight ?height .
?x ex:isContainedIn ?storey .
?storey a ex:Storey .
?storey ex:storeyHeight ?floorHeight .
FILTER (?height<=?floorHeight)

}
}

Listing 4.1: A SPARQL CONSTRUCT query that can be defined as a SPIN
constraint to realize the checking rule in Formula 4.13.

_:b0 a spin:ConstraintViolation ;
spin:violationRoot inst:IfcWall_983 ;
spin:violationPath ex:wallHeight ;
spin:violationLevel spin:Warning.

Figure 4.7: Checked building model example and generated report

4.4 Manipulating rules in RDF

As shown in Table 4.2, a significant advantage of this approach is that all
the declarative rules, ontologies and data can be represented using the same
language and stored in the same environment. As all the rules are finally
represented as RDF graphs, rules can be stored in RDF databases and
manipulated by extending meta-vocabularies to adapt with use cases. Due to
the openness of RDF, additional meta-data and annotations can be added to
rule resources to improve their reusability. In this section, two scenarios are
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presented to demonstrate possibilities of using such a method, with existing
technologies.

4.4.1 Rule templates

A rule can be interpreted as a logic formula with specific concepts and underly-
ing logics. It is notable that many rules can potentially share referred concepts
and checking logics. For example, requirements like “a building should contain
at least one storey” and “a storey should contain at least one gross area space”
share the concept “storey” and the same checking logic. Templates can be
defined as general rule blocks that are reusable across checking cases. They
are especially applicable for rule sets which contain rules that have simple
and repeated checking logics. Besides, rule templates are required as many
rules need configurable parameters to adapt with different situations that
can be project-specific. For example, a requirement like “suspended ceilings
must be modelled at the right height” has different meanings under different
contexts. Different projects have specific constraints on height of ceilings with
respect to the placement of mechanical equipments and space requirements.
On the data level, there can be different representations of suspended ceilings
in building models as the concept of “suspended ceiling” is not defined in the
IFC schema level. Templates can enable configurable checking and inferencing
rules (see section 4.2.3 and 4.2.4) that can be customized by users to address
these issues.

In some commercial applications like SMC, templates are provided in the
user interface for customizing rules. These templates are defined as coded
modules. With the expressiveness of RDF, in Semantic Web applications
templates can be defined within datasets, which are more easy to be extended
and maintained. The SPIN framework has provided a mechanism for defining
reusable query structures as templates. Each template that captures a reusable
general query is defined as an instance of spin:Template, and concrete rules
with assigned parameters are in turn defined as instances of it. Fig. 4.8
illustrates an example of using a rule template to define a rule. In this
example, four parameters are assigned to replace the arguments defined in
the left query.

In practice, one likely scenario for an application is a professional body
develops a library of templates. A graphical user interface can be added on
top of them to provide e.g. parametric tables for users to customize rules.
Users can choose proper templates, and then choose pre-defined concepts or
input values to develop executable rules. In Table 4.3, some frequently used
templates are listed along with their logic structure and SPARQL queries.
Each of them can be represented as a SPARQL query, and finally maintained
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as RDF data following the SPIN vocabulary. Some of them are reused in the
case study work described in Section 6.1.

Table 4.3: Examples of rule templates. Templates that have the ids starting with ”C”
are templates for checking rules, and starting with ”I” are inference rules.

id name example

C E ∃x(C(x)) Internal walls (C) should be modelled
in the building model.

C PE ∀x(C(x)→ ∃y(p(x, y))) A building (C) should have the prop-
erty of GrossVolume (p).

C PC ∀x(C(x)→ ∃<=max
>=min y(p(x, y) ∧D(y))) A building storey (C) should con-

tain (p) one (min) and only one (max)
floor slab (D).

C VF ∀x(C(x)→ ∃y(p(x, y) ∧ regex(y, f))) The site (C) land title number(p)
shall contain the official ID of the
Cadastre (f).

C TP

∀x(C(x)→
¬∃y(C(y) ∧ hasType(x, t)

∧ hasType(y, t) ∧ p(x, a)

∧ p(x, b) ∧ (a! = b)))

Walls (C) which have the same type
should have the same thickness (p).

C WV

∀x((Wall(x) ∧ p(x, a) ∧ op1(a, ref1)

∧ isP lacedIn(y, x) ∧ C(y))→
edgeOp(x, z) ∧ distOp(y, z, d)

∧ op2(d, ref2))

If a wall has height (p) greater than
(op1) 3.2 meters (ref1), and it con-
tains windows (C), then the distance
(distOp) between its contained win-
dows (C) and upper edge of the wall
should be greater than (op2) 0.2 me-
ter (ref2).

I SP C(x) ∧ p(x, y)→ D(x) If it is a wall (C), and it has property
IsExternal (p) set to False (y), then
it is an internal wall (D).

I TP
C(x) ∧ hasType(x, t) ∧ T (t)

∧ p(t, y)→ D(x)
If it is a wall (C), and it is defined by
a wall type (T) object, which has the
name (p) ”fire wall” (y), then it is a
fire wall (D).

4.4.2 Organization of rules

In this method, each of the rules can be assigned with a URI and additional
properties can be added. They can also be referenced by other resources.
Here are some possible scenarios where additional properties or links are
useful for rules.
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# A {?s_type} should {?p} at least
{?min}

and at most {?max} {?o_type}
CONSTRUCT {
_:b0 a spin:ConstraintViolation .
_:b0 spin:violationRoot ?s .
_:b0 spin:violationPath ?p .
_:b0 spin:violationLevel ?level .
}
WHERE {
?s a ?s_class .
FILTER ((op:count(?s, ?p, ?o_type)

> ?max)
|| (op:count(?s, ?p, ?o_type) < ?
min))

}

Figure 4.8: A template example tpl:PropertyCardinality (C PC in Table 4.3) and
one of its instances statsrule:49 1, which represents A building storey should contain
at least one floor slab.

� Organization and grouping of rules. Rules are usually grouped as rule-
sets in documents. Such grouping work can help developers and users
to manage rules. Fig. 4.9 shows a research prototype that is developed
to organize rules and templates in order to navigate users to find related
rules according to their functionalities (Moonen, 2016).

� Inter-relations between rules. Relationships can be set up between rules.
A typical example is to set precheckings for rules. For example, a rule
that is used to check classification of spaces can be set as the prechecking
rule for a rule used to check properties of certain space types.

� Additional annotations and meta-data. There are some existing vocab-
ularies such as Dublin Core and Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets
can be reused to define authorships, revisions and other information
for rules and rulesets (Weibel et al., 1998; Alexander and Hausenblas,
2009).

4.5 A performance benchmark

The query and reasoning environment used in this research has been involved
in a collaborative performance benchmark carried out with two other research
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Figure 4.9: A prototype interface for users to choose categorized templates and rules
to check models, developed for use cases from Dutch BAM company (Moonen, 2016)

groups. The aim of this performance benchmark is to verify the reasoning and
query results of different systems, to compare key features and performance of
them, and to identify factors which affect performance. Three environments
are compared: the SPIN and Jena TDB database assembled and used in
this research, the EYE reasoning engine (De Roo, 2011), and the Stardog
database (Stardog, 2009). These three environments are chosen because they
are different in kind and thus allow to make a qualitative comparison. As
shown in Table 4.4, these three environments deploy different rule languages,
and have different reasoning processes, storage solutions and commercial
basis.

The same hardware test environment is used, and the same set of 369
building models, 69 rules and 60 queries are collected and created for testing.
The hardware test environment is a server with 6 core Intel Xeon CPU E5-
2430 at 2.2GHz, 16GB DDR3 memory and Ubuntu OS. At the end, 6 key
models arbitrarily grouped as small, medium and large and 3 queries are used
to document the reasoning and query performance. Table 4.5 and 4.6 list the
specification of these building models and queries. More details about the
methodology of this performance benchmark have been published in Pauwels
et al. (2017a). Here only the comparison results and additional findings are
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Table 4.4: Features and key differences of compared systems

SPIN + Jena TDB EYE Stardog

ID SPIN EYE Stardog
Rule language SPIN (SPARQL) N3Logic SWRL
Query language SPARQL N3Logic SPARQL
Reasoning process Hybrid Forward chaining Backward chaining
Commercial basis Open source Open source Commercial platform
Storage Jena TDB database In memory Stardog database
Ontology setting RDFS RDFS RDFS&QL&RL&EL
Forward rules 62 69 0
Backward rules 7 0 69

reported.

In the SPIN environment, most of the rules are written as backward
chaining rules. However, there are 7 rules can only be defined using the forward
chaining method (see Table 4.4). The entire process of reasoning and query is a
hybrid process that goes as follows. Forward chaining rules are firstly processed
by the SPIN engine. Rules that contain SPIN functions or statements in
OWL ontologies will fire them using the SPIN engine and the Jena engine
respectively. This process continues recursively until no more SPIN function is
called. Generated new facts go through this process iteratively to materialize
additional triples until no more new facts are generated. In query execution
time, SPARQL queries also fire backward chaining SPIN functions or OWL
statements if they are related to the query. In this test environment, the Jena
reasoner is configured as an RDFS reasoner to avoid unnecessary reasoning
processes. It means that although the ifcOWL ontology is developed using
the OWL 2 DL profile, only the RDFS vocabulary is supported in this
environment.

The reasoning and query processes in EYE and Stardog are simpler. In the
tested EYE environment, rules are all forward-chaining rules, which are fired
iteratively until no more new facts can be generated. Queries are executed
based on pre-processed and enriched RDF graphs. The reasoning in the
Stardog environment is a goal-driven backward chaining reasoning process:
only rules which are related to the query are fired in the query runtime to
entail new facts. There is no clear distinction of reasoning time and query
time in the Stardog environment.

Results of these three environments are documented in Table 4.7, including
the reasoning time (R) for processing forward chaining rules, and query
execution time for 3 query processes (Q1, Q31 and Q53) on 6 building models.
This table also provides the count of added triples in reasoning processes and
result count of query processes.

As shown in Table 4.7, since only 7 rules are defined as forward chaining
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Table 4.5: Statistics of tested building models for documentation and performance
comparison.

ID Model SPFF size RDF triples

M6 202672 tractiewerkplaats Phase 1 19,104,134 8.103
M5 wereld van theater en verwondering 19,652,142 1.532
M4 <Private> 23,466,825 53.356
M3 technisch instituut sint michiel 5,800,067 1.342
M2 091210Med Dent Clinic Arch 1,320,515 23.876
M1 Duplex A 20110505 225,135 2.117

Table 4.6: The queries that will be used for documentation of the performance
benchmark in the following sections.

ID Query Semantics

Q1 ?obj aei:hasProperty ?p Retrieve all properties of all objects.
Q31 ?point aei:hasCoordinateX ?x .

?point aei:hasCoordinateY ?y .
?point aei:hasCoordinateZ ?z

Retrieve xyz coordinates of all Cartesian
points.

Q53 ?d rdf:type aei:ExternalWall Retrieve all external walls.

rules in the SPIN environment, the added triples in the reasoning phase
are limited (in comparison of SPIN RS and EYE RS of R). In the SPIN
environment, Q53 has far better performance in comparison to the other
two queries. This is mainly because it does not fire any SPIN rules in the
query execution time, while Q1 and Q31 both fire 3 rules (backward chaining).
Rules that are related to Q53 are defined as forward chaining rules, hence
all the instances of external walls have been explicitly stated before query
execution time.

All the three environments produce the same results regarding each query
on each model. It proves that they are all reliable systems for reasoning and
querying on building models.

Fig. 4.10 shows some common features of these three environments regard-
ing time and result count. It shows that in all the three environments the
query execution time of Q1 and Q31 have almost linear relationships with
their result count, and the lines which represent Q1 has a greater slope in
general. These results are both expected because matching more triples needs
longer time and Q1 has less triple patterns to match.

At first sight on Fig. 4.10, the SPIN environment has the worst performance
regarding query time. The longest query execution takes 135 seconds to
process, while in EYE and Stardog environments, the same query takes 37
and 13 seconds respectively. However, it does not reflect the full reality of
using these systems. The EYE environment is a forward chaining approach,
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Table 4.7: Comparison between the query performance results for all three considered
query procedures, the 6 considered models, and the three considered queries.

query model SPIN (s) SPIN RS EYE (s) EYE RS Stardog
(s)

Stardog RS

R M6 8.103 0 2466.79 36,604,298 0.0 0
R M5 1.532 320 8797.19 43,918,784 0.0 0
R M4 53.356 4,600 - - 0.0 0
R M3 1.342 0 998.06 11,770,817 0.0 0
R M2 23.876 1,878 190.10 2,843,308 0.0 0
R M1 2.117 97 30.27 498,618 0.0 0

Q1 M6 135.364 3,016,218 37.11 3,016,218 13.44 3,016,218
Q1 M5 1.469 23,581 0.29 23,581 0.17 23,581
Q1 M4 24.009 394,875 4.87 394,875 1.47 394,875
Q1 M3 41.276 1,016,660 12.95 1,016,660 3.55 1,016,660
Q1 M2 4.989 86,243 1.05 86,243 0.33 86,243
Q1 M1 0.552 12,597 0.16 12,597 0.08 12,597

Q31 M6 46.172 213,627 2.10 213,627 6.82 213,627
Q31 M5 92.028 425,934 4.20 425,934 15.83 425,934
Q31 M4 82.676 415,308 4.12 415,308 15.28 415,308
Q31 M3 19.926 102,127 1.04 102,127 2.81 102,127
Q31 M2 3.685 21,109 0.21 21,109 1.36 21,109
Q31 M1 0.738 4,481 0.045 4,481 1.00 4,481

Q53 M6 0.0013 0 0.001 0 0.07 0
Q53 M5 0.0057 235 0.003 235 0.12 235
Q53 M4 0.0017 168 0.003 168 0.31 168
Q53 M3 0.0051 0 0.001 0 0.20 0
Q53 M2 0.0058 1471 0.013 1471 0.20 1471
Q53 M1 0.001 23 0.001 23 0.13 23

which needs to pre-process all rules before query executions. For most
building models, it takes minutes or even hours to process those 69 rules
(see Table 4.7). The more rules are defined, the longer time will it need.
Therefore, this environment may not be practical to be used when there are
large amounts of rules and building models need to be updated frequently.

The Stardog environment produces the best result in almost all aspects.
It is expected as Stardog is a commercial proprietary system, which has more
resources to optimize the reasoning and query performance. Although it is not
entirely clear why Stardog has better performance, some clues can be obtained
from the Stardog documentation. The query engine of Stardog interprets
the rule repository and ontologies to rewrite SPARQL queries according to
indexation in the database. In the SPIN environment, such optimization
is limited. All the backward chaining processes are realized by using SPIN
functions, which are executed as separate queries based on assigned arguments
and then joint query results with outer queries. It lacks a query rewriting
mechanism to flatten queries and preferentially execute the most selective
triple patterns considering overall query structures.
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Figure 4.10: Plot showing the linear relation between query time (x-axis) and result
count (y-axis) for query Q1 in each of the three implementation procedures (green =
SPIN; blue = EYE; black = Stardog).

4.6 Summary

Similar with the method presented in Chapter 3, the method presented in this
chapter also use open formats to define and store rules, which are independent
from implementations. Besides, there are additional advantages summarized
as follows.

1. OWA and RDF enable that additional vocabularies and data are rela-
tively easy to be extended and integrated. Definition of rules are not
limited by the terminologies of a specific data model.

2. Rule languages enable modular mappings between different vocabularies.
An inference rule or checking rule consists of modular concepts, which
can be reused by other rules or for other cases.

3. The reasoning ability enables modeling knowledge of specific data models
and domains. Requirement checking applications are not limited in
checking explicit properties and relationships in building models.

4. There is a set of well-established technologies to be used. In this method,
all the data, vocabularies and rules are finally maintained using the same
language, which is RDF, and can be integrated or interlinked in the
same environment, which has considerable advantages regarding future
management. SPARQL and SPIN also provide reliable frameworks for
structuring rules.

There are a few issues and pitfalls identified in this method. The query
performance is highly affected by reasoning strategies, data storage plans and
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query optimization methods. Properly choosing and using exiting technologies
can dramatically change the performance of reasoning and query processes.
In most cases, a backward chaining or at least hybrid reasoning process is
required unless there is an effective approach to extract required inference
rules in an application.

Although Semantic Web technologies are expressive regarding modeling
and query from logic point of view, they still need to be tailored to adapt
with specific needs in the building domain. It is especially problematic when
geometry data is involved. For example, in the case presented in this chapter,
a number of assumptions are made:

1. Geometric form of walls is assumed to be IfcExtrudedAreaSolid in-
stances, while in reality there can be any forms of 3D geometry, which
can hardly be processed by SPARQL or any rule languages to derive
properties for walls.

2. The height of the floor is assumed to be provided as a quantity of
the building storey , while in reality it is not always available and is
not always consistent with the location and geometry representation
of floor slabs. In fact, this requirement implies to check geometry and
spatial relationships between those building objects, instead of checking
explicitly assigned properties.

3. External walls are assumed to be identified by the “isExternal” property,
while in reality this property is not always available and not always
consistent with the building design.

More systematic method for retrieving information from building models
are required. It is definitely useful that a common, reusable ontology or
vocabulary on top of ifcOWL should be established as a library for the
building domain, enabling high level concepts be picked up by users and
developers. This issue is addressed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Domain-specific Functional
Extensions for Querying
Building Models

This chapter1 elaborates the method presented in Chapter 4. In this chapter,
domain-specific SPARQL functions are extended for querying IFC building
models. The aim of this work is to 1) simplify writing queries or rules and 2)
retrieve useful information from geometry data captured in building models.
The official IFC documentation and BIM requirement checking use cases are
used to drive the development of the proposed functionality. Extended func-
tions are modelled as RDF vocabularies and classified into groups for further
extensions. Declarative rules are combined with procedural programming
to implement extended functions. Realistic requirement checking scenarios
are used to evaluate and demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach and
indicate query performance. Based on the implementation and evaluation
work, the advantages and applicability of this approach and current issues
are discussed.

5.1 Introduction

By simply using query or rule languages such as SPARQL, some relationships
and properties e.g. property sets, product geometry quantities and spatial
and topological relations etc. in IFC building models are difficult to retrieve.
To address this issue, domain-specific functional extensions are required. The
motivation is elaborated as follows:

1This chapter is based on an article that has been published in Semantic Web Jour-
nal (Zhang et al., 2018).
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� The conversion from IFC instances to ifcOWL RDF data is a straight-
forward process, and the data structures in IFC instances are reflected
in the output RDF data (Pauwels and Terkaj, 2016). Since standard
SPARQL queries are only processed by matching the data graph pat-
terns in RDF, the resulting queries are usually more complex than the
high-level abstractions provided in use cases. There are many commonly
used structures that can be simplified all over the IFC data model to
simplify query and make properties and relationships closer to the
understanding of domains.

� Another issue is that SPARQL or any other off-the-shelf Semantic Web
technologies can hardly retrieve useful information in scenarios where
geometric computations and spatial reasoning is needed. Geometry data
usually constitutes the largest sections in building models and contains
large amounts of information that currently can only be interpreted by
human domain end users. Although the IFC data model provides many
ways to explicitly model geometry-related properties and topological
relationships, they are not mandatory and not always reliable due to
lack of rigidness in the IFC data model and the ad-hoc nature of design
processes in the AEC domain. In practice, IFC building models often
miss required semantic relationships and properties or contain incorrect
or inconsistent information. Some examples of them are provided in
Fig. 2.4, Chapter 2. Directly deriving information from geometric
representations of building models provides another option to enrich
data and ensure consistency. Furthermore, much geometry-related
information is impractical or impossible to be explicitly provided in IFC
data. For example, there are specific topological relationships such as
the “touching” relationship between the bottom surface of a wall to the
upper surface of the floor slab (see Listing 5.10), or properties such as
distances between elements (see Listing 5.9).

There are three major components in this work: 1) A set of functions
modelled as RDF vocabularies that can be used in SPARQL queries (see
Section 5.3); 2) A set of query transformation rules to map functions to IFC
data structures to make writing queries easier (see Section 5.4); 3) A module
for implementing geometry-related functions for deriving implicit information
(see Section 5.4). The official IFC specification and BIM requirement checking
use cases in the Netherlands and Norway, and some checks that have been
implemented in Solibri Model Checker (SMC) (BuildingSMART, 2013; Rillaer
et al., 2012; Statsbygg, 2011; Solibri, 2000) are used to drive the development
of the proposed and implemented functionality. Across these use cases, there
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are many commonly used concepts that are frequently reused. By wrapping
them as functions used in a standard language (see Section 5.3), they can
be reused in different applications (Fig. 5.1). The extended functions in
this research do not require extensions for the grammar of SPARQL. With
SPARQL as a common interface language, extended functions can be used to
query building data alone or combined with data from other sources.

Figure 5.1: Reusing functions for deriving information from building models for different
checking applications

5.2 Extending SPARQL functions

Extending SPARQL with additional functions has been proposed and imple-
mented in other fields. The most inspiring ones are geospatial and geographical
domains as they have many things in common with the building industry.
The stSPARQL in Strabon and the GeoSPARQL standard from Open GIS
Consortium (OGC) have specified many topological and geospatial func-
tions (Koubarakis and Kyzirakos, 2010; Battle and Kolas, 2011). They have
been implemented by spatial database systems including Strabon, Parliament
and uSeekM (Garbis et al., 2013). Some other RDF APIs and triple stores
like the Jena framework, Allegrograph and Virtuoso have also implemented
geospatial functions (Apache Software Foundation, 2010; Franz Inc., 2010;
OpenLink Software, 2010). However, these vocabularies and functions devel-
oped in the Semantic Web world have mainly considered 2D geometry and
cannot be directly reused to query most building models.

The building industry also has significant differences from geospatial field.
There are many disciplines and use cases in different contexts, in which the
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amounts of required properties and relationships are almost unlimited. There
are much more sophisticated and domain-specific reasoning tasks related
to 3D geometry. Therefore, the required system is beyond a fixed set of
vocabularies e.g. a database schema or an ontology, but rather a framework
that can relatively easy to extend functions to adapt with different situations.

5.2.1 Preliminaries

A SPARQL query is composed by expressions and graph patterns. There two
ways to extend SPARQL with domain specific functionalities without affecting
its grammar. The first method is to add operators in expressions (e.g. FILTER
expression and aggregate expression). For example, the function CONTAINS in
Listing 5.1 is an FILTER function standardized in the SPARQL 1.1 specification.
The second one is to define a function as an RDF property that can be used in
triple patterns, which is referred to as a computed property or property function
to generate output based on its bound subject or object. The difference is
that a property function is also an RDF property that can have domain(s)
and range(s). Similar with a plain RDF property, a property function is used
to search for potential bindings for the subject and object. In the research
presented in this paper, most of the extended functions are defined as property
functions as they can be more intuitive and can be materialized into RDF
graphs for specific applications in order to improve runtime performance.
Functions are modelled as RDF vocabularies with their respective URIs. Due
to the flexibility and openness of the RDF technology, additional vocabularies
can always be added.

SELECT ?wall
WHERE {
?wall a :Wall .
?wall :name ?name .
FILTER (CONTAINS(?name, "Wall_"))

}

Listing 5.1: An example SPARQL query.

A property function should behave similar with a plain RDF property
represented by an Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRI), with some
additional computational functionality. The input and output of the function
depends on whether the subject and object have bound values in a mapping.
There are three situations:

� When both the subject and object have bound values, the function is
used to evaluate the statement.
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� If only one of them does not have bound value, the function is used to
compute or seek values for it.

� If neither of them has bound value, then function is to search the entire
graph to find related nodes.

RDF collections can also be used for functions which require multiple values as
input or output. An example function that uses RDF collections as function
arguments are provided in Listing 5.9.

5.2.2 Implementation approaches

There are some exiting technologies can be used to extend functions for
SPARQL. Besides existing open source and commercial platforms (e.g. Apache
Jena, OpenLink Virtuoso and Allegrograph) that support customizing func-
tions by coding them with full fledged programming languages, there are some
technologies that provide declarative, more transparent and portable methods
for extending functions. For example, with backward chaining reasoning
engines some existing rule languages including e.g. SWRL and N3Logic can
be used to simulate property functions in SPARQL. There are a few technolo-
gies provide explicit constructs for extending SPARQL functions. SPARQL
Inferencing Notation (SPIN) can be used to define and execute functions by
issuing SPARQL queries. A meta vocabulary is provided by SPIN to serialize
SPARQL queries into RDF graphs to maintain implemented functions (see sec-
tion 5.4). The VOLT proxy provides a similar method that utilizes SPARQL
fragments and graph patterns to define functions (Regalia et al., 2016). It has
been applied on some geospatial cases, and a plugin to include functions for
spatial computation is provided based on the PostGIS API (Ramsey et al.,
2005). Recently, an approach is presented in Debruyne et al. (2017) to define
functions by extending Triple Pattern Fragments (TPF) (Verborgh et al.,
2016) on the client side, hence extended functions are compatible with any
SPARQL server. As showed in Debruyne et al. (2017), it however might have
issues regarding performance and data traffics since additional functions are
computed in web browsers and raw data needs to be retrieved to the client
side. All these approaches can potentially be undertaken for implementing
extended SPARQL functions for querying IFC building models and data in
the building industry.
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5.3 Vocabularies

Building data captured by the IFC data model is the target source for
developing extended functions. The IFC documentation and requirement
checking use cases from the Dutch Rgd BIM Norm, the Norwegian Statsbygg
BIM Manual and some checks that have been implemented in the Solibri Model
Checker are reviewed to determine the structure of vocabularies (?Rillaer
et al., 2012; Statsbygg, 2011; Solibri, 2000). Most of the referenced cases are
data quality validation requirements, which are highly associated with the
IFC data model and are the most fundamental requirement checking cases.
From reviewing the above sources, many properties and relationships that are
repeatedly required in use cases are extracted (see Section 5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.3.3
and 5.3.4). The implemented functions are wrappers of modular low-level
code to derive such information and use them in different scenarios. Due to
the complexity of the building industry, however, it is almost impossible for a
single researcher to list all required functions for all common task scenarios.
Instead, they are classified based on required data inputs from IFC building
models since they are related to further implementations (see Section 5.4).

Information in IFC-based building models can be roughly grouped into
(1) domain semantics that usually explicitly represented by e.g. object
types, relationships, and properties, and (2) geometric data, which is a low-
level technical description captured by geometry objects associated with
IfcProduct instances. Due to the lack of support for parametric geometry
description on the levels of the meta model and the implementation, these
two kinds of information are almost independent from each other. In fact,
building models in real practices often contain information that is inconsistent
between these two subsets (see Fig. 2.4 in Chapter 2). Hence query functions
should be categorized to identify which parts of the model are used to derive
data from. As shown in Figure 5.2 and listed in Table 5.1, the proposed
domain vocabularies are classified into four groups to derive data from these
two subsets of either geometric or non-geometric information in IFC models.
Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 describe functions used to extract information only
from domain semantic subset of models, while Section 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 describe
functions to mainly analyse geometric aspects.

There are also some use cases that require to generate geometry objects
in query runtime (see Fig. 5.8). To address these issues, a vocabulary in
Section 5.3.5 is defined to materialize and process geometry data only. It is
considered as a lower level layer independent with domain information and
can provide additional analysis functions for geometry objects e.g. example
in Listing 5.10. For each category and subcategory, some function examples
are provided to show how to apply them on an ifcOWL instance data set and
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query examples are provided to demonstrate a use case.

Figure 5.2: Conceptual relationships between vocabularies and IFC data

Table 5.1: Vocabulary prefixes used in this chapter and descriptions about them

prefix description

schm: Shortcut properties and relationships for IFC schema level semantics (see Sec-
tion 5.3.1)

pset: Short cut properties for instance level property sets (see Section 5.3.2)
qto: Shortcut properties for instance level quantity sets (see Section 5.3.2)
pdt: Properties for single product based on geometry data (see Section 5.3.3))
spt: Properties and relationships based on geometry data of multiple products (see

Section 5.3.4)
geom: Lower level geometry library for materializing geometry data and computa-

tions on geometry objects (see Section 5.3.5)

5.3.1 Schema level semantics

Functions in this group are defined to wrap commonly used structures specified
on the IFC schema level. They are identified with the prefix schm:. These
functions are modelled mainly from the reference of fundamental concepts and
assumptions specified in the official IFC documentation (BuildingSMART,
2013). These fundamental concepts and assumptions describe recommended
and commonly used structures in IFC instances as the general guideline for
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usage and implementation of IFC. Each of the fundamental concepts defines
how a domain concept or relationship should be represented in IFC. Many of
them have relatively complex structures to represent semantics. By reviewing
these fundamental concepts and comparing them with use cases, shortcuts
can be constructed to simplify writing queries and adapt to the high level
abstractions in the AEC/FM sector. They are defined for the following
situations.

The most basic functions are related to objectified relationships. Many
relationships in IFC data are realized by objectified relationships that are in-
stances of IfcRelationship subtypes. An example is IfcRelContainedInSp-
atialStructure, which is shown in Fig. 5.3. Most of these objectified rela-
tionships and their usage are described by the fundamental concepts in IFC
documentation. In general, each of the objectified relationships can be used
to associate an object with another object or a set of objects. For exam-
ple, an IfcRelContainedInSpatialStructure can be used to associate an
IfcSpatialElement (e.g. storey, space) with a set of IfcElement instances
(e.g. wall, door) to define a spatial containment relationship. In this vocabu-
lary, functions are defined as shortcuts to wrap such structures and create
direct relationships between the objects that are associated. For example, the
function schm:isContainedIn is created to retrieve the relationship between
an IfcElement and the containing IfcSpatialElement instance (see Fig. 5.3).
With the same approach, functions are created for all the fundamental concepts
which describe semantic structures containing IfcRelationship subtypes.
This type of shortcuts are also proposed in ? and Pauwels and Roxin (2017).

Another requirement is that some relationships need additional specifi-
cation or generalization. For example, the spatial composition relationship
between spatial objects (e.g. site, building, space) is semantically different
from the aggregation relationship between building elements (e.g. wall, slab,
stair). The former one only represents a hierarchical spatial relationship,
while the latter one implies geometry compositional relationship. In IFC,
however, they are represented using the same structure (IfcRelAggregates).
These two structures are defined as two different functions (see one of them
schm:isDecomposedByElement in Table 5.2). On the contrary, sometimes
more generalized relationships are required for different structures. A typical
example is the relationship of material association. There are several means
to associate a material with a building object (e.g. single material, layered
material), while in many use cases, it requires direct relationship between
an object and its associated material. In this case, besides functions for
each different structures, an additional function is created to retrieve a direct
relationship between an object and its associated material regardless of which
representation it is taken (see schm:hasMaterial in Table 5.2).
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The third situation is functions for additional shortcuts. They are defined
only based on experiences and referenced use cases. A typical example is the
relationship between a filling element (e.g. doors, windows) and a voided
element (e.g. walls that have openings). If such relationship needs to be
asserted, it is realized in IFC with two objectified relationships and an opening
element as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. As such relationship is frequently required,
a function is created as a direct relationship between the filling element and
voided element (see Fig. 5.3 and Listing 5.2).

Following these approaches, over 40 relationships are currently wrapped
as functions. Some examples are listed in Table 5.2. Listing 5.2 shows an
example query to apply two functions for a use case from Statsbygg BIM
Manual Statsbygg (2011), which requires to check whether every window and
the wall it is placed in are contained in the same building storey. This query
uses the functions schm:isPlacedIn and schm:isContainedIn. With plain
SPARQL, a query with the same semantics can also be declared, but with a
more complex structure (see Listing 5.3).

Table 5.2: Example functions for schema level semantics; a complete list of defined
functions are presented in Appendix A.

Function Description

schm:hasObjectProperty Retrieves property instances for an object
schm:hasMaterial Retrieves material instances associated with an object
schm:hasSpaceBoundary Retrieves the boundary elements (e.g. wall, door or vir-

tual boundary) for a space
schm:isDecomposedByElement Retrieves child elements for an element

Figure 5.3: Example of shortcut functions for schema level semantics
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SELECT ?window ?wall
WHERE{
?window a ifc:IfcWindow .
?window schm:isPlacedIn ?wall .
?wall a ifc:IfcWall .
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?wall schm:isContainedIn ?storey .
?window schm:isContainedIn ?storey .
?storey a ifc:IfcBuildingStorey .
}

}

Listing 5.2: Query to retrieve pairs of a window and a wall, with
the condition that the window is placed in the wall but they are not
contained in the same storey. The result can in turn to check the
consistency that every window and related walls are contained in the
same storey.

SELECT ?storey (COUNT(?wall) AS ?q)
WHERE{
?window a ifc:IfcWindow .
?r ifc:relatedBuildingElement ?window .
?r ifc:relatingOpeningElement ?opening .
?r a ifc:IfcRelFillsElement .
?rel ifc:relatedOpeningElement ?opening .
?rel ifc:relatingBuildingElement ?wall.
?rel a ifc:IfcRelVoidsElement .
?wall a ifc:IfcWall .
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?r1 ifc:relatedElements ?window .
?r1 ifc:relatingStructure ?storey.
?r1 a ifc:IfcRelContainedInSpatialStructure .
?r2 ifc:relatedElements ?wall .
?r2 ifc:relatingStructure ?storey.
?r2 a ifc:IfcRelContainedInSpatialStructure .
?storey a ifc:IfcBuildingStorey .

}
}

Listing 5.3: A plain SPARQL query that has the same semantics with
the one in Listing 5.2.

5.3.2 Instance level semantics

Functions in this group are provided to represent IFC instance level semantics.
IFC instances can be semantically extended by property sets and quantity
sets. These extended properties are modelled as instances of IfcProperty or
IfcElementQuantity in IFC models, which are associated with IfcObject
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instances using certain structures. For example, Fig. 5.4 illustrates two
common structures for associating IfcProperty with IfcObject (BuildingS-
MART, 2013). An extended property that is modelled as an instance of
IfcProperty with a related IfcPropertySet is associated with an IfcObject
through either an IfcRelDefinesByProperties or an IfcTypeObject, which
in turn is associated with the IfcObject through an IfcRelDefinesByType.
The semantics of extended properties are identified by their names defined
in external documentations. A property which is modelled using the former
structure overrides a property modelled using the latter one if they have the
same name.

Figure 5.4: Two common structures for associating IfcProperty with IfcObject

This structure leads to complex declarations in queries even for simple
use cases. For example, a quantity take-off use case of ”count load bearing
walls for each building storey” should be declared as Listing 5.4.

SELECT ?storey (COUNT(?wall) AS ?q)
WHERE{
?storey a ifc:IfcBuildingStorey .
?rel ifc:relatingStructure ?storey .
?rel a ifc:IfcRelContainedInSpatialStructure .
?rel ifc:relatedElements ?wall .
?wall a ifc:IfcWall .
{
?r ifc:relatedObjects ?wall.
?r a ifc:IfcRelDefinesByProperties .
?r ifc:relatingPropertyDefinition ?pset .
?pset a ifc:IfcPropertySet .
?pset ifc:name ?n .
?n expr:hasString "Pset_WallCommon" .
?pset ifc:hasProperties ?property .
?property a ifc:IfcPropertySingleValue .
?property ifc:name ?name .
?name expr:hasString "LoadBearing" .
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?property ifc:nominalValue ?value .
?value expr:hasBoolean true .

}UNION{
?r ifc:relatedObjects ?wall.
?r a ifc:IfcRelDefinesByType .
?r ifc:relatingType ?type .
?type ifc:hasPropertySets ?pset .
?pset a ifc:IfcPropertySet .
?pset ifc:name ?n .
?n expr:hasString "Pset_WallCommon" .
?pset ifc:hasProperties ?property .
?property a ifc:IfcPropertySingleValue .
?property ifc:name ?name .
?name expr:hasString "LoadBearing" .
?property ifc:nominalValue ?value .
?value expr:hasBoolean true .
FILTER NOT EXISTS{
?r2 ifc:relatedObjects ?wall.
?r2 a ifc:IfcRelDefinesByProperties .
?r2 ifc:relatingPropertyDefinition ?pset2 .
?pset2 a ifc:IfcPropertySet .
?pset2 ifc:name ?n2 .
?n2 expr:hasString "Pset_WallCommon" .
?pset2 ifc:hasProperties ?property2 .
?property2 a ifc:IfcPropertySingleValue .
?property2 ifc:name ?name2 .
?name2 expr:hasString "LoadBearing" .

}
}

}GROUP BY ?storey

Listing 5.4: Query to count load bearing walls for each storey

In this research, shortcut functions are defined to directly connect objects
(IfcObject instances) with property values instead of using complex struc-
tures in IFC instances for writing queries. These functions are identified with
prefixes pset: and qto: for property sets and quantity sets respectively. A
typical example is illustrated in Fig. 5.5, where a wall that has a ”LoadBear-
ing” property is represented as an IfcWall associated with an IfcProperty
instance in ifcOWL data. A shortcut property pset:loadBearing is de-
fined to associate the wall and value of the property instance. All the
properties of primary data types (instances of IfcPropertySingleValue and
IfcPhysicalSimpleQuantity) can use the same mechanism to define func-
tions. They are the majority in property sets and quantity sets and are also
most frequently required in use cases. In this research, the property sets and
quantity sets officially defined by buildingSMART are considered as examples.
In total, there are 2519 properties and 257 quantities grouped within 415
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property sets and 93 quantity sets in the official IFC 4 documentation (Build-
ingSMART, 2013). Within them, 1471 properties and 257 quantities have the
value range of primitive data types and the domain of IfcObject subtypes.
They are defined in this vocabulary.

Figure 5.5: Example of short cut functions for property sets

SELECT ?storey (COUNT(?wall) AS ?q)
WHERE{
?wall a ifc:IfcWallStandardCase .
?wall pset:loadBearing true .
?wall qrw:isContainedIn ?storey .
?storey a ifc:IfcBuildingStorey .

} GROUP BY ?storey

Listing 5.5: Query to count load bearing walls for each storey for a
quantity take-off use case.

Functions are automatically extracted from the official ifcDoc (Chipman,
2012), which is a document in SPF format released by buildingSMART for
storing IFC documentation. Additionally, third-party property sets and
quantity sets can be extended by processing e.g. simple XML or tabular
structures with a trivial tool.

Listing 5.5 shows a query which has the same semantics with the one in
Listing 5.4. It shows that the query declaration is significantly simplified.

5.3.3 Product geometry

Functions in this category are introduced to derive properties based on the
geometric representations of a single building product. The vocabulary is
identified by the prefix pdt:. All the functions defined in this category are
defined with the form of {P f L} in a triple pattern, in which P represents
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a building product resource, f is a property function defined in this group,
and L represents a literal value derived from geometric representations of the
building product.

In IFC building models, geometry data is represented by geometry ob-
jects associated with related building products. Large amounts of properties
are implied in geometric representations of building products including e.g.
height, area, length. Although many of these properties can be represented by
property sets and quantity sets (see Section 5.3.2), they are not mandatory to
exist and are not always reliable in real-world building models (Solihin et al.,
2015), due to lack of consistent parametric modeling mechanisms supported by
IFC and heterogeneous BIM applications. In fact, a typical example of BIM
requirement checking is to check the consistency between property sets (or
quantity sets) and properties derived from geometric representations (Stats-
bygg, 2011; Solibri, 2000).

The IFC data model offers a number of means to represent geometry
for building products. The most common way is the Body representation,
which defines 3D volumetric shape of products. However, there are many
geometry types to describe a Body geometry in IFC including e.g. Boundary
Representation (Brep), Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) or Non Uniform
Rational B-Splines (NURBS). They are unified as triangulated boundary
representation to ease developing analysis algorithms. This representation is
used as the foundational representation for a few reasons:

� It is a universal way for representing any 3D physical shapes (sometimes
approximately), independent with specific product types.

� Considering applications, many established geometric analysis algo-
rithms can be reused.

� It is also a proper representation for 3D visualization, which is commonly
required in requirement checking applications.

The 3D geometry representation of a product is either represented by a
single triangulated surface, or represented by triangulated surfaces associated
with its composing elements.

Based on the triangulated representation, many general geometry proper-
ties are derived using existing or simple algorithms (see Section 5.4), including
axis-aligned bounding box, oriented minimum volume bounding box, basic
dimensions (e.g. height, volume, area of surfaces) and partial geometry (e.g.
surfaces facing to certain directions). These properties are defined as general
product geometry functions that are applicable for all products which have
3D representations. Table 5.3 lists examples of them, their 3D showcases and
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Table 5.3: General product geometry function examples that are applicable for all types
of product

Function Illustration Description

pdt:hasBodyGeometry Returns the geometry form of a product repre-
sented as a WKT literal (see Section 5.3.5).

pdt:hasAABB Returns the axis-aligned bounding box of a prod-
uct as a WKT literal (see Section 5.3.5).

pdt:hasMVBB Returns the oriented minimum volume bound-
ing box of a product as a WKT literal (see Sec-
tion 5.3.5).

pdt:hasOverallHeight Returns the height of axis aligned bounding box
of a product as a numerical value.

pdt:hasSurface Returns all plain surfaces of a product. Each of
the surfaces is generated as a new binding for the
triple pattern which uses this function.

pdt:hasTopSurface Returns the top surface of a product, which is
defined as surfaces that have the highest elevation
and have normals of nearly (0,0,1).

pdt:hasVolume Returns the volume of the product as a numerical
value.

semantics. Listing 5.6 shows a use case: search for inconsistencies between
the geometric height of a wall with its height quantity (Solibri, 2000).

Combined with product types and some common assumptions (e.g. a
wall length is greater than the wall thickness), many more specific product
properties can be retrieved. These properties include some defined examples
in Table 5.4. They can be applied for more domain related use cases such
as design assessment. Listing 5.7 shows an example, which is defined to find
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Table 5.4: Example functions to derive geometry properties for specific
product types

Function Description

pdt:hasSpaceArea Returns the area of bottom surface of a space.
pdt:hasWindowArea Returns the area of the largest surface of the oriented

minimum bounding box of a window.
pdt:hasGrossWallArea Returns the area of the largest surface of the wall plus

area of openings on it.

out spaces which have too small window-to-floor area ratios. It is a common
use case that can be additionally customized (e.g. add conditions for space
types) to validate the design plan according to regulations or programmatic
requirements.

SELECT ?w
WHERE{
?w a ifc:IfcWall .
?w pdt:hasOverallHeight ?hg .
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?w qto:height ?h .
FILTER(?hg>?h-0.01 && ?hg<?h+0.01)

}
}

Listing 5.6: Query to retrieve walls that do not have height quantity
or have inconsistent information between its height quantity and
geometric representation.

SELECT ?space ?ratio
WHERE{
?space a ifc:IfcSpace .
?space pdt:hasSpaceArea ?area .
{
SELECT ?space (SUM(?windowArea) AS ?totalWindowArea)
WHERE{
?space schm:hasSpaceBoundary ?w .
?w a ifc:IfcWindow .
?w pdt:hasWindowArea ?windowArea .

} GROUP BY ?space }
BIND ((?totalWindowArea/?area) AS ?ratio)
FILTER (?ratio<0.3)

}

Listing 5.7: Query to retrieve spaces which have window-to-floor area
ratios less than 0.3.
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5.3.4 Spatial reasoning

Functions in this group are to derive information related to spatial reasoning,
which needs geometric and location data of multiple building products. This
vocabulary is identified by the prefix of spt:. They are additionally classified
and described in following sections.

5.3.4.1 Relationships between products

Functions in this category are used to derive relationships between two
products. They all have the form of {P1 f P2} in a triple pattern, where
P1 and P2 are variables or resources for representing two products, and f
is the referred function. Some general topological relationships are defined
as examples for this group, which are applicable for all building products.
They are related to many use cases including e.g. geometric clash detection
and quantity take-off. The OGC Simple Features are also referenced to
define these functions as they have already established general topological
relationships for geometric objects (Herring, 2011). The aim of these defined
functions is not to cover a full range of possible scenarios, but to provide
a set of reference examples for other developers. For example, directional
relationships like “above”, “under” or more domain specific relationships can
also be defined with the same form.

Defined functions are listed in Table 5.5 with their counterparts defined
in OGC Simple Features and example scenarios for using such functions. Each
of these functions retrieves products that have such relationships, or evaluates
the relationship between two products. In the GeoSPARQL standard, these
topological relationships are defined to process 2D geometry data, while in
these cases 3D geometry data is the focus.

Listing 5.8 shows an example to retrieve walls which intersect with slabs
in order to detect clashes between walls and slabs.

Table 5.5: Functions for relationships between products

Function Simple Feature Use case scenario

spt:touches touches Identify connection relationships between building el-
ements

spt:disjoints disjoints Evaluate interferences between building elements
spt:intersects overlaps Detect clashes between building elements
spt:contains contains Identify containment relationships between e.g. space

and elements
spt:within within Identify containment relationships between e.g. space

and elements
spt:equals equals Detect duplicate building elements in coordination

phases
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SELECT ?wall
WHERE{
?wall a ifc:IfcWall .
?slab a ifc:IfcSlab .
?wall spt:intersects ?slab .

}

Listing 5.8: Query to retreive all walls intersect
with slabs. The result of query is used to detect
clashes between walls and slabs.

5.3.4.2 Property for groups of products

Functions in this group are used to derive properties for groups of products.
Querying the distance between products is a typical example. Many building
codes and BIM requirement manuals constrain the minimal, maximal or
exact distance between building components, such as interference between
building elements, clearance before openings, heights of floors etc. The exact
semantics of the notion “distance” can vary between contexts. Currently
defined functions are provided in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: Example functions as properties for groups of products

Function Description

spt:distance return the shortest distance between two products in 3D
space

spt:distanceZ return the vertical distance between bounding boxes of
two products

spt:distanceXY return the shortest distance between the projections of
two products on horizontal plane

An example query is provided in Listing 5.9 to detect suspended ceilings
that are too close to the floor slab and may e.g. interfere mechanical, electrical,
and plumbing components by selecting ceilings which have the vertical distance
shorter than a certain value with floor slab in the above floor (Statsbygg,
2011). The function spt:distanceZ requires two products as the inputs for
the computation.
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SELECT DISTINCT ?ceiling
WHERE{
?ceiling a ifc:IfcCovering .
?ceiling ifc:predefinedType ifc:CEILING .
?ceiling schm:isContainedIn ?storey1 .
?storey1 spt:hasUpperStorey ?storey2 .
?slab schm:isContainedIn ?storey2 .
?slab a ifc:IfcSlab .
?slab ifc:predefinedType ifc:FLOOR .
(?slab ?ceiling) spt:distanceZ ?distance .
FILTER (?distance<0.4)

}

Listing 5.9: Query to retrieve ceilings that are too
close to the floor slabs in the above floor.

5.3.4.3 Property and relationship based on spatial relationships

In the considered use cases, there are also examples that not only require
geometry data of referenced products, but also require to process geometry
data of other related building products. For examples, spatially identifying
whether a building storey is located right above another one requires geometry
and location data of floor slabs of all the building stories, and retrieving a
walking path between two spaces requires geometry data of all the related
spaces, obstructions and openings. The exact semantics of these properties
often require knowledge from sub-domains for their specification. Two func-
tions are provided as examples in this group, listed in Table 5.7. Besides
referenced products (building storey and building elements), they both require
to process geometry data of floor slabs of all building storeys.

Table 5.7: Implemented example functions as properties based on spatial relationships

Function Description

spt:hasUpperStorey Generates or evaluates bindings between a building
storey and the storey right above it

spt:isLocatedInStorey Generates or evaluates bindings between an element and
the building storey which spatially contains it

An example query which uses the function spt:hasUpperStorey is shown
in Listing 5.9.
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5.3.5 Geometry library

This vocabulary includes geometry related concepts that are materialized in
RDF graphs. They are considered as general geometry concepts that provide
an additional layer independent with domain information (see Fig. 5.2). Sim-
ilar with GeoSPARQL, a concept geom:Geometry is defined as the class for
geometry objects. As mentioned in Section 5.3.3, the triangulated representa-
tion is mainly used to represent Body geometry data. In the IFC standard,
triangulated boundary representation can be captured by IfcTriangulated-
FaceSet, which has been implemented by some MVD exporters e.g. IFC4
Reference View (BuildingSMART, 2015). However, using RDF statements
to model the compositional geometry data in IFC takes large amounts of
resources for storage and processing (Brodt et al., 2010; Pauwels et al., 2015).
As geometry data for a product is usually processed as a whole in requirement
checking applications, Well Known Text (WKT) string literals that have
been defined in Simple Feature Access (Herring, 2011) are adopted to keep
materialized triples in small size. WKT defines a few geometry concepts, in
which TIN Z and POLYHEDRALSURFACE Z can be used to model 3D boundary
representations. The geometry data of an element (instances of IfcElement
subtypes) that is decomposed by other elements is represented by geometry
data of its composing elements. Fig. 5.6 illustrates the basic data structure
used to model geometry data for a product, while Fig. 5.7 shows an instance
of it. Table 5.10 lists a comparison between triple count of building models
in ifcOWL, geometry subsets of them and the triple count of geometry data
represented in WKT format. Besides the triangulated representations that are
by default always materialized, the axis aligned bounding boxes and minimum
volume bounding boxes for products are also provided in this vocabulary as
they are required by many use cases.

Figure 5.6: SPARQL query with domain specific functional extensions
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Figure 5.7: An instances of geometry object, used to represent geometry data for an
wall.

Figure 5.8: Some use case examples that require temporarily generated geometry data
for analysis purposes. The first one shows an example which requires the bottom
surface of a floor slab and the top surface of a wall. The second one checks clearance
before windows, which require an extruded box to check intersections with building
elements. The third example requires a walking path from a corner of a room to the
exit stair.

SELECT ?wall
WHERE{
?wall a ifc:IfcWall .
?wall schm:isContainedIn ?storey .
?storey spt:hasUpperFloor ?storey2 .
FILTER NOT EXISTS{
?slab schm:isContainedIn ?storey2 .
?slab a ifc:IfcSlab .
?wall pdt:hasTopSurface ?ws .
?slab pdt:hasBottomSurface ?ss .
FILTER (geom:touches3D(?ws,?ss))

}
}

Listing 5.10: Query to select all walls which do not touch any floor
slab on the above floor
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Another consideration for using WKT as geometry representation is that
it can enable geometry objects instantiated on the fly, which are required by
some use cases that need temporarily generated geometry data to support
e.g. additional analysis or visualization tasks. Figure 5.8 illustrates some
examples of them. All these geometry objects do not belong to the original
RDF graph but they are required in query runtime. Some SPARQL expression
functions are defined to explicitly analyse these geometry objects in queries.
The query example in List 5.10 shows a use case of them. In this example,
the upper surface and bottom surface are derived in query runtime as partial
geometries of a wall and a slab, and they are additionally checked by the
function geom:touches3D to identify their topological relationships.

5.4 Mapping to IFC

5.4.1 Declarative rules

Declarative rules are used to specify the semantics of the vocabularies and
map them to ifcOWL data in order to minimize hard-coding work and make
defined functions more transparent for public reviews. Functions defined
in Section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 can be mapped to ifcOWL by rule languages e.g.
SWRL, N3Logic or by SPARQL itself using frameworks like SPIN (Horrocks
et al., 2004). SPIN is chosen for the implementation. SPIN provides a set of
vocabularies to wrap SPARQL queries as functions and allows their cascading
use. For example, the function schm:isContainedIn in Listing 5.2 is mapped
to ifcOWL with the query in Listing 5.11. This function is maintained as
an instance of spin:MagicProperty, and the query is transformed to RDF
and associated with the function using spin:body property. An example of
using SPIN magic property to define functions has been provided in Table 4.2,
Chapter 4. An advantage of using such method for implementing functions
is that development work is more portable. For example, the RDF graph in
Table 4.2 can be loaded in any SPIN-enabled environments in order to use
this function in SPARQL queries, without additional coding or installation of
software packages.

SELECT ?a2
WHERE {
?a1 ifc:relatedElements ?arg1 .
?a1 ifc:relatingStructure ?a2 .
?a1 a ifc:IfcRelContainedInSpatialStructure

}

Listing 5.11: Query to implement the function schm:isContainedIn
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5.4.2 Procedural programming

When dealing with geometry related reasoning tasks, declarative methods
like SPIN are usually not sufficiently expressive to implement sophisticated
and computational intensive algorithms. Geometry data in IFC or ifcOWL is
preprocessed and transformed to RDF data represented by the geom: vocab-
ulary. Functions described in Section 5.3.3, 5.3.4 and 5.3.5 are implemented
using procedural programming. Many existing general purpose geometry algo-
rithms and domain specific algorithms can be reused. For example, functions
in Section 5.3.4.1 are realized by computing on triangles of both products
to determine their relations, similar with algorithms described in Daum and
Borrmann (2014). Table 5.8 lists the key procedurals and algorithms that are
used.

Table 5.8: Procedurals for implementing geometry-related functions and used existing
algorithms

procedural algorithm

WKT IO SFCGAL library SFCGAL (2013)
MVBB (see Section 5.3.3) Jylänki
volume (see Section 5.3.3) Zhang and Chen (2001)
topology operators (see Section 5.3.4.1) Daum and Borrmann (2014)
distance (see Section 5.3.4.2) SFCGAL library SFCGAL (2013)

5.5 Implementation

The functional extensions introduced here are implemented based on the
Open Source Apache Jena framework and SPIN API (see Fig. 5.9). In this
implementation, all the extended functions are processed at query runtime in
a backward chaining order. A light Java based geometry module is developed
as a proof of concept to embed procedural knowledge to analyse geometry
data in the query process. These coded SPARQL functions are implemented
with programming interfaces provided by Jena. The ifcOWL ontology, SPIN
rules are loaded into the Jena TDB database. Table 5.9 lists the current
amount of defined and implemented functions.

The ifcOWL instances or IFC files and SPARQL queries are the input
of the system. The ifcOWL data or IFC files are preprocessed to generate
additional triples that capture geometry data using the vocabulary geom:
and WKT literals. Depending on the size of ifcOWL files, we can choose to
load them into memory or materialize them into a graph persisted into a
Jena TDB triplestore. When a property function is referred to during a query
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Table 5.9: Amount of currently defined and implemented functions

function sets property function expression function

schm: 46 -
pset: 1471 -
qto: 257 -
pdt: 15 -
spt: 11 -
geom: - 11

execution, a SPIN rule as a subquery or a snippet of programming code to
retrieve related values is triggered. Since a SPIN rule is also a SPARQL query
that can call extended functions, this process iteratively continues until no
functions are left to be called. This process can be compatible with other
reasoning technologies. For example, in this prototype an RDFS reasoner is
used underneath of the SPARQL query engine.

A prototype SPARQL is implemented based on Google Web Toolkit
(GWT) and WegGL library to provide a SPARQL query interface with a 3D
viewer to visualize query results.

WebGL-based User Interface

Jena Core

Jena ARQ

SPIN API Coded Func!ons

ifcOWL
Func!on

Vocabularies

Func!on 

Mappings

Geometry 

Module

RDF 

data

Figure 5.9: Implementation architecture (blank blocks are added modules, while grey
ones are existing packages)
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Figure 5.10: Data flow of querying and reasoning process

Figure 5.11: The GUI interface for the prototype SPARQL query interface

5.6 Query test

Test work is conducted using three IFC building models employing example
queries presented in Section 5.3, each of which represents a realistic use case
(see Table 5.11). The query processes are compared with those realized by
standard SPARQL.

The models selected for the test are open IFC models commonly used as a
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reference in literature. They are converted to ifcOWL RDF data and loaded
into named graphs persisted in a Jena TDB triple store. Additional WKT ge-
ometry triples that capture triangulated boundary representations of building
products are generated with the IfcOpenShell package (Kijnen, 2011). The
size of the different models as well as their graphical views and specifications
are listed in Table 5.10. For example, the model M1 is 2.25 MB in size
in its SPF representation, and the ifcOWL version contains 298,085 triples.
546 additional triples have been generated to capture triangulated boundary
representations with the geom: vocabulary using WKT literals.

Example queries presented in Listing 5.2, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 in
section 5.3 are used in this evaluation and the results of their execution are
presented in this section. Each of the queries addresses a realistic use case that
has been specified e.g. in BIM manuals or implemented as standard model
checks in proprietary model checking software tools. They are summarized
in Table 5.11, which lists use case types and sources. Q1 and Q2 are only
related to non-geometric data, while Q3 to Q7 are geometry related.

The hardware used for the evaluation is a mid-range laptop with a Quad-
core i7 2670 processor and 4 GB memory allocated for the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM). Each of the queries is executed 10 times to derive the
average query time.

5.6.1 Results

Table 5.12 documents the results and average query execution times for Q1
to Q7 on models M1, M2 and M3. All queries except Q2 are used to address
requirement checking use cases by retrieving building objects which violate
defined constraints. Thus, in these cases returning zero results means no
violation in the building model was detected.

Q1 and Q2 only depend on functions that are implemented based on
the SPIN framework, which in turn is dependent on the Jena ARQ query
engine, while Q3 to Q8 also depend on additional computations in external
Java code. Q3 and Q4 are related to functions in the group introduced in
Section 5.3.3 and their query execution time mainly depends on the algorithms
used for deriving properties from the geometry data of a single product. For
example, in Q3 when the function pdt:hasOverAllHeight is called, an axis-
aligned bounding box is generated on the fly from the underlying WKT
representation to generate an axis-aligned bounding box in order to derive the
overall height of a wall. In Q4, the most computationally expensive part is the
function pdt:hasWindowArea, which needs to compute a minimum volume
bounding box for each window object. These processes can be optimized by
materializing additional geometry representations for building products. Q5,
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Table 5.10: Statistics of tested building models M1, M2 and M3.

3D visualization statistics

id M1
name Duplex A 20110505
building type residential
model type architecture
SPF size (MB) 2.25
ifcOWL triples 298,085
geometry triples 222,212
geom: triples 546

id M2
name Office 20110811 Combined
building type office
model type architecture and

structure
SPF size (MB) 12.8
ifcOWL triples 1,787,763
native geometry
triples

1,680,645

WKT geometry
triples

3,164

id M3
name 091210Med Dent Clinic-

Combined
building type hospital
model type architecture, struc-

ture and MEP
SPF size (MB) 107
ifcOWL triples 14,487,725
native geometry
triples

12,580,688

WKT geometry
triples

15,052

Q6 and Q7 have relatively longer execution times, especially for the largest
model M3. This is expected since these three queries are all related to spatial
reasoning functions, which involve geometry data of multiple building products.
For example, the current procedural of the function spt:intersects, which is
used in Q5, needs to compute the topological relationship for each combination
of a wall and a slab. This procedure needs to run 750*19 times for the model
M3, which contains 750 walls and 19 slabs.

5.6.2 Comparison with existing work

Regarding use cases addressed by Q3 to Q7, there is no open and off-the-shelf
query system in the Semantic Web field can be compared with. Some of them
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Table 5.11: Query tested in the evaluation study

id query use case types source
Q1 Listing 5.2 model structure check Statsbygg (2011), p.66.
Q2 Listing 5.5 quantity take-off Solibri (2000)
Q3 Listing 5.6 consistency check Solibri (2000)
Q4 Listing 5.7 design check Solibri (2000).
Q5 Listing 5.8 design check Rillaer et al. (2012), 2.1.6, p.9.
Q6 Listing 5.9 design check Statsbygg (2011), 56, p.35.
Q7 Listing 5.10 design check Statsbygg (2011) 41 and 43, p. 30 and 31

Table 5.12: Query results and performance of Q1 to Q8 (see Table 5.11)on M1, M2,
M3, M4 (see Table 5.10).

id model triple count avg. time (s) st. derivation result count
Q1 (Listing 5.2) M1 298,631 0.033 0.053 0

M2 1,790,927 0.059 0.054 0
M3 14,502,777 0.110 0.190 31

Q2 (Listing 5.5) M1 298,631 0.169 0.033 1
M2 1,790,927 1.437 0.062 1
M3 14,502,777 1.610 0.221 1

Q3 (Listing 5.6) M1 298,631 0.023 0.00064 49
M2 1,790,927 0.345 0.0051 495
M3 14,502,777 0.679 0.0079 750

Q4 (Listing 5.7) M1 298,631 0.250 0.025 2
M2 1,790,927 0.067 0.026 0
M3 14,502,777 2.377 0.672 41

Q5 (Listing 5.8) M1 298,631 1.044 0.188 8
M2 1,790,927 3.720 0.071 6
M3 14,502,777 35.471 0.460 10

Q6 (Listing 5.9) M1 298,631 0.647 0.03 10
M2 1,790,927 1.127 0.061 0
M3 14,502,777 37.152 1.276 0

Q7 (Listing 5.10) M1 298,631 0.637 0.103 34
M2 1,790,927 0.678 0.098 495
M3 14,502,777 32.386 3.769 65

may be supported by BIM query languages which support geometry features
like QL4BIM and BimRL (Daum and Borrmann, 2014; Solihin et al., 2017).
However, these query languages either have limited expressive power or do
not have standardized semantics, while this approach is based on a standard
and expressive query language. More importantly, with this approach RDF
and other Semantic Web technologies can be leveraged to facilitate knowledge
reasoning and data integration and partition tasks. With these capabilities,
defined functions should more easily be reused and extended for specific
applications.

The results of Q1 and Q2 are compared with a procedural that only uses
SPARQL to query ifcOWL data. The same query environment is set up
with the exception that all the extended functions are not activated. They
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Table 5.13: Comparison with a procedural using plain SPARQL

query triple
pat-
terns

results M1 time(s)
M1

results M2 time(s)
M2

results M3 time(s)
M3

Q1 6 0 0.033 0 0.059 31 0.110
Q1* 15 0 0.026 0 0.043 31 0.069
Q2 4 1 0.169 1 1.437 1 1.610
Q2* 40 1 0.207 1 1.89 1 1.70

have complex query bodies that contain more triple patterns. They are
documented as Q1* and Q2* in Table 5.13, which also compares them with
Q1 and Q2 with respect to triple pattern count in WHERE clauses, query results
and average query time. It shows that with significantly simplified query
bodies, Q1 and Q2 have the same query results with Q1* and Q2* respectively
without sacrificing much performance.

There have been a few ontologies developed to simplify ifcOWL data
including IfcWoD and SimpleBIM ontologies (de Farias et al., 2015; Pauwels
and Roxin, 2016). They both attempt to transform ifcOWL data to a
more compact graph to ease query and improve runtime performance. The
difference is that they mainly focus on developing a standard ontology as
an alternative to ifcOWL to simplify the data graph, while this research
is a framework that mainly considers the query functions with respect to
semantics in common use cases and further extensions of them. A major
enhancement of the approach introduced here is that functions related to
geometry data are provided. Functions defined in Section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2
can be compared with those simplified ontologies. The difference is that
those existing simplified ontologies tend to preprocess ifcOWL data (or IFC
data) and transform it to a more compact data graph and improve query
performance, while the approach presented in this paper treats simplified
properties and relationships as functions, which are used in query runtime.
An advantage of this approach is that simplified queries can run on any
ifcOWL data without additional materializations (for functions defined in
Section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2). This provides a more flexible paradigm that users
do not have to adopt the entire vocabulary but can reuse a subset of them or
extend them to adapt with more specific use cases. If some simplified IFC
ontologies are standardized, this approach can also be compatible with them
by defining additional mapping rules.
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5.7 Discussion

5.7.1 Coverage

There are various use cases in the building industry, within which almost
unlimited properties and relationships are required. IFC also provides rich
methods to represent information to adapt with different contexts and projects.
As stated in Section 5.3, this research does not aim to provide a complete
set of functions, but to suggest a bottom-up approach to define modular
functions and then gradually extend to cover more use cases. In this approach,
each function should be considered as a module to retrieve a view from IFC
building models. A reasonable set of functions are provided as fundational
examples for this apporach, and a general classification of them is provided
as a framework for further extending functions. It can be envisioned that a
library is required to maintain defined functions if such approach is accepted
by research communities.

Functions introduced in schm: cover all the commonly used semantic
structures defined in the official IFC documentation. They are mainly related
to classes defined in the Core and Resource layers of the IFC specification
(see Fig.2.2 in Chapter 2). Functions defined in pset: and qto: cover all the
simple data properties and quantities defined in the official IFC documentation.
In real practices, these two groups of functions can be extended according to
various application concepts in AEC sub-domains and third-party property
sets and quantity sets.

Functions introduced in pdt: and spt: focus on the triangulated bound-
ary representation, which is a fundamental geometric representation that can
be used to represent any 3D physical shapes. A set of general geometry and
spatial reasoning functions that are applicable for all building products and
some example functions related to specific product types are defined. This ge-
ometric representation is also related to further implementations including e.g.
spatial indexation and use cases like efficient visualization, which is commonly
required for many applications. It is suggested that such representation should
be accepted as the basis for other implementations to ensure interoperability
and query results across them. Regarding implementation, transforming all
the geometric forms to this representation may cause errors in geometric
objects e.g. missing surfaces, which can affect query results. This issue can be
addressed by checking validity of each geometric objects afterwards (Ledoux,
2018). There are indeed use cases that require particular geometry forms (e.g.
deriving the flange thickness for a I-shape beam requires parametric I-shape
profile objects), they can be extended by providing multiple representations
for specific products.
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5.7.2 View selection

As most functions are defined as property functions, each of them is also
an RDF property that can be considered as a view of building models.
These property functions can be materialized by using SPARQL CONSTRUCT or
INSERT queries. For example, a CONSTRUCT query can be defined to materialize
the schm:isPlacedIn property in RDF graphs(Listing 5.12). This approach
provides a modular method to transform IFC building models for specific
applications. These property functions can then be treated as plain RDF
properties after transformation.

CONSTRUCT{
?a1 schm:isPlacedIn ?a2.

}
WHERE {
?a1 schm:isPlancedIn ?a2.

}

Listing 5.12: An example query to materialize triples. In the WHERE
clause, the schm:isPlacedIn is considered as a function, while in the
CONSTRUCT clause it is considered as a plain RDF property.

5.7.3 Query performance

Optimizing query performance is not in the primary focus of this research.
Query performance depends on the implementation of used technologies and
geometry analysis algorithms that are used. The prototype implementation
has used the SPIN framework, which is based on the Jena ARQ query engine
and Jena TDB triple store. In Section 5.6, it is shown that for some cases,
simplified queries can have similar performance with equivalent plain SPARQL
queries.

As shown in section 5.6, the current performance short-coming can be
mainly attributed to geometry-related functions, especially spatial reasoning
related functions. With a plain RDF triple store like Jena TDB without ad-
ditional optimization mechanisms, spatial reasoning functions have relatively
long running time.

As RDF graphs are flexible, another direction for optimizing performance
might be to materialize required triples into RDF graphs for specific applica-
tions. As described in section 5.6, besides ifcOWL data only the triangulated
boundary representation of products are currently materialized and all the
functions are processed at query runtime. If some related functions are fre-
quently required for specific applications, it is recommended to materialize
them as properties. The effect of materialization is discussed in Chapter 4.
Depending on different application requirements, it is trade-off between query
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performance, pre-processing time and data storage.

5.8 Summary

The research presented in this chapter elaborates for the method introduced
in Chapter 4. It provides a general framework to define and extend SPARQL
functions for querying IFC based building models. A set of functions are
classified and introduced and two different approaches are used to implement
them. It is shown in Section 5.6 that many realistic BIM requirement checking
use cases can be addressed by using SPARQL with these functions, which
either simplify queries or enable implicit information be retrieved from 3D
geometry data. Additional evaluation for applying this prototype in case
studies is documented in Chapter 6.

The work presented here should be regarded as a general framework
and proof of concept for a modular, scaleable approach to address the large
amounts of domain specific query requirements for requirement checking or
other applications. As more and more data is represented by RDF, this
approach has considerable advantages over the current practices to process
building related data in proprietary information silos using one-of-a-kind island
solutions. The links to the vocabularies, transformation rules and source
code repository of the prototypical reference implementation are provided
in Appendix A.2. In the future, more use cases should be investigated and
implemented to gradually extend the functionality for specific sub-domains
in the building industry and to combine data from different sources. The
extension work should not be conducted with a totally ad hoc manner, but
be more systematic, regarding classifications of functions and geometric
representations.
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Chapter 6

Case Study and Evaluation

In this chapter1, case studies are presented to demonstrate and evaluate the
expressibility and extensibility of the method and the research prototype
presented in Chapter 4 and 5. Diverse use cases extracted from BIM guides,
building regulations and customer requirements are used. The first case is a
rule set which mainly contains data quality requirements. The second and
third cases are building regulatory examples, which require non-trivial checking
logics to be embedded in rules. The fourth example requires additional domain
data to be integrated with building models before the checking process
happens. By flexibly using constructs including rules, functions, templates
and links, these cases demonstrate the capability of this research prototype
and the potential of this approach.

6.1 Case 1: Statsbygg BIM Manual

The aim of this case study is to evaluate how much percentage of rules can be
covered by this approach, taking a real BIM guide as an example. The data
quality requirements defined in Norwegian Statsbygg BIM Manual are selected
use cases (Statsbygg, 2011). The Statsbygg BIM Manual is currently one of the
most comprehensive national level BIM guide. It contains 131 requirements,
covering general BIM requirements and sub-domain requirements in different
project phases. In this case study, a subset of them, Chapter B Generic
Requirements and Chapter C.1 Architecture Modeling are used.

There are in total 70 requirements in Chapter B and Chapter C.1. Among
them 59 requirements contain concrete rules for checking building models,

1Section 6.2 is based on some result of a co-authored technical report (Nisbet et al.,
2017). Section 6.3 is based on one section of a published article (Zhang et al., 2018).
Section 6.4 is based on the content of a supervised master thesis (Yu, 2016).
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while the other 11 requirements provide explanatory information or regulations
about meta data (e.g. model file names), which are out of scope of this research.
These 59 requirements are manually scanned line by line and are specified
into 154 rules, which can be used to check and report issues separately. Each
rule has a subject (or subjects) that needs to be checked, constraints that
define requirements the subject(s) should fulfil, and sometimes conditions
that define applicability of the constraints. Most of these rules are captured
in an ”IF-THEN” structure. Table 6.1 shows two examples of requirements,
which are specified into multiple semi-structured ”IF-THEN” sentences.

Table 6.1: Two examples of Statsbygg requirements: original texts and specified
semi-structured rules

Original texts semi-structured rules

For the whole building (IfcBuilding) a gross
volume should be expressed in the BIM if the
BIM authoring tool supports this. This can be
done by adding an IfcBuilding.GrossVolume
attribute.
Gross volume for building storeys above
and below ground should also be expressed
in the BIM if the BIM authoring tool sup-
ports this. This can be done by adding an
IfcBuildingStorey.GrossVolume attribute,
combined by setting the property set
Pset BuildingStoreyCommon.AboveGround
= TRUE for storeys above ground

If it is a building, then it should have the prop-
erty of GrossVolume.
If it is a storey, then it should have the prop-
erty of GrossVolume.
If it is a storey, then it should have the prop-
erty of AboveGround.

One or more storey objects (IfcBuidingStorey)
shall be present for each building, reflecting
the number of floor levels in the building,
including mezzanine floors and similar struc-
tures that cover only parts of a full storey. The
storey names (IfcBuidlingStorey.Name) shall
be an integer number starting from “1” at the
lowest floor level and incrementing by one for
each floor level – i.e. storey numbers must not
be negative even for storeys below ground.

If it is a building, then it shall have 1 or more
storeys.
If it is a storey, then its name should has an
integer number greater that 0.

An ontology is structured according to terminologies used in the specified
rules. As Statsbygg BIM Manual is one of the sources for developing functions
described in Chapter 5, those predefined functions are reused as imported
vocabularies for this ontology. As mentioned in Chapter 4, Statsbygg BIM
manual is highly associated with IFC2X3 TC1 version, hence it can reuse and
extend concepts in the 2X3 TC1 version of ifcOWL, or define a new ontology
and set mappings between them. In this case study, the second approach is
taken, since developed checking rules are independent with IFC revisions and
are easier for further updates. Relationships between classes in this ontology
do not have to be complex since the semantics of them are determined by
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their mappings to the ifcOWL ontology.
The structured Statsbygg ontology has 90 newly defined classes. Many

of the classes can be mapped to the ifcOWL ontology straightforwardly. For
example, statsbygg:Wall is mapped to ifc:IfcWall. Since this ontology
reuses property functions described in Chapter 5, there are only 7 properties
that are newly defined.

Fig. 6.1 illustrates the relationships and data flow between these vocabu-
laries and rules, which are listed in Table 6.2. IFC schema is converted to
ifcOWL (ifc:), and IFC instances are converted to ifcOWL RDF data. In
the rule checking process, the ifcOWL RDF data is interpreted by inference
rules (statsinf:) and converted to data represented by Statsbygg ontology
(statbygg:). Checking rules (statsrule:) that may instantiate rule tem-
plates in the template library (tpl:) are used to check transformed RDF
data and generate checking report. In this application, most of the inference
rules are realized by functions, which will be called when they are related to
checking rules.

Figure 6.1: The ontologies and data flow for this application

6.1.1 Evaluation

All the requirements are classified into four categories: fully expressible,
possibly expressible, semi-expressible and not expressible. The criteria of
these categories is described in Table 6.3. A detailed report is documented in
Table B.1 in Appendix B.

As shown in Fig. 6.2, most of the rules can be fully expressed or possibly ex-
pressed. Rules that are classified in the first group are rules which only use de-
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Table 6.2: Ontologies and rulesets in Fig. 6.1

prefixes functional description

ifc: ifcOWL ontology
schm:,pset:,qto:,pdt:,spt: functions defined in Chapter 5
statsbygg: terminologies in Statsbygg BIM Manual
statsinf: inference rules used to map concepts in statsbygg: to ifc:
tpl: templates defined for checking rules
statsrule: checking rule instances used to represent the 154 specified checking

rules

fined concepts e.g. entities, attributes or property sets in the IFC specification.
More than 50 percent of rules are possibly expressible since they require addi-
tional classifications or depend on existence of certain properties. For example,
a rule in Requirement 14 defines that building storey on the main entrance
level should have the property of Pset BuildingStoreyCommon.EntranceLevel
set to True. This rule can be automated based on some certain assumptions:
for example, if the designed main entrance (usually a door) is marked as
main entrance, this rule can be formalized by checking whether the building
storey which contains that entrance has the property EntranceLevel set to
True. However, if no similar information exists, this rule can hardly be fully
automated. In order to verify the checking result for such rules, a two-step
checking process can be applied: firstly to check whether the assumption is
valid (in this case, firstly to check whether a door that is marked as main
entrance exists), then to check the model against this rule.

In all the 154 specified requirements, there are 5 requirements cannot
be expressed for the reason that they only contain qualitative constraints
for building models. For example, a requirement like “geometry shall be
approximate in respect of shape, size, location and orientation”, which should
be considered as a guideline for modelling building elements. Another kind of
checks that cannot be easily supported by the current prototype are those
which require to create additional objects. An example is Requirement 41.2
which defines that building envelope must be airtight. The aim of this check
is to find out gaps between building envelope elements. In such cases, it is
needs to instantiate “gap” objects with volumetric shapes. This limitation
may also apply to checks like “finding shortest paths between spaces” and
“identifying spaces which are not filled with space objects”. Nevertheless, this
is rather the limitation of the current research prototype. In many of these
cases, algorithms can be defined to pre-process building models to generate
additional objects combined with original data graphs.

Some cases require to define query functions that might be too expensive
to be realized. An example is to check all the external walls should be defined
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by setting the Pset WallCommon.IsExternal property to True. It requires a
function to identify external walls based on their spatial locations. Such a
function might be too expensive to be implemented regarding different forms of
buildings, some of which even do not have clearly defined boundaries between
inside and outside. In this situation, a semi-automatic checking process may
apply. For example, this rule can be semi-automatically checked with a 3D
visualization interface by showing all the walls which have IsExternal property
set to True. Designers can manually check whether each specific wall is
actually external.

Table 6.3: Four levels of the difficulty for structuring rules for requirements

level description example

Fully expressible Rules that can be automatically
checked. Rules in this group are the
rules which can be defined and used
for any model. They are mostly
rules using concepts comply with
the IFC data model.

If it is a storey, then it should
have the property of gross area.

Possibly expressible Rules that can possibly be defind
based on some assumptions e.g. ad-
ditional classifications, existence of
properties, etc..

Diesel generator room should
be modelled. This rule can
be structured if technical room
classifications are used for the
building model, and diesel gen-
erator room is defined.

Semi-expressible Rules can hardly be expressed to
check building models in a fully au-
tomated way. It is usually because
clean and efficient functions might
be too expensive to be defined

If it is an external wall, then it
should be defined with property
IsExternal=True.

Not expressible Rules cannot be defind. It is usu-
ally because requirements are re-
lated to design intention that might
be too expensive to be implemented,
or too general to be specified.

Geometry shall be approximate
in respect of shape, size, loca-
tion and orientation

Many requirements can be structured by cascadingly using predefined
functions and templates. In the specified 154 rules, 98 rules are structured
using predefined functions described in Chapter 5. With additionally defined
7 property functions in statsbygg:, in total 134 rules are structured using
functions. There are 111 rules defined using templates to simplify the definition
processes. In applications, user interfaces may be designed according to
templates for users to custom their rules.
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Expressiveness

Fully expressible

Possibly expressible

Semi-expressible

Not expressible

37%

54%

6%
3%

Figure 6.2: Percentage of the four levels of difficulty for representing rules

6.2 Case 2: A KBA example

An application example is presented in this section in a regulatory compliance
checking scenario, which requires complex checking logics being captured
in rules. This building code example is from Korean Building Act (KBA),
which is the national building regulation in South Korea. It is provided
by buildingSMART Korean Chapter, and is used in the buildingSMART
Regulatory Room Working Group as the rule sample to evaluate the function-
ality of different model checking systems (Nisbet et al., 2017). It is selected
as a sufficient representative of the building codes in KBA, since it has a
complex logic structure and represents a common building function that is
required by building codes in many countries: building circulation. The
English translation of this code example is as follows:

� On each floor of a building, direct stairs leading to the shelter floor
or the ground other than the shelter floor shall be installed in the way
that the walking distance from each part of the living room to the stairs
is not more than 30 meters: Provided, That in cases of a building of
which main structural part is made of a fireproof structure or non-
combustible materials, the walking distance of not more than 50 meters
may be established, and in cases of a factory prescribed by Ordinance of
the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, which is equipped
with automatic fire extinguishers, such as sprinklers, in an automated
production facility, the walking distance of not more than 75 meters (in
cases of unmanned factories, 100 meters) is permitted.

In this building code, the subject that needs to be checked is “living room”,
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which is defined as “habitable space” used for dwelling, working, meeting,
recreation and other similar purposes. It only checks living rooms which
are not on the egress floor. The property that needs to be checked in this
code is the escape distance between the living room and the closest stair.
In general cases, this distance should be no more than 30 meters. There
are three exceptions: 1) In the case that the main structure of building is
fire-proof, then this distance can be extended to 50 meters; 2) In the case
of that the building is a factory which has automatic fire extinguishers, the
distance can be extended to 75 meters; 3) In the case of unmanned factories,
the distance can be extended to 100 meters.

The rule can be decomposed to several rules with respect to building type
conditions or represented as a whole with all the logic branches described. A
few concepts are derived in order to formalize this rule. They are listed as
follows:

� Classes: LivingRoom, Space, Building, BuildingStorey, Factory, Un-
mannedFactory, EscapeStair

� Properties: hasEscapeDistance, isOnEgressFloor, hasSpace, hasFire-
ProofStructure, hasAutomaticFireExtinguishers.

The SPARQL query in Listing 6.1 is structured to represent the check-
ing rule for this example. In order to execute such a query, each of the
referred concepts should be mapped to concepts defined in IFC. The classes
of Building, BuildingStorey and Space can be mapped to building models
in a straightforward way as they have classes defined in the IFC schema.
The classes of LivingRoom, Factory, UnmannedFactory and EscapeStair can
be mapped to building models if they provide additional naming, typing or
classification (explicit or implicit) for instances. The properties of isOnEgress-
Floor, hasSpace, hasFireProofStructure and hasAutomaticFireExtinguishers
may also be provided by explicit relationships and property sets contained
in IFC building models. The complexity of this rule checking case is mainly
attributed to the property hasEscapeDistance.

The building model for testing is provided by the buildingSMART Regula-
tory Room. It is a simple factory model with two floors, and all the building
elements and spaces are classified under Uniclass and Building Cost Informa-
tion Serivce (Crawford et al., 1997). This building model has two revisions,
with one of them intentionally containing errors. In both revisions, the escape
distance of each room is also provided as a predefined property, hence no
additional geometry computations are required for deriving this property.
With all these conditions, all the concepts referred in Listing 6.1 can be
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mapped to this building model by using SPIN rules. Some functions described
in Chapter 5 can be reused. For example, the concept kba:isOnEgressFloor
is defined as a function realized by the query in Listing 6.2, which can be
interpreted as that if a space is a part of a building storey, which has the
property COBie Floor.EscapeRole set to “ground”, then this space is on
egress floor, otherwise not.

With all the concepts mapped to this building model and a hybrid rea-
soning process, the query in Listing 6.1 is executed to generate the checking
result, which is shown in Table 6.4.

For most other building models, the escape distance of each room usually
cannot be provided as an explicit property because assigning value for such a
property for each room is impractical in usual design processes. This problem
can be solved by extending a new function for spaces, following the same
approach in Chapter 5. Such a function can be implemented with existing
algorithms (Lee et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2013), which usually need 2D footprints
of spaces and space boundary relationships with walls and openings. 2D
footprints can either be derived from 3D triangulated representations of spaces
or materialized beforehand as an additional geometry representation. These
procedures can all be integrated in the developed checking environment.

Table 6.4: The checking result generated for this building model; an issue is associated
with an space.

visualization issue report in RDF

_:b0 rdf:type spin:ConstraintViolation ;
spin:violationRoot inst:IfcSpace_983 ;
spin:violationRoot kba:hasEscapeDistance ;
spin:violationLevel spin:Error.
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CONSTRUCT {
_:b0 a spin:ConstraintViolation .
_:b0 spin:violationRoot ?space .
_:b0 spin:violationLevel spin:Error.

}
WHERE {
?space a kba:LivingRoom .
?space kba:hasEscapeDistance ?distance .
?space kba:isOnEgressFloor false .
?building kba:hasSpace ?space .
?building a kba:Building .
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
FILTER (?distance <=30000)

}
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?building kba:hasFireProofStructure true .
FILTER (?distance<=50000)

}
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?building a kba:Factory .
?building kba:hasAutomaticFireExtinguishers true .
FILTER (?distance <=75000)

}
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?building a kba:UnmannedFactory .
?building kba:hasAutomaticFireExtinguishers true .
FILTER (?distance <=100000)

}
}

Listing 6.1: The checking rule defined for this KBA case; it only contains
concepts defined in the requirement text, thus independent with IFC building
models.

SELECT ?value .
WHERE {
?storey schm:hasSpatialDecomposition ?arg1 .
?storey a ifcowl:IfcBuildingStorey .
(?storey "COBie_Floor" "EscapeRole") schm:hasPropertyValue ?str .
BIND (IF((?str = "ground"), true, false) AS ?value) .

}

Listing 6.2: The rule to define the property kba:isOnEgressFloor in the
context of this example
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6.3 Case 3: An IBC example

An application example is presented in this section in a regulatory compliance
checking scenario that requires to extend case specific functions to query both
building models and regulatory data.

The example provided here is taken from International Building Code (IBC),
which is developed by ICC and used as a base code standard in United
States (ICC, 2009). This rule example is from Chapter 7 Fire and Smoke
Protection Features, and is used to check opening areas on external walls to
evaluate their fire performance. This example requires to process domain
semantic data and geometry data in building models and external tabular
data defined in the IBC document. The original texts of this example are as
follows:

� 705.8.4 Where both unprotected and protected openings are located in
the exterior wall in any story of a building, the total area of openings
shall be determined in accordance with the following:

(Ap/ap) + (Au/au) ≤ 1 (6.1)

where:
Ap = Actual area of protected openings.
ap = Allowable area of protected openings.
Au = Actual area of unprotected openings.
au = Allowable area of unprotected openings.

Figure 6.3: Fire separation distance for external walls
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Additionally, the allowable opening areas for protected and unprotected
openings (ap and au) are determined by the Table 705-8 in IBC, which
describes their relations with fire separation distance (Fig. 6.3). This table
has three columns and twenty-four rows. Table 6.5 shows two rows of it.
For example, the first row defines that when the fire separation distance is
between 15 to 20 feet and the space is non-sprinklered, the allowed ratio (au
in the equation) between area of unprotected openings and external wall area
is up to 25 percent.

Table 6.5: A subset of Table 705-8 in IBC (ICC, 2009)

Fire separation distance Degree of opening protection Allowable area
15 to less than 20 Unprotected, Non-sprinklered 25%
15 to less than 20 Unprotected, Sprinklered 75%

In this example, external wall instances in a model have to be checked
and analysed to derive related properties and relationships. In addition to
the data captured in the IFC building model, the referenced table in this
example can be considered as a small dataset that needs to be processed to
derive ap and au values for each external wall. Such tabulated look-up data,
which is common in compliance checking use cases (Dimyadi et al., 2016), can
be transformed to RDF straightforwardly (W3C, 2015). In this case study,
it is transformed to the RDF format and processed along with the building
model (Fig. 6.4). Listing 6.3 shows a section of it. The general procedural in
a pseudo-code notation is specified in Algorithm 1 to check building models
and find out external walls which violate this requirement.

_:table705-8_13
ibc:minFSDistance "15"ˆˆunit:Foot ;
ibc:maxFSDistance "20"ˆˆunit:Foot ;
ibc:openingProtection false ;
ibc:sprinklerProtection false ;
ibc:allowableArea "0.25"ˆˆxsd:double .

Listing 6.3: The RDF representation of a subset of Table 705-8

Case specific functions are extended for deriving some of these properties
based on predefined functions. For example, the value Ap used in Algorithm 1
is specified as the ratio between all the protected windows in the wall and the
gross area of the wall. Based on predefined functions introduced in Chapter 5
and SPIN rules, this function can be extended with the query which aggregates
area of openings in a wall. It is supported by the aggregation function
SUM in SPARQL 1.1 and functions schm:isPlacedIn, pset:fireRating and
pdt:hasWindowArea (see Listing 6.4). The fire separation distance fsp of an
external wall is simplified as the horizontal distance between the wall and lot
line (see Listing 6.5). As the Table 705-8 in IBC is also processed, a function
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6.3. Case 3: An IBC example

Algorithm 1 procedure for checking rule 705.8.4

1: for each external wall w do
2: compute the area ratio between protected openings and gross wall area

Ap;
3: compute the area percentage of unprotected openings and gross wall

area Au ;
4: compute the fire separation distance for the wall fsd ;
5: find the sprinkler status of related space sp;
6: find the allowable area of protected and unprotected openings ap and

au from Table 705.8 with fsd and sp;
7: check the equation (1) with Ap, Au , ap, au and return result for w ;
8: end for

ibc:allowableArea T705-8 is also defined to process this external dataset
(see Listing 6.6). With all these functions extended for this case, the query in
Fig. 6.4, which acts as a checking rule, is used to check the opening area of
all external walls. Such a checking rule fires functions to query both building
models and the table dataset. This process can be generalized for all cases
which require to query building models along with other tabular datasets for
applications like e.g. spatial program check or product property check.

Table 6.6: Extended functions for the rule case 705.8.4 in IBC

function description

ibc:hasAp retrieves the ratio between all the protected windows in
the wall and the gross area of the wall.

ibc:hasAu retrieves the ratio between all the unprotected windows
in the wall and the gross area of the wall.

ibc:hasFireSeparationDistance retrieves the distance between a wall and lot lines, which
is measured at right angles from face of the wall.

ibc:allowableArea T705-8 retrieves allowable area (au or ap) from Table705-8 based
on fire separation distance and sprinkler protection sta-
tus.

As a proof of concept, a building model is created, which contains required
building elements and lot lines (modelled as an IfcAnnotation instance) with
related properties. It is a small model that contains 189,778 triples. With all
the additional SPIN functions loaded, it is checked using the query in Fig. 6.4.
The prototype implementation generates a visualization of the result that is
provided in Fig. 6.5.
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SELECT (?a/?wallArea AS ?Au)
WHERE{
?arg1 pdt:hasGrossWallArea ?wallArea .
{ SELECT (SUM(?windowArea) AS ?area){
?window schm:isPlacedIn ?arg1 .
FILTER NOT EXISTS{
?window pset:fireRating "OH-45" .

}
?window pdt:hasWindowArea ?windowArea .

} GROUP BY ?arg1 }
}

Listing 6.4: Query to implement the function ibc:hasAu referenced in Fig. 6.4

SELECT (MIN(?d) AS ?distance)
WHERE{
?line a ifc:IfcAnnotation .
?line ifc:name ?name .
?name expr:hasString "Lot Line" .
(?arg1 ?line) spt:distanceXY ?d .

}GROUP By ?arg1

Listing 6.5: Query to implement the function ibc:hasFireSeparationDistance
referenced in Fig. 6.4. The function is simplifed by only considering horizontal
distance between external walls and lot lines as fire separation distance.

SELECT ?ap
WHERE {
?b1 ibc:minFSDistance ?min .
?b1 ibc:maxFSDistance ?max .
?b1 ibc:openingProtection ?arg2 .
?b1 ibc:sprinklerProtection ?arg3 .
?b1 ibc:allowableArea ?ap .
FILTER ((qudtspin:convert(?arg1, unit:Meter, unit:Foot) >= xsd:
double(?min)) && (qudtspin:convert(?arg1, unit:Meter, unit:Foot) <
xsd:double(?max))) .

}

Listing 6.6: Query to implement the function ibc:allowableArea T705-8
referenced in Fig. 6.4

6.4 Case 4: Checking on linked domain data

Many requirement checking cases not only need data inputs from building
models, but also need data from related domains e.g. geospatial, sensor
network or infrastructure etc. to be integrated and processed. These types of
domain data are usually not suitable to be represented in IFC, but rather
be captured in other data formats or persisted in some dedicated databases.
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CONSTRUCT{
_:b0 a spin:ConstraintViolation .
_:b0 spin:violationRoot ?wall .
_:b0 spin:violationLevel spin:Warning .
}
WHERE{
# find external walls
?wall a ibc:ExternalWall .
# compute Ap and Au values
?wall ibc:hasAp ?Ap .
?wall ibc:hasAu ?Au .
# compute fire separation distance
?wall ibc:hasFireSeparationDistance ?d .
# find sprinkler status of related space
?wall ibc:isContainedIn ?storey .
?storey ibc:sprinkler ?bool .
# find ap and au values from the table
BIND (ibc:allowableArea_T705-8(?d,true,?
bool) AS ?ap) .

BIND (ibc:allowableArea_T705-8(?d,false,?
bool) AS ?au) .

# filter out walls that have issues
FILTER ((?Ap/?ap+?Au/?au)>1) .
}

Figure 6.4: The checking rule formalized in SPARQL to process both building model
and tabulated look-up data

Figure 6.5: Snapshot of the checking result of the GUI

Integrating building and sensor data is required in domains like facility man-
agement, which require to monitor building performance considering spatial
properties and relationships. A typical example is to monitor temperature dif-
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ferences between neighboured rooms to evaluate the performance of Heating,
Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems. This section demonstrates
that this prototype can also be used to support this type of use cases with
extensions.

An application example of requirement checking case based on integrated
building data and sensor data is presented in this section. It is a case study
with most work conducted by a graduate student (Yu, 2016). This example
is to check the air comfort of office spaces of a building. In this case, four
different types of sensors are used: temperature, air speed, humidity and CO2
level. Momentary value of these sensors are persisted in a Postgres database.
There are also Excel sheets describing types and locations of all the sensors.
Table 6.7 lists all types of data that needs to be considered in this case.

Table 6.7: Datasets used in this case study

data type raw data format description

building data IFC SPF file A building model with elements
and spatial information

sensor momentary value Postgres database Sensor value with time stamps
sensor meta-data Excel sheets Types and locations of sensors
customer requirements text Rules for checking thermal com-

fort of rooms
thermal comfort model text and mathematical equa-

tion
Model for calculating thermal
comfort based on air condition
values

There are two approaches to use non-RDF data in a Semantic Web
environment. The first approach is to apply an ETL process to transform the
data to RDF following certain vocabularies. The second approach is to add a
mapping layer on top of non-RDF databases to enable data being processed
in an RDF way e.g. being able to be queried by SPARQL in a federated
manner. There are some techniques like e.g. D2RQ and RML to facilitate
this process (Bizer and Seaborne, 2004; Dimou et al., 2014). In this case
study, the development follows the first approach, as it is relatively easy to
implement, without full administrative access for databases.

There are some existing ontologies such as Smart Appliances REFerence
(SAREF), and Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) can be used to document
sensor statistics with time dimensions (Daniele et al., 2015; Compton et al.,
2012). In this case, the SAREF ontology is used for capturing sensor RDF
data. Building models are again converted to RDF data following the ifcOWL
ontology. The ontologies of ifcOWL and SAREF are considered as data
ontologies, which are combined to provide a common interface for processes.
The core part of this combined ontology is shown in Fig. 6.6. With this
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combined ontology, each sensor object is linked with a spatial structure
element (e.g. a space or a building storey) in building models.

Figure 6.6: Linking two ontologies as the base data ontology used in this case

With all the data converted to RDF, rules are defined to facilitate querying
information according to the use case: checking thermal comfort of spaces in
the building. The thermal comfort index Predicated Mean Vote (PMV) can
be calculated with the a set of equations developed by Fanger (1970), which
are implemented as a function sensor:hasPPD.

With all these rules captured in SPIN RDF data, this checking example is
realized with the simple query in Listing 6.7. The query generates issues for
spaces when dissatisfaction rate for thermal comfort is higher than 20 percent.
In the test case, a building model with five rooms is created. It is a model
for a real building storey, with three rooms containing in total eleven sensors.
Spaces which have Predicated Percentage of Dissatisfied (PPD) values are
pointed out by the checker.

SELECT ?s
WHERE{
?s a ifc:IfcSpace .
?s sensor:hasPPD ?ppd .
FILTER (?ppd>0.2)

}

Listing 6.7: The query acts as a checking rule to monitor thermal comfort
value of all rooms.
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6.5 Summary

These four diverse cases are used to evaluate different aspects of this approach
as well as this research prototype. Case Study 1 proves that a majority of
rules in a real ruleset can be covered. Functions and templates can be used
to facilitate the process of development. Case Study 2 shows that rules with
complex logic structures can be represented. Case Study 3 shows that coded
and rule-based functions can be extended and customized to adapt with
specific use cases. Case Study 4 demonstrates that with the advantage of
RDF and Semantic Web technologies, requirement checking is not limited
by the information that can be captured by building models but can also be
extended to easily integrate and process datasets from other domains.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary

This thesis starts from an overview of use cases and current applications of
requirement checking. Two types of use cases are introduced in Chapter 2,
namely requirement checking on data level in exchange and collaboration
processes, and requirement checking on domain level, which ensures e.g.
safety, quality or performance of buildings. It is concluded that existing
off-the-shelf systems for addressing these use cases are all developed based on
proprietary information silos, which are not transparent for public reviews.
More importantly, they are not flexible to be reused and extended to handle
increasingly more use cases that are emerging in the building industry. In
the last decade, many languages or data models have been invented in
research communities of BIM and construction informatics, attempting to
externalize representations of requirements and checking logics in order to
make them independent from implementations. However, hardly any of them
have achieved a standard or widely used manner. This PhD project takes a
different research scheme, which is exploring existing standards or established
technologies to evaluate whether they can be applied and further developed
to cover a wide range of use cases. Two directions are identified: 1) using
one single data model or one vocabulary that can be referenced by a domain
standard language to process building data, or 2) developing an environment
that allows multiple models or vocabularies to be integrated and processed.
The first direction leads to the first research question:

� Question 1: Can we use current open standards dedicated for capturing
requirements in the building industry to automatically check building
models?
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It is identified in Chapter 2 that there are no domain-specific query languages
or open standards widely adopted in this field. The only open, international-
level standard dedicated for capturing some requirements in the building
industry is mvdXML. A research prototype is designed and implemented
based on the open standards of mvdXML, which is used to structure checking
rules, and BIM Collaboration Format (BCF), which is used to report issues
as the results of checking processes. This approach has significant advantages
over current practices by providing a vendor-neutral and transparent method
to formalize requirements. It is proved that such a system can be used to
perform some checks against real use cases. However, it lacks a formal method
to introduce additional domain semantics into the system, besides all the
predefined concepts in the IFC data model. This limits the possibility of
using and extending the developed system, since use case requirements are
usually described using high level and extended concepts beyond IFC, despite
that IFC is already the most complete open data standard in the building
industry. It is believed that this limitation is not specific for mvdXML, but
can be generalized for all the domain-specific languages or standards which
are based on conventional monolithic data models or database systems. In
conclusion, if the scope of applications is narrowed down to certain scenarios
e.g. checking existence and value of explicit properties of building objects,
such a standard can be used to facilitate structuring rules. Regarding more
use cases, further exploration is required, which leads to the second research
question:

� Question 2: What would be a suitable approach that can support a wide
range of requirement checking applications in the building industry?

This question is answered by the work documented through out this
thesis. The core functionality of a requirement checking system can be broken
down into three aspects: 1) structuring requirements as computer-processable
rules; 2) querying and analysing building models; and 3) data and semantic
integration. As argued in Chapter 1 and 2, the general direction is to have
open, standardized data formats or languages to represent semantics and
logics in these processes instead of encoding them in specific systems. Since
there can be unlimited semantic concepts required in different use cases, a
checking environment that can introduce concepts in a modular and extensible
manner is required. Regarding these points, Semantic Web technologies can
provide a promising foundation.

As shown in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, development work can be grouped
into four tiers with Semantic Web technologies: data ontologies, requirement
ontologies, inference rules and checking rules. It is suggested to use an
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expressive and standardized query language such as SPARQL to represent
checking rules, which can access vocabularies that have underlying semantics
defined by inference rules represented by rule languages or procedural coding.
In most cases, inference rules shall be fired in a backward chaining manner,
which can be realized by using a backward chaining engine, or as presented in
this research, by encapsulating them as functions to be called. In practices,
however, it may require additional materializations in order to improve runtime
performance, if such processes are not expensive to be realized by e.g. forward
chaining rules or procedural coding. This approach is considered promising for
a few reasons: 1) rules can be structured with additional semantic concepts
that are formally defined; 2) building data processed by checking systems is
less restricted by specific data models and can be extended regarding specific
application requirements; 3) mappings between concepts are modularized; 4)
conventional procedural codings can be integrated as they can address use
cases like geometric computation; 5) except for some coded functions, all the
semantic concepts and checking logics can be represented as datasets using
the same RDF language; 6) use cases that require closed world semantics are
also covered. In Chapter 6, it proves that this checking environment can be
flexibly used to address a diverse set of use cases.

� Question 3: How can related semantic and geometric information in
building models be flexibly queried to meet the variety of requirement
checking use cases?

This question is answered by the work reported in Chapter 5. The
difficulties in querying data from IFC building models can be summarized
as follows: 1) data structures in IFC are usually too complex and sometimes
too low-level for use cases; 2) rich set of representations provided by IFC can
lead to semantic ambiguities in query tasks. This research suggests a modular
and more bottom-up approach to define functions that can be manipulated
by SPARQL to retrieve information from building models. An important
step is to find out required functions and which subsets of IFC building
models are the input for them. The information captured by IFC building
models can generally be grouped as domain semantic data and geometric
data. As described in Chapter 5, functions are categorized as schema level
semantics, instance level semantics, product geometry and spatial reasoning,
according to where the derived information comes from and complexities for
implementation. Regarding implementation, it is suggested that if possible,
declarative rule languages should be applied to take advantages of Semantic
Web technologies. This is because declarative methods like SPIN or other rule
languages can enable functions be implemented in a case-independent way,
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hence the implementation work is more portable. Nevertheless, procedural
coding should not be avoided especially when geometric computation is
required, since procedural coding is more expressive and can reuse established
algorithms. By following this approach, a significant amount of functions are
defined and implemented. The author believes that this is a general approach
that can be extended when more use cases are considered. With a library of
functions maintained by research communities, they can be considered as a
reference vocabulary that can be reused across different cases.

In any query cases, it is always required to find a balance between data that
is stored and data that is computed. In requirement checking applications,
this issue is especially important when geometry data needs to be processed
and analyzed. This research introduces triangulated boundary representation
that captured by WKT as a foundational representation for 3D geometry
data. This should be considered as a starting point for materializing geometry
representations to support developing query functions. With requirements
like performance optimization or more case-specific requirements, multiple
geometry representations can be extended.

� Question 4: From pragmatic point of view, can we deploy the suggested
approach to automatically check building models in day-to-day practices?

This question is answered by all the performance testing and case study work
documented in Chapter 4, 5 and 6. All the work evaluates three aspects of
the research prototype: performance, expressibility and extensibility. It shows
that except for performance short-comings in some spatial reasoning functions,
this prototype can provide reliable solutions. In some reasoning tasks, it is
slower than some commercial systems that have overlapped functionalities,
but it should be considered as implementation issues in this prototype but
not a limitation of this approach. Chapter 6 demonstrates that this prototype
can cover a large portion of checks of a real BIM standard and can handle
complex requirement checking cases. The processed datasets and functions
can both be extended in a relatively easy way, attributed to openness of
RDF and the expressive power of SPARQL. The author believes that with
optimization for some query functions, this prototype can be used practically
to handle many checking cases.

7.2 Strength of research and development

7.2.1 Benefits

The two approaches explored in this research both provide open and trans-
parent method over current practices, which process building datasets using
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one-of-a-kind proprietary solutions. The second one that is based on Semantic
Web technologies is considered as a more promising approach. By following
this approach, the checking environment developed in this research has a set
of features, which are beneficial for development and applications:

1. Hard-coding work is limited. Significant amounts of the development
work can be externalized and maintained in open data formats rather
than encoded in specific systems.

2. Rules can be structured with concepts according to domains or applica-
tion requirements, instead of always using terminologies defined in a
specific data model.

3. It can query both semantic and geometric subsets of building models.
Expressivity depends on defined rules and functions, which can be
extended.

4. Functions and rules enable modularized information processings that
reply on snippets of information and data structures rather than specific
data models. The internal data models can be modified or extended to
adapt with different use cases without affecting usage of functions.

5. It is developed based on standardized technologies that have a large
number of implementations, which can be used as the base environments
to begin with. Structured rules are more interoperable than custom
solutions.

6. Templates, annotations and additional structures can be defined to
facilitate rule structuring processes and adapt with application require-
ments.

7.2.2 Contribution

The existing work on this topic of requirement checking either focuses on
developing algorithms for specific sub-domains of building industry or attempts
to develop general approaches and systems. This research apparently resides
in the latter direction. The exploration in this research is broad, covering
both conventional data modeling and database systems and Semantic Web
technologies. The contributions of this research are elaborated as follows:

1. Evaluation of the applicability of open standards for checking IFC
building models.
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2. Extending the possibilities of using Semantic Web technologies for
checking building models: data quality checking and geometry related
checking.

3. Enabling techniques of logic reasoning and procedural programming to
be used together in a modular manner.

4. Open source prototype implementations and a set of case studies to
demonstrate the possibilities of this approach.

5. Advanced stage of evaluation of the suggested approach, considering per-
formance and expressibility to provide insight view regarding application
issues.

7.3 Limitation and drawbacks

One of the major limitations of the suggested approach is that required
knowledge engineering work is still intensive for most domain end users if
they need to introduce new semantic concepts into the system. How to enable
end users to effectively translate domain knowlege into processable rules is
still an open question. The short-term solution can be to design multiple user
interfaces according to different application requirements. A more flexible
and intelligent method is still required.

In the suggested approach, building models are stored in a way that is
independent with specific checking logics. In any cases, an essential process
is to transform stored building data to a form that is suitable for checking.
Functions and rules enable more modular and flexible transformation pro-
cesses. From use case point of view, a current limitation is that this kind of
transformation is limited in deriving properties and relationships for existing
objects. Creating new objects can only be conducted in the underlying coding
work or preprocessing building models, but cannot be explictly represented
in rules. In some checking cases, the added value of the suggested approach
might be limited. For example, use cases which require algorithms that
have long runtime e.g. some simulation-based requirement checks still need
to execute a separate program before the actual checking process. On the
contrary, sometimes this approach might be an overkill for simple checks,
which can be addressed by implementing a straightforward domain-specific
language. For these cases, the beneficial part of the suggested approach is
that it can always serve as a common grounding for these additional features
to build on. If such a common grounding is not required in an application, it
can choose to use other methods.
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As stated in Chapter 1, this research only focuses on using IFC build-
ing models and ifcOWL data as the major input for checking but has not
considered other possibilities. The purpose of setting up this boundary is to
limit the scope of research and development. Requirement checking based on
other data models or ontologies can be developed using similar methods and
technologies.

7.4 Future research

Automatic requirement checking in the building industry is a comprehensive
topic. There are many possible avenues for further research. Some issues
are in the direct downstream of this research, in terms of both the research
prototype itself and the suggested approach.

7.4.1 Performance optimization

Performance of querying and reasoning might be the most urgent issue, which
may affect practical use of the suggested approach. It is shown in Chapter 4
that query rewriting techniques can be a promising approach to optimize
performance for querying over rules. Another direction is to find a balance
of the trade-off between materialization of data and runtime performance of
queries. Regarding computing on geometry data, spatial indexations can be
implemented to improve performance in this aspect, as they have been proved
to have significant impact for spatial reasoning in other domains (Patroumpas
et al., 2014). This may lead to creating specialized databases in the future.

7.4.2 Geometry representation

It is realized that various geometry representations defined in the IFC data
model is mainly used for creation and exchange of geometry data, but can
be complex for developing algorithms to derive domain related properties
and relationships. In the second research prototype, all the forms of 3D
geometry data is transformed to triangulated boundary representations, and
WKT is used to address the issue of storing deeply composed geometry data
efficiently into RDF graphs. It is an efficient way for use cases such as 3D
visualization, which is usually required in applications. It can also act as a
basic representation for developing algorithms to derive product quantities
and spatial relationships. However, certain semantics are inevitably lost
in such a transformation process. In the future research, a consensus of
using multiple geometry representations needs to be established in research
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communities. Such a work shall be driven by use cases and performance
evaluation, considering geometry algorithms and indexation for large amounts
of building products.

7.4.3 Interdisciplinary applications

An advantage of the suggested approach is that it provides more possibilities
to process heterogeneous datasets to address interdiciplinary applications,
e.g. integrating and processing information from domains of construction,
infrastructure and Internet of Things (IoT). A direction for future research
is to use Semantic Web technologies together with extended functions to
process data from multiple sources. This requires defining use cases to drive
development. From technical point of view, many challenges exist, including
integrating legacy systems, ontological alignment, etc.. All these issues require
further investigations to provide a general solution.

7.4.4 Intelligent data analysis

Another future direction is to augment structured semantic-based query with
intelligent data analytic features. As discussed in Section 6.1 in Chapter 6,
even if with additional codings, some of the query functions may still be
too expensive to be implemented with conventional imperative programs.
New methods are required in this aspect in order to automatically identify
classifications and properties of building objects based on large amounts
of samples of building models, related datasets or even checking processes
conducted by humans. This will help the system to more comprehensively
analyze captured information and facilitate human-machine interactions.
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Appendix A

Research prototypes

A.1 Model view checker prototype

The source code is published in https://github.com/BenzclyZhang/mvdXML-
Checker. This prototype supports mvdXML 1.1 Beta version.

A.2 BimSPARQL prototype

The vocabularies, rules and datasets for testing in Section 5.6 are published in
an Open Science Framework repository with DOI: https://doi.org/10.17605/-
OSF.IO/V5ENM. Related source code is published on: https://github.com/Be-
nzclyZhang/BimSPARQL and https://github.com/Benzcly-Zhang/BimSPAR-
QL-GUI.
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A.2. BimSPARQL prototype
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Appendix B

Case study references

B.1 Rules in Case Study 1

Table B.1: All the rules in Case Study 1. F,P,S and N respectively represent Fully
expressible, Possibly expressible, Semi-expressible and Not expressible.

no. rule level template function

9.1 If it is a project, then it
should have length unit
of MM or M.

F - schm:hasProjectUnit

9.2 If it is a project, then it
should have area unit of
M2.

F - schm:hasProjectUnit

9.3 If it is a project, then it
should have volume unit
of M3.

F - schm:hasProjectUnit

10.1 If it is a project, then it
should have local origin
of (0,0,0)

F - -

10.2 If it is a project, then its
origin shall be georefer-
enced according to build-
ingSMART draft docu-
ment.

F - -

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page

no. rule level template function

11.1 The model should
have one and only one
project.

F C EC -

11.2 If it is a project, then
its name should con-
tain project number (5
digit).

F C PF statsbygg:name

11.3 All projects in different
models should have the
same guid.

F - statsbygg:globalId

12.1 If it is a project, then it
shall have only 1 site.

F C PC schm:hasSpatial-
Decomposition

12.2 If it is a site, then its
land title number shall
contain cadastra num-
ber (knr gnr bnr fnr
snr).

F C PF statsbygg:landTitle-
Number

12.3 If it is a site, then its
long name shall be as-
signed a statsbygg com-
plex number.

F C PF statsbygg:longName

13.1 If it is a site, then it shall
have 1 or more build-
ings.

F C PC schm:hasSpatial-
Decomposition

13.2 If it is a building, then
it should have the
property of buildingID
with norminalValue
which contain building
number.

F C PF pset:buildingID -
BuildingCommon

13.3 If it is a building, then
it should have name.

F C PE statsbygg:name

13.4 If it is a building, then it
should have long name.

F C PE statsbygg:longName

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page

no. rule level template function

14.1 If it is a building, then
it shall have 1 or more
storeys.

F C PC schm:hasSpatial-
Decomposition

14.2 If it is a storey, then its
name should be an inte-
ger number.

F C PF statsbygg:name

14.3 If it is a storey, then its
longname should be a de-
scriptive text.

F C PF statsbygg:longName

14.4 If it is a storey above
the ground, then it
should have the property
of AboveGround with
value equals to true.

P C PV pset:aboveGround -
BuildingStoreyCommon

14.5 If it is a storey on
entrance level, then it
should have the property
of EntranceLevel with
value equals to true.

P C PV pset:entranceLevel -
BuildingStoreyCommon

15.1 If it is a space, then it
should have 3d geome-
try.

F - -

15.2 If it is an area which rep-
resents a defined func-
tion,a space shall be de-
fined.

S - -

16.1 If it is a functional space,
then it should have the
name with room func-
tion number.

P - statsbygg:name

17.1 Technical spaces should
be modelled according
to spatial programs.

P - schm:hasClassification

17.2 Technical spaces should
be modelled.

P C E schm:hasClassification
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17.3 Refrigeration plant
should be modelled.

P C E schm:hasClassification

17.4 Heating plant should be
modelled.

P C E schm:hasClassification

17.5 Main ventilation room
should be modelled.

P C E schm:hasClassification

17.6 Electrical transformer
room should be mod-
elled.

P C E schm:hasClassification

17.7 Main electrical distribu-
tion room should be
modelled.

P C E schm:hasClassification

17.8 Diesel generator room
should be modelled.

P C E schm:hasClassification

17.9 UPS supply room
should be modelled.

P C E schm:hasClassification

17.10 If it is a technical space,
then it should have a de-
scriptive long name.

P C PF schm:hasClassification
statsbygg:longName

18.1 If it is a storey, then it
should have 1 total gross
area space.

P C PC schm:hasSpatial-
Decomposition

18.2 If it is a storey, then it
should have the property
of gross area.

F C PE qto:grossFloorArea -
BuildingStoreyBase-
Quantities

19.1 Outdoor spaces should
be modelled.

P C PE schm:hasClassification

20.1 If it is a space, then it
should have property of
planned net area.

F C E pset:netPlannedArea -
SpaceCommon

20.2 If it a space, then it
should have property of
planned gross area.

F C PE pset:grossPlannedArea -
SpaceCommon
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20.3 Space should have prop-
erty of planned net area
and gross area according
to spatial program list.

F - pset:netPlannedArea -
SpaceCommon,
pset:grossPlannedArea -
SpaceCommon,
pdt:hasSpaceArea

21.1 Spaces should be
checked with agreed
program list.

P - schm:hasClassification

22.1 If it is a functional space,
then its height should
be smaller than the dis-
tance between the upper
edge of a floor slab and
lower edge of the floor
slab of the storey above
when suspended ceilings
are modelled.”

P - schm:hasClassification,
pdt:hasOverallHeight,
spt:distanceZ,
schm:isContainedIn.

23.1 If it is a building, then it
should have the property
of GrossVolume.

F C PE qto:grossVolume -
BuildingBaseQuantities

23.2 If it is a storey, then it
should have the property
of GrossVolume.

F C PE qto:grossVolume -
BuildingStoreyBase-
Quantities

23.3 If it is a storey, then it
should have the property
of AboveGround.

F C PE pset:aboveGround -
BuildingStoreyCommon

24.1 If it is a roof cornice
or roof ridge, then it
should have the property
of height

P C PE

26.1 If it is a zone, then it
should have aggregation
of spaces.

F C PC schm:hasGroupAssignment
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27.1 If it is a system, then it
should have aggregation
of building service prod-
ucts.

F C PC schm:hasGroupAssignment

29.1 If it is an object, then it
should be modelled with
occurrence and type
properties.

F C PC schm:hasObjectTyping

29.2 If it is an object oc-
currence, then it should
have identical GUID.

F C PU statsbygg:globalId

30.1 If it is a building el-
ement, then it should
have name following spe-
cific formats according
to building element part
numbers in NS3451.

F C PF statsbygg:name

31.1 If it is a building, or
floor or space or wall or
slab, then it shall be as-
signed to elements by us-
ing IfcElementQuantity.

F C PE qto:height WallBase-
Quantities,
qto:netVolumn -
BuildingBaseQuantities,
etc..

31.2 If it is a space, then it
should have property of
GrossFloorArea.

F C PE qto:grossFloorArea -
SpaceBaseQuantities

31.3 If it is a space, then it
should have property of
NetFloorArea.

F C PE qto:netFloorArea -
SpaceBaseQuantities

32.1 If it is a building ele-
ment, then it should ap-
ply layer assignments ac-
cording to NS 8351 stan-
dard.

F - -
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33.1 If it is a project, then it
should have the name of
5 digits.

F C PF statsbygg:name

34.1 If it is a project, then it
should have one site.

F C PC schm:hasSpatial-
Decomposition

34.2 If it is a site, then it
should have the name
with the cadastre num-
ber.

F C PF statsbygg:name

35.1 If it is a functional zone,
then it should have the
attribute of name with
functional level number.

P C PF statsbygg:name

35.2 If it is a functional zone,
then it should have the
attribute of description
of functional level name.

P C PF statsbygg:description

35.3 If it is a functional
zone, then it should have
the attribute of object
type of functional level
name.”

P C PF statsbygg:objectType

36.1 If it is a space, then
it should have the at-
tribute of name ac-
cording to programmed
space function number.

F - statsbygg:name

36.2 If it is a space, then
it should have the at-
tribute of long name ac-
cording to programmed
space function names.

F - statsbygg:longName
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36.3 If it is a space,
then it should have
the attribute of
Pset SpaceCommon.
NetPlannedArea equals
to the programmed
area.

F - pset:netPlannedArea -
SpaceCommon

40.1 Geometry shall be ap-
proximate.

N - -

41.1 If it is a space with
climate/comfort require-
ments, then it shall be
encircled by the building
envelope.

S - schm:hasClassification

41.2 Building envelope
should be airtight.

N - -

41.3 If it is a wall, then it
should have the name
with format of ”Build-
ing code”+”user defined
wall type”.

F C PF statsbygg:name

41.4 If it is a wall, it
should have the wall
type defined according
to agreed list in the
project.

F - statsbygg:objectType

41.5 If it is an object in
the building envelope
like roof, exterior wall,
window or door, then
it should have property
of IsExternal with the
norminalValue of true

S - pset:isExternal -
WallCommon,
pset:isExternal -
DoorCommon, etc.
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41.6 If some walls are in the
same type, then their
thickness should be the
same.

F C PST pdt:hasWallThickness,
qto:width WallBase-
Quantities

41.7 If some walls are in the
same type, then their
materials should be the
same.

F C MST schm:hasMaterial

41.8 If it is an external wall,
then its height should be
according to the planned
floor height.

P - pset:isExternal -
WallCommon,
schm:hasClassification

42.1 Reinforced walls shall
exist in projects.

P C E schm:hasClassification

42.2 Frameworks shall exist
in projects.

P C E schm:hasClassification

42.3 Columns shall exist in
projects.

F C E -

42.4 Beams shall exist in
projects.

F C E -

42.5 Footings shall exist in
projects.

P C E -

42.6 If it is a load bearing
building element, then
it should have the at-
tribute of object type
with naming conven-
tions.

P C PF statsbygg:objectType

43.1 Internal walls should ex-
ist in the model.

P C PF pset:isExternal -
WallCommon,
schm:hasClassification
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43.2 Internal walls with same
type should have the
same wall thickness.

P C PST pset:isExternal -
WallCommon,
pdt:hasWallThickness,
qto:width WallBase-
Quantities

43.2 Internal walls with same
type should have the
same material.

P C MST schm:hasMaterial,
schm:hasObjectType

43.3 Internal walls should
have the attribute of de-
scription.

P C PF statsbygg:description

43.4 If it is a internal wall,
then its height should be
modelled from the top
surface of the floor to
the bottom surface of
the floor above.

P - pdt:hasTopSurface,
pdt:hasBottomSurface,
geom:touches,
schm:isContainedIn,
spt:hasUpperStorey

43.5 Internal doors should
have the property of de-
scription.

P C PE pset:isExternal -
DoorCommon,
statsbygg:description

43.6 Internal doors should
have the property of
name.

P C PE pset:isExternal -
DoorCommon,
statsbygg:name

43.7 Internal doors should
have the property of
type.

P C PE pset:isExternal -
DoorCommon,
statsbygg:objectType

43.8 Internal doors should
have the property of
Pset IfcDoorCommon.IsExternal.

S C PE pset:isExternal -
DoorCommon

43.9 Internal doors should
have the property of
Pset IfcDoorCommon.FireExit.

P C PE pset:isExternal -
DoorCommon,
pset:fireExit -
DoorCommon
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44.1 If it is a storey, then it
should have at least 1
floor slab.

F C PC schm:isContainedIn

44.2 If it is a floor slab,
then it should have
the attribute of prede-
fined type of ”baseslab”,
”floor” or ”roof”.

P - -

44.3 If some slabs are in the
same type, then their
thicknesses should be
the same.

F C PST schm:hasObjectTyping,
pdt:hasWallThickness,
qto:width SlabBase-
Quantities

44.4 If some slabs are in the
same type, then their
material should be the
same.

F C MST schm:hasObjectTyping,
schm:hasMaterial

45.1 If it is an equipment that
is space-intensive, heavy
and prone to vibration
or noise generation, or
have potential structural
consequences, should be
modelled using the rele-
vant object entity types.

S - statsbygg:objectType

46.1 If it is a stair, then the
attribute of name should
be provided.

F C PE statsbygg:name

46.2 If it is a stair, then the
attribute of tag should
be provided.

F C PE statsbygg:tag

46.3 If it is a stair, then the
attribute of object type
should be provided.

F C PE statsbygg:objectType
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46.4 If it is a elevator shaft,
then the attribute of
name should be pro-
vided.

P C PE statsbygg:name

46.5 If it is an elevator shaft,
then it should have an
elevator car.

S C PC schm:isContainedIn, or
spt:contains

47.1 Model contains all
spaces according to
programmed spaces.

P - schm:hasClassification

47.2 Spaces should have long
name attribute.

F C PE statsbygg:longName

48.1 Ventilation rooms
should exist in the
model.

P C E schm:hasClassification

48.2 Vertical ducts should ex-
ist in the model.

P C E schm:hasClassification

48.3 Gross area should exist
in the model.

P C E schm:hasClassification

48.4 Circulation area should
exist in the model.

P C E schm:hasClassification

49.1 If it is a fire compart-
ment, then it should
have the object type
with values of Fire-
Compartment, Elevator-
Shaft, RisingDuct or
RunningDuct.

S - statsbygg:objectType

50.1 If it is a space, then
it should have bound-
ary relationship with it
boundary elements.

P - spt:distanceXY,
schm:hasSpaceBoundary
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51.1 All the requirements
from outlined concep-
tual design phase are ap-
plied as a basis for this
phase.

F - -

52.1 If it is geometry, then it
should be accurate.

N - -

53.1 If it is a building ele-
ment, then it should
have corresponding
types.

F C PC schm:hasObjectTyping

53.2 If it is a building facade
element, then it could
have coverings like sun
protection system.

P C PC schm:isDecomposedByElement,
schm:hasClassification

53.3 If it is a sun protec-
tion system, then it
should have the type
of IfcBuildingElement-
ProxyType.

P - schm:hasObjectTyping

54.1 If it is an internal wall,
then it should have prop-
erties of FireRating in
Pset WallCommon.

P C PE pset:isExternal -
WallCommon,
pset:fireRating -
WallCommon

54.2 If it is an internal wall,
then it should have prop-
erties of LoadBearing in
Pset WallCommon.

P C PE pset:isExternal -
WallCommon,
pset:loadBearing -
WallCommon

54.3 If it is an internal wall,
then it should have prop-
erties of IsExternal in
Pset WallCommon.

P C PE pset:isExternal -
WallCommon
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54.4 If it is an internal wall,
then it should have prop-
erties of AcusticRating
in Pset WallCommon.

P C PE pset:isExternal -
DoorCommon,
pset:acousticRating -
DoorCommon

54.5 If it is an internal
wall, then it should
have properties of
Compartmentation in
Pset WallCommon.

P C PE pset:isExternal -
WallCommon,
pset:compartmentation -
WallCommon

54.6 If it is a load bearing ele-
ment, then it should con-
tain block-outs for tech-
nical ducts and shafts.

P - schm:hasElementVoiding

54.7 If it is a internal door,
then it should have the
properties of FireRat-
ing.

P C PE pset:isExternal -
DoorCommon,
pset:fireRating -
DoorCommon

54.8 If it is a internal door,
then it should have the
properties of FireExit.

P C PE pset:isExternal -
DoorCommon,
pset:fireExit -
DoorCommon

55.1 If it is a column, then
it should have correct
placement and dimen-
sions.

S - pdt:hasOverallHeight,
pdt:hasOverallWidth, etc.

55.2 If it is a column and it
has cover, then the cover
should have wall type
with name of ”222.1 col-
umn front cover”

P - schm:hasObjectTyping,
statsbygg:name,

56.1 If it is a suspended ceil-
ing, then it must be
modelled at right height.

P spt:distanceZ
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57.1 Placement of sanitary
equipment like water
closet.

P C PC

57.2 Placement of sanitary
equipment like kitch-
enette.

P C PC

58.1 If it is a furniture, then
it should have IfcFurni-
tureType, which should
have the attribute of
name.

F C PC statsbygg:name

58.2 If it is a IfcFurniture-
Type, it should have
tag attribute according
to dRofus equipment
database.

F - statsbygg:tag

59.1 If it is a planned space,
then it shall contain the
room function number
and be placed in the
model.

P - statsbygg:name

59.2 Vertical ducts should ex-
ist in the model

P C E schm:hasClassification,
etc.

59.3 Rumming ducts should
exist in the model.

P C E schm:hasClassification,
etc.

59.4 Gross area should exist
in the model.

P C E schm:hasClassification,
etc.

59.5 Circulation area should
exist in the model.

P C E schm:hasClassification,
etc.

60.1 Fire zones should exist
in the model.

P C E schm:hasClassification,
etc.

60.2 Security zones should ex-
ist in the model.

P C E schm:hasClassification,
etc.
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60.3 Heating zones should ex-
ist in the model.

P C E schm:hasClassification,
etc.

60.4 Cooling zones should ex-
ist in the model.

P C E schm:hasClassification,
etc.

61.1 Stairs should exist in the
model.

P C E schm:hasClassification,
etc.

61.2 Ramps should exist in
the model.

P C E schm:hasClassification,
etc.

61.3 Elevators should exist in
the model.

P C E schm:hasClassification,
etc.

61.4 Escalators should exist
in the model.

P C E schm:hasClassification,
etc.

62.1 Requirements in Full
Conceptual Design
phase are applied.

F - -

63.1 Complete assemblies of
all components shall be
modelled at a detailed
generic level, suitable for
tendering purposes.

N - -

64.1 Geometry of product
should be accurate.

N - -

65.1 If it is an external wall,
then it should contain
material layers.

P C PE pset:isExternal -
WallCommon,
schm:hasLayeredMaterial

65.2 If it is an external wall,
then it should contain at-
tribute of description.

P C PE pset:isExternal -
WallCommon,
statsbygg:description

65.3 It is a front cover of slab,
then it should have spe-
cific wall type.

P - schm:hasObjectTyping
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66.1 If it is an internal wall,
then it should have ma-
terial layers.

P C PC pset:isExternal -
WallCommon,
schm:hasLayeredMaterial

66.2 If it is an internal wall,
then it should have
height property.

P C PE pset:isExternal -
WallCommon, qto:height -
wallBaseQuantities

67.1 If it is a suspended ceil-
ing, then it should be
modelled as a slab with
name attribute of 257.X
suspended ceiling.

P C PF statsbygg:name

68.1 Internal doors and exter-
nal doors should exist in
the model.

P C E pset:isExternal

69.1 If it is a space, then
its name should contain
the room function num-
ber according to require-
ment database.

F - statsbygg:name

70.1 Fire zone should exist in
the model.

P C E schm:hasClassification

70.2 Heating zone should ex-
ist in the model.

P C E schm:hasClassification

70.3 Cooling zone should ex-
ist in the model.

P C E schm:hasClassification

70.4 Security zone should ex-
ist in the model.

P C E schm:hasClassification
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id name body

C E Existence

ASK WHERE{
?x a ?class .
}

C EC Existance Count

ASK
WHERE{
{
SELECT (COUNT(?x) AS ?c)
WHERE {
?x a ?class .
}

}
FILTER ((?c>=min)&&(?c<=max))

}

C PE Property Existence

CONSTRUCT{
_:b0 a spin:ConstraintViolation .
_:b0 spin:violationRoot ?x .
_:b0 spin:violationPath ?p .
_:b0 spin:violationLevel ?level .

}
WHERE{
?x a ?class .
FILTER NOT EXISTS{
?x ?p ?o .

FILTER (?o=?v)
}

}
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C PV Property Value

CONSTRUCT{
_:b0 a spin:ConstraintViolation .
_:b0 spin:violationRoot ?x .
_:b0 spin:violationPath ?p .
_:b0 spin:violationLevel ?level .

}
WHERE{
?x a ?class .
FILTER NOT EXISTS{
?x ?p ?o .
FILTER (?o=?v)

}
}

C PC Property Cardinality

CONSTRUCT{
_:b0 a spin:ConstraintViolation .
_:b0 spin:violationRoot ?x .
_:b0 spin:violationPath ?p .
_:b0 spin:violationLevel ?level .

}
WHERE{
?x a ?class .
FILTER NOT EXISTS{
?x ?p ?o .
FILTER operator(?o,?v)

}
}
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C PF Property Format

CONSTRUCT{
_:b0 a spin:ConstraintViolation .
_:b0 spin:violationRoot ?x .
_:b0 spin:violationPath ?p .
_:b0 spin:violationLevel ?level .

}
WHERE{
?x a ?class .
FILTER NOT EXISTS{
?x ?p ?o .
FILTER regex(?o,?regex)

}
}

C PST Property of Same Type

CONSTRUCT{
_:b0 a spin:ConstraintViolation .
_:b0 spin:violationRoot ?x .
_:b0 spin:violationRoot ?y .
_:b0 spin:violationPath ?p .
_:b0 spin:violationLevel ?level .

}
WHERE{
?x a ?class .
?x schm:hasObjectTyping ?t .
?y schm:hasObjectTyping ?t .
?y a ?class .
FILTER NOT EXISTS{
?x ?p ?v1 .
?y ?p ?v2 .

FILTER (?v1=?v2)
}

}
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C MST Material of Same Type

CONSTRUCT{
_:b0 a spin:ConstraintViolation .
_:b0 spin:violationRoot ?x .
_:b0 spin:violationRoot ?y .
_:b0 spin:violationPath ?p .
_:b0 spin:violationLevel ?level .
}
WHERE{
?x a ?class .
?x schm:hasObjectTyping ?t .

?y schm:hasObjectTyping ?t .
?y a ?class .
FILTER EXISTS{
?x schm:hasMaterial ?m1 .
?y schm:hasMaterial ?m2 .
FILTER (?m1!=?m2)

}
}
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